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Abstract
Semiconductor quantum wires (QWRs) are promising structures for optoelectronics
applications, since they can provide quantum confinement for charge carriers in two dimensions.
The advantage that they offer over conventional quantum wells (QWs) is due to the sharper
density of states characteristic of these structures, yielding narrower spectral lines and higher
optical gain.  However, to exhibit clear confinement characteristics, QWRs must meet stringent
requirements in terms of size, uniformity and interfacial quality.
Different methods have been explored for QWR fabrication.  Techniques based on
etching and regrowth suffer from defect incorporation into the lateral interfaces, since they are
not formed in situ, and are limited in size by the lithographic features. On the other hand, growth
of fractions of monolayers on vicinal substrates, although overcoming the above limitations,
gives rise to size nonuniformities and graded interfaces.  In this project, (In)GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs
QWRs are obtained by organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) growth of
quantum wells on patterned, V-grooved substrates.  In this way, the lithographically defined
pattern serves as a seed for QWR formation.  The self-ordering properties of OMCVD on
nonplanar surfaces ensure the creation of a self-limiting profile at the bottom of the grooves, on
which the wires are grown.  This method overcomes the size limitations imposed by lithography,
allows the in situ formation of interfaces and, thanks to the self-ordering mechanism, yields
structures with high uniformity, whose characteristics are determined solely by the growth
conditions.
Although nonplanar growth has been employed for more than ten years for QWR
fabrication, the understanding of the self-ordering mechanisms originating the profiles at the
bottom of the grooves has been until now only phenomenological.  The attainment of self-
limiting profiles takes place via transients of the growth rates at the bottom of the groove.
Current models of nonplanar growth can predict the formation, evolution or disappearance of
facets at the 100nm-µm size.  However, they cannot describe the transient behaviors at the nm
scale that lead to self-limiting growth.  This thesis project has been aimed at elucidating the
physical mechanisms of this self-organized growth.
A fundamental part of the project has been the creation of a wide experimental database to
understand the dependence of the self-limiting profiles on the materials and growth conditions.
The profiles at the bottom of the groove exhibit a faceted structure, consisting of a central (100)
plane, surrounded by two {311}A ones.  Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) shows that the bottom facets become wider as the growth temperature increases and as
the Al mole fraction x of AlxGa1-xAs layers decreases.  It appears therefore that surface diffusion
is a key element in determining self-limiting growth.  TEM cross sections show also that the
establishment of self-limiting profiles takes place via self-adjusting growth rates on these facets.
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In addition to this geometrical self-ordering, AlxGa1-xAs alloys exhibit also a
compositional self-ordering at the bottom of the groove.  Due to the higher mobility of Ga
species, with respect to the Al ones, the facets at the bottom of the groove are Ga rich, with
respect to the sidewall planes, giving rise to so-called vertical quantum wells (VQWs).  To
determine the composition of the VQWs, we have developed a technique employing cross-
sectional atomic force microscopy (AFM) in air.  This method is based on the dependence of the
AlxGa1-xAs oxidation rates on the Al content x.  Through a calibration on a reference sample, we
were able to measure compositions with an accuracy of ±0.02.  The enhanced Ga content of the
VQWs follows classical models of segregation, and reaches a maximum of DxÊ@Ê0.15 for
xÊ@Ê0.55 at a growth temperature of 700¡C.
We also studied the three dimensional structure of the self-limiting surface profiles by
top-surface AFM in air of the nonplanar samples after cool-down and removal from the
OMCVD reactor.  Each of the planes composing the groove presents a monolayer step structure
that reflects directly the morphology of surfaces of the same orientation found in planar epitaxy.
However, on the facets forming on corrugated substrates the step structure exhibits a higher
degree of ordering, with respect to planar epitaxy.  This is due to a modification of surface
diffusion, when the trench width becomes comparable to or lower than the adatom surface
diffusion length.
In the last part of the project, we have developed a model ascribing the self-ordering
phenomena observed above to local variations of the surface chemical potential µ.  Since µ
becomes lower as the concavity of the surface increases, it induces a curvature-dependent
capillarity flux towards the bottom of the groove.  In the absence of capillarity, if the growth rate
is higher on the sidewall planes than on the bottom facets, the capillarity-enhanced growth rate at
the bottom can balance exactly the sidewall growth rate, thus leading to self-limiting growth.
The different behavior of nonplanar OMCVD (where self-ordering is usually observed at the
bottom of the grooves) and molecular beam epitaxy (where self-ordering rather takes place at the
top of the corrugations) can be explained by the different growth rate anisotropies of the two
techniques.  In a ternary alloy, the composition is locally different at the bottom of the groove,
due to the different diffusion lengths of Ga and Al.  The resulting entropy of mixing, which is
lower than the one for a uniform composition, tends however to oppose this segregation, thus
affecting the alloy self-limiting profiles.
The predictions of the model have been successfully verified on our OMCVD-grown
profiles.  They can be used to design and optimize a variety of nanostructures, including VQWs,
QWRs and QWR superlattices in the GaAs/AlGaAs system, and can be further extended to the
strained InGaAs/AlGaAs system.
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Version abrge
Les fils quantiques de semi-conducteurs sont des structures intressantes pour les
applications optolectroniques puisquÕelles peuvent fournir un confinement quantique  deux
dimensions pour les porteurs de charge.  LÕavantage quÕoffre ces structures, par rapport aux
puits quantiques conventionnels, est d  leur densit dÕtats plus localise, caractristique de la
rduction de dimensionalit, qui conduit  des lignes spectrales plus troites et  un gain optique
plus lev.  Toutefois, pour montrer des caractristiques nettes de confinement, les fils doivent
satisfaire  des critres tres exigeants en ce qui concerne leur dimension, la qualit de leur
interfaces et leur uniformit
Diffrentes mthodes ont t utilises pour la fabrication de fils quantiques.  Les
techniques dÕattaque chimique suivie dÕune recroissance donnent lieu  lÕincorporation de
dfauts dans les interfaces latrales, et sont limites en taille par les caractristiques de la
lithographie.  Quant  la croissance de fractions de monocouches sur surfaces vicinales, celle ci
est affecte par des problmes dÕuniformit et de dfinition dÕinterface.  Dans ce projet, nous
avons ralis des fils quantiques de (In)GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs par dposition chimique en phase
vapeur aux organomtalliques (OMCVD) sur des substrats gravs en forme de V. Dans cette
mthode, le rseau dfini par lithographie est utilis comme germe pour la formation des fils.
Les proprits dÕauto-organisation de lÕOMCVD assurent la cration dÕun profil auto-limit au
fond des sillons, sur lequel sont dposs le fils.  Cette technique sÕaffranchit des limitations de
taille de la lithographie, permet la formation dÕinterfaces in situ et, grce au mcanisme dÕauto-
organisation, fournit des structures de grande uniformit dont les caractristiques sont
dtermines uniquement par les conditions de croissance.
Bien que la croissance sur substrats non planaires soit employe depuis plus que dix ans
pour la fabrication de fils quantiques, la connaissance des mcanismes dÕauto-organisation qui
sont  lÕorigine des profils au fond des sillons demeure pour lÕinstant phnomnologique.  Les
profils auto-limits sont forms par lÕintermdiaire de transitoires des vitesses de croissance au
fond des sillons.  Les models actuels de croissance non planaire peuvent prdire la formation,
lÕvolution ou la disparition de facettes  lÕchelle de 100nm.  Toutefois, ils ne peuvent pas
dcrire les phnomnes transitoires  lÕchelle du nanomtre qui conduisent  la croissance auto-
limite.  Ce projet de thse a eu pour objectif la comprhension des mcanismes physiques de
cette croissance auto-organise.
Une partie fondamentale du projet a t lÕtablissement dÕune vaste base de donnes
exprimentales afin de comprendre la dpendance des profils auto-limits des diffrents
matriaux en fonction des conditions de croissance.  Le fond des sillons est une structure 
facettes, qui consiste en un plan central (100), entour de deux facettes {311}A.  Des images en
section transverse au microscope lectronique  transmission (TEM) montrent que les facettes
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au fond du sillon deviennent plus large quand la temprature de croissance augmente et quand la
composition en Al de lÕAlxGa1-xAs diminue.  Il semble donc que la diffusion en surface soit un
lment essentiel de la croissance auto-organise.  Les sections TEM montrent aussi que les
profils auto-limits sont atteints par autoajustement des vitesses de croissance sur ces facettes.
En plus de cette auto-organisation gomtrique, les alliages AlxGa1-xAs prsentent aussi
une auto-organisation chimique au fond des sillons.  Grce  la mobilit plus leve du Ga, par
rapport  lÕAl, les facettes du fond sont riches en Ga, par rapport aux parois du sillon, et forment
ce que lÕon nomme des puits quantiques verticaux (VQWs).  Afin de dterminer la composition
des VQWs, nous avons dvelopp une technique qui utilise la microscopie  force atomique
(AFM)  lÕair de section.  Cette technique est base sur la dpendance en x de la vitesse
dÕoxydation de lÕAlxGa1-xAs.  A lÕaide dÕun calibrage effectue sur un chantillon de rfrence,
nous pouvons mesurer des compositions avec une prcision de ±0.02.  LÕenrichissement en Ga
dans le VQW sÕaccorde avec les models classiques de sgrgation, et atteint un maximum
DxÊ@Ê0.15 pour xÊ@Ê0.55 pour une temprature de 700¡C.
Nous avons tudi par AFM en surface la structure tridimensionnelle des profils auto-
limits des chantillons non-planaires.  La morphologie de surface des facettes qui forment les
sillons reproduit les structures  marches monoatomiques observes sur les substrats planaires
de mme orientation.  Toutefois, sur les facettes qui se forment sur les substrats non planaires, la
structure des marches est plus ordonne, par rapport  lÕpitaxie planaire.  Ce fait est d  la
modification de la diffusion en surface, observe lorsque la largeur des facettes est du mme
ordre ou plus petite que la longueur de diffusion.
Dans la dernire partie du projet, nous avons dvelopp un modle permettant de relier les
phnomnes dÕauto-organisation observs aux variations locales du potentiel chimique de
surface µ.  Comme µ dcrot lorsque la concavit de la surface augmente, il provoque un flux de
capillarit vers le fond, dpendant de la courbure locale de la surface.  Si la vitesse de croissance,
dans lÕabsence de capillarit, est plus leve sur les parois du sillon que sur les facettes du fond,
lÕaugmentation par capillarit de la vitesse de croissance au fond du sillon peut quilibrer
exactement la vitesse de croissance sur les parois (croissance auto-limite).  Les comportements
diffrents de lÕOMCVD (ou lÕauto-organisation est observe au fond) et de la croissance par
jets molculaires (ou lÕauto-organisation arrive plutt au sommet) peuvent alors tre expliqus
par les diffrents anisotropies de vitesse de croissance entre le deux techniques.  Dans une
alliage ternaire, la composition au fond est localement affecte,  cause des diffrentes longueurs
de diffusion de Ga et Al.  Toutefois, lÕentropie de mlange qui en rsulte tend  sÕopposer 
cette sgrgation, et influence les profils auto-limits des alliages.
Les prdictions du modle ont t vrifies sur nos profils crs par OMCVD, et peuvent
tre utilises pour projeter et optimiser de nombreuses nanostructures, comme VQWs, fils
quantiques et super-rseaux de fils quantiques dans le systme GaAs/AlGaAs, et mis a profit
pour le systme InGaAs/GaAs.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
ÒSelf-organization is creation without a creator attending to details.  More precisely: the
formation of patterns and structures that form from the initial state, without intervention, in a
dynamical systemÓ [1].  The notion of self-organized systems, defined in this suggestive
sentence in quite general terms, has found applications in a very wide range of different
disciplines.  One outstanding example is the theory of evolution, through a self-organization of
DNA in an effort to adapt organisms to the environment, as opposed to creationism, in which the
creator shaped the living beings in a deterministic way.  Another application of the concept of
self-organization is the learning process at the base of neural networks, inspired by the functions
of the human brain (see, for example, [2]).  In these systems, an interconnected assembly of
simple processing elements can undergo a process of adaptation to, or learning from, a set of
training patterns (note the difference with respect to a conventional computer, which must be told
in advance the exact series of steps required to perform the algorithm).  Even in the field of
economy, the dualism between self-organization and external control is a central concept.  In free
market economies prices result from equilibria between supply and demand, while centrally-
planned economies prices and productions are imposed externally [3].  In the field of biology,
many cellular components and polymeric structures are generated by self-assembly of their
constituent molecules.  In these processes, the information required for molecules to bind
together in the proper orientation is contained in the molecules themselves, without the need of
any outside information or intervention [4].
In this thesis, we will analyze self-organization phenomena in the field of epitaxial growth
of semiconducting materials.  In a general sense, epitaxy itself is a self-organized process.
Atoms or molecular species, arriving at random positions on a crystalline substrate, rearrange
themselves, through surface reactions and diffusion, until they are incorporated on well-defined
lattice sites, to extend the ordered, crystalline phase.  An important issue however, when
depositing two or more growth species, is the ability of separating them into different phases, to
create ordered structures containing a defined number of lattice sites, occupied by given atomic
species, in one or more directions.  In particular, the ability to embed in a controlled way a low
bandgap semiconductor in a higher bandgap one will provide a way to quantum confine charge
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carriers.  One can establish a direct relationship between the material and the electronic
properties.  In the envelope function approximation, the electronic wavefunctions are factorized
into Bloch wavefunctions, following the lattice periodicity, and slowly varying envelope
functions, determined by the confining potential [5].  There is therefore a parallelism between
lattice ordering and ÒorderingÓ of the electron wavefunction on the lattice periodicity, and
between ordered superstructures and confinement of charge carriers.  Depending on the number
of confined dimensions, these structures are termed quantum wells (QWs), quantum wires
(QWRs) and quantum dots (QDs), for 1D, 2D and 3D quantum confinement, respectively.
Confinement in only one dimension does not require any self-ordering process, in the
sense defined above.  In fact, epitaxial techniques such molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and
organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) provide direct control at the atomic level of
the material composition along the growth direction.  This direct control is however not a
suitable method for QWR and QD fabrication, which involves lateral patterning on the growing
surface.  Post-growth etching and regrowth suffers from limitations in terms of size reduction,
homogeneity and interface quality [6].  On the other side, atom-by-atom direct positioning by
means of scanning tunneling microscopy techniques [7] is not practically applicable in our
context.  A way to overcome these limitations is to employ self-ordering during growth, in the
sense described above.  The idea is to make atoms migrate onto preferential sites, provided that a
suitable driving force for lateral epitaxy can be established.  The shape, size and uniformity of
the resulting structures depend on this lateral driving force, and in particular on how it can
contrast the intrinsic randomness of the nucleation process, which favors a statistical distribution
of atoms on the lattice sites.  An example in this direction is the formation of Stranski-
Krastanow islands in lattice-mismatched epitaxy, where the lateral driving force is provided by
surface strain fields [8-11].
In this project, we have analyzed self-organization processes during OMCVD growth, in
which the lateral driving force is due to the nonplanarity of the surface.  The nonplanar profile is
defined before growth, as an array of V grooves (for QWRs) or a matrix of pyramidal recesses
(for QDs), which form templates for tailoring surface diffusion.  In this way, only the location of
the resulting nanostructures is controlled directly by the operator, through the template design.
On the contrary, the nm-scale details of the growth profile are determined by the self-ordering
properties of the growth mechanism, and depend only on the material and growth conditions.  In
this way, reproducibility better than 5% can be obtained, from site to site of the array and from
growth to growth.  We will treat here in particular the properties of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs
grown on V-grooved substrates.  This technique has been developed more than ten years ago
and has been widely used since then [12-16].  However, the physics of the self-ordering process
leading to QWR formation has not been clarified yet.  The clarification of these mechanisms is
the objective of this thesis.
The rest of Chapter 1 contains an introduction to low-dimensional quantum structures,
and to the physics of OMCVD growth, applied in particular to nonplanar epitaxy.  In Chapter 2
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we will present an experimental analysis of low-pressure OMCVD growth of (Al)GaAs alloys
on V-grooved substrates.  Particular attention will be devoted to the establishment of self-
limiting profiles at the bottom of the grooves, and to the formation of low-dimensional quantum
structures in this region.  Chapter 3 presents an atomic force microscopy analysis of the three-
dimensional structure of the self-limiting profiles discussed here.  The compositional self-
ordering of nonplanar growth of AlxGa1-xAs alloys will be discussed in Chapter 4.  Finally,
Chapter 5 presents a physical model that can account quantitatively for the self-ordering
phenomena described here.  The key element is the definition of the surface chemical potential
on a corrugated surface, and of the related diffusion fluxes, which can self-adjust in order to
yield self-limiting growth.  Quantitative comparisons with experimental results and kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations will conclude the chapter.
1.1 Low-dimensional quantum confined structures
1.1.1 Density of states in low-D semiconductor structures
Introduction of quantum confinement in one, two or three dimensions affects dramatically
the energy band structure and the density of states (DOS) of the charge carriers in
semiconductors.  This is at the origin of peculiar transport and optical properties of low-
dimensionality quantum confined structures [17].  In principle, the carrier energy levels can be
determined by solving the Schrdinger equation in the effective mass approximation [18]:
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dimensions tx, ty and tz, , the Schrdinger equation can be solved by separation of variables,
giving confinement energies
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(1.1)
where l,Êm,Ên = 1,Ê2,Ê...are the level quantum numbers and ky and kz are the wave vector
components along the non-confined directions 1.  Confinement of carriers in 1D, 2D and 3D
                                                
1 Note that for valence band states a multiband model should be used, taking into account band mixing
effects (see, e.g., [19]).
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results in the formation of quantum wells (QWs), quantum wires (QWRs) and quantum dots
(QDs), respectively.  The corresponding DOS per unit volume, including spin degeneracy, are
given by
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(with q(x)Ê=Ê0 for xÊ<Ê0 and q(x)Ê=Ê1 for xÊ>Ê0).  As can be seen in Figure 1.1, the DOS
distribution becomes sharper as the dimensionality decreases.  In particular, the QWR and QD
DOS present singularities corresponding to the energy levels.  As a result of the reduced carrier
energy distribution, higher optical and differential gains should be achievable in quantum
confined laser structures.  This higher optical gain, and the reduced volume of the active regions
should in turn reduce the threshold currents of QWR and QD lasers [20].
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the DOS for (a) bulk, (b) QW, (c) QWR and (d) QD
structures.  Insets show schematically the potential wells configuration corresponding to each
structure.  Shaded areas indicate occupied states for similar carrier densities [18].
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1.1.2 Requirements for the observation of quantum confinement effects
¥ Size.  If, at a temperature T, more subbands are populated, an effective motion along the
confinement direction results.  Therefore, to preserve the dimensionality, only the ground
state must be populated.  This means that the subband separation DE12 must be greater that
kBT.  For infinite square QWs, for example, the first of eq. (1.1) implies that
  
t
m k Tx B
<
3
2
2 2h p
*  .
This means, for GaAs at 300K, txÊ<Ê20nm.  Equivalent sizes can be deduced for the other
confinement dimensions in QWRs and QDs.
¥ Uniformity.  Size nonuniformities in the confined structures can result in inhomogeneous
broadening of the DOS.  The effects of inhomogeneous broadening on a crescent-shape
GaAs/AlGaAs QWR DOS are shown in Figure 1.2 [21].  In the case of an infinite square
QW (first of eq. (1.1)), fluctuations dtx in the well width cause variations dEl that are related
by ½dEl½/ElÊ=Ê2dtx/tx.  Therefore the requirement dElÊ`ÊEl implies dtxÊ`Êtx.  In practice,
values of dtx/tx lower than 10% must be achieved in order to retain the quantum confinement
characteristics.
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Figure 1.2: Electron DOS in a crescent-shaped GaAs/AlGaAs QWR with different gaussian-
shaped inhomogeneous broadenings [21].
1.1.3 Nanostructures fabrication techniques
The requirements above, in terms of size and uniformity, are currently met for QWs by
modern epitaxial techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and organometallic
chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) [22, 23].  These requirements, however, still represent a
challenging technological task in the case of lower-dimensionality structures, where confinement
must be achieved also in the direction(s) perpendicular to the growth axis.
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Figure 1.3: Techniques for lateral patterning of semiconductor heterostructures. (a): Etching
and regrowth. (b): Selective QW disordering. (c): Strain-induced bandgap modulation. (d)
Regrowth on cleaved edge of a QW heterostructure. (e) Growth on vicinal substrates. (f) Strain-
induced self-assembled QD. (g) Growth on masked substrates. (h) Growth on nonplanar
substrates.  :ÊHigh bandgap; :ÊLow bandgap. (a)-e), g)-h): [6]; f): [24])
An approach to form low-D confined nanostructures consists in growing conventional,
planar QWs and defining the lateral pattern with a post-growth process.  Representative
examples of this approach are shown in Figure 1.3(a-c).  The most direct method consists in
removing selectively parts of the QW by lithography and etching, and in subsequent epitaxial
regrowth of the barrier material for surface passivation (a) [25, 26].  Alternatively, the bandgap
and refractive index of the QW have been patterned by selective disordering, induced by
implantation or diffusion of impurities through a mask or with focused ion beams (b) [27-29].
Another method consists in depositing patterned ÒstressorsÓ adjacent to the QW, to produce
lateral band-gap modulation via strain effects (c) [30].  These approaches provide flexibility in
designing the patterned heterostructure; however, they are limited, in terms of lateral
nanostructures size, by the resolution of the lithographic techniques.  Besides, this limitation is
also detrimental for size and shape uniformity, which can lead to inhomogeneous broadening
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effects.  Finally, while stressor deposition (c) can yield smooth and defect-free lateral interfaces,
etching and regrowth (a) produces incorporation of defects into these interfaces, and impurities
implantation (b) can result in material contamination.
Due to these limitations of the post-growth techniques, efforts have been made to avoid
lithographic processes in the nanostructure fabrication.  2D confinement can be achieved by
regrowing a QW or a modulation-doped heterostructure on the cleaved (011) edge of a
(multiple) QW structure, inducing a lateral variation in the potential energy (d) [31].  Similarly, a
twofold cleaved edge overgrowth yields the formation of QDs [32].  This technique allows
control of the QWR and QD sizes to the monolayer (ML) scale, but suffers from weak lateral
confinement (generally less that 30meV) and reduced flexibility for structure design.
A widely exploited idea is to rely on the epitaxial process itself to generate nanostructures
by spontaneous self-ordering (Figure 1.3(d-e)).  Growth of fractional-layer QWR SLs using
vicinal substrates has been proposed and studied (d) [33, 34].  In this case, the lateral and vertical
definition, as well as the alignment of the wires, rely on surface diffusion and preferential
attachment of adatoms to the ledges of monolayer steps.  The nonuniformities in such SL
structures, resulting from imperfect step configuration, incomplete adatom segregation and
growth rate variations, were partly rectified by resorting to growth of serpentine SL structures, in
which the growth rate is intentionally varied during the deposition of the fractional layer SL on
the vicinal substrate [35].  Similarly, a certain degree of lateral and vertical ordering has been
observed in strained wire SLs formed on macrosteps during growth on misoriented substrates
[36].  A widely studied approach for the formation of QDs is the self-organized island growth
of lattice-mismatched layers on planar substrates (f) [8-11] (dislocation-free Stranski-Krastanow
growth).  Such techniques have the advantage that lateral patterning of the nanostructures is a
one-step process, without the need for any surface patterning before or after growth.  However,
they suffer from a limited control on uniformity of size and lateral position2 due to the intrinsic
random nature of the nucleation process.
These drawbacks can be avoided by using a combination of lithography and self-ordering
effects, namely, the growth of low-D nanostructures on substrates patterned with a dielectric
mask (g) [42-45] or with a nonplanar surface profile (h) [12-16].  With these seeded self-
ordering techniques, the idea is to form nm-size templates due to faceting on such substrates,
and then to use tapered QW structures to form the lateral potential wells.  All the interfaces of
the resulting lateral wells are formed in situ, and thus they are potentially defect- and
contamination-free.  The position of each nanostructure is exactly defined by the mask template,
thus yielding nucleation sites predictable within ~10nm.  Besides, with a suitable choice of the
growth technique and substrate geometry, it is possible to exactly reproduce the templates after
growth of each QWR.  This provides the possibility of obtaining dense vertical arrays of wires,
with uniformity in the nm scale.  Since the growth habit on the different facets is determined by
                                                
2 Strain-induced vertical self-ordering of QDs has been reported [37-41] (see Section 5.1.3).
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nature, it is important to understand the epitaxial mechanisms on such nonplanar surfaces, in
order to optimize the QWR quality in terms of size reduction and uniformity.  The rest of this
thesis is devoted to such studies, applied in particular to the lattice-matched GaAs/AlGaAs
system on nonplanar (100) substrates.
1.1.4 Quantum confinement in V-shaped quantum wires
The thickening of QW structures at the bottom of a V-grooved substrate results in a
lateral, local decrease of the effective bandgap in this region, as shown in Figure 1.4 [14].  This
decrease is due to transverse quantum size effects, i.e., the strong variation of the carrier
confinement energy with the QW thickness.
high
bandgap
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bandgap
t (x)
z
x
electron 1D
subbands
hole 1D
subbands
Ec
Ev
Figure 1.4: Lateral quantum confinement in a tapered QW heterostructure grown on a
nonplanar substrate.  The lateral QW thickness variations translate into lateral effective bandgap
variations.  Charge carriers can be laterally trapped in the thicker parts of the tapered QW.  1D
conduction and valence subbands are formed for sufficiently narrow channels.
If the lateral (x) potential variations are much slower than the transverse (z) ones, then the
2D Schrdinger equation for the QWR envelope wave function y(x,y) can be approximated by
two coupled, 1D equations (adiabatic approximation) [46]:
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where Vx(z) is the 1D confining potential.  Solving the first equation for different values of x
yields the lateral confining potential E xconf
n ( ) , which is then used in the second equation to
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determine the lateral subband energies Enm.  In the case of a high Al mole fraction barrier, Vx(z)
can be approximated using an infinitely deep square well model, which yields a lateral confining
potential
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Figure 1.5: a) Dependence of the electron subband separation DE on rl, for different values of
t0 and a, in the adiabatic approximation (see text for explanation of symbols).  b) Dependence of
DE on t0 in the full 2D model of Ref. [47].
By approximating the QWR profile with two hyperbolic boundaries3, as appropriate for
OMCVD-grown profiles [48], which are characterized by bottom and top radii of curvature rl
and ru, respectively, the lateral subband energies are then given by [48]
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where t0 is the thickness at the QWR center, `rÊ=Ê(rlru)
1/2, and aÊ=Ê(ruÊ-Êrl)/t0.  This equation
shows that, for a given thickness, the quantum confinement in the QWR increases as the lower
curvature increases and the upper one decreases, i.e., when the wire assumes a more ÒcompactÓ
shape.  Besides, Enm increases as the wire becomes thinner.  The dependence of the electron
subband separation DE on rl is shown in Figure 1.5a, for different values of a and t0.  A full 2D
numerical model of the electronic confinement energies in crescent-shaped QWRs has shown,
however, that the subband separation decreases below a certain critical thickness, due to wave
function spreading into the barriers [47].  Figure 1.5b shows the results of this model for
                                                
3 See Appendix A.
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rlÊ=Ê5nm and ruÊ=Ê11nm (as we will see in the next chapters, these are sizes currently obtainable
with OMCVD growth of QWRs on nonplanar substrates).  Note that the maximum electron
subband separation, occurring for t0Ê=Ê3nm, is nearly 60meV, that is more than 2kBT at room
temperature, thus reducing thermal populations of the excited electronic states even at 300K.
1.2 Overview of the OMCVD growth process
OMCVD is today one of the leading epitaxial techniques for semiconductor thin-film
growth.  In OMCVD, the growth species are transported to the heated substrate by a carrier gas
(generally purified H2 or N2), under the form of volatile precursor molecules.  For the growth of
III-V compound semiconductors, the cation precursors are generally organometallic molecules
(commonly trimethyl- or triethyl- species), while the group V elements are generally introduced
through hydrides (AsH3, PH3)
4.  Generally, OMCVD reactors are made either in a horizontal
geometry, where gases are inserted laterally with respect to the sample, which is mounted on a
slowly-rotating (~60 RPM) susceptor plate, or in a vertical geometry, where gases enter from the
top, and the sample is mounted on a fast-rotating (~500-1000 RPM) susceptor plate.  A
schematic diagram of a horizontal reactor system with a dual-line injection manifold
(organometallics + hydrides) is shown in Figure 1.6 [49].
Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of a low pressure, horizontal reactor system with a dual-line
injection manifold [49].
For the standard process of GaAs growth from TMGa and AsH3, the overall chemical
reaction can be represented as
[Ga(CH3)3]gasÊ+Ê[AsH3]gasÊ®Ê[GaAs]solidÊ+Ê[3CH4]gasÊ.
Despite the relative simplicity of this relation, the detailed mechanisms bringing to epitaxy, even
in this well-established GaAs growth, are far from being fully understood.  One reason is the
                                                
4 Due to safety reasons, group V alkyl compounds are also becoming common.
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relative lack, with respect to MBE, of in-situ probes to monitor the gas-phase reactions and the
surface morphology (in recent years, optical and X-ray scattering have provided some insight on
the surface processes [50]).  Another reason derives from the inherent complexity of the
epitaxial process itself.  Here we will only outline shortly the main growth steps; exhaustive
treatments of the OMCVD growth process can be found in the references [23].  In Figure 1.7
we represent schematically a possible subdivision of the different steps involved in the process,
and of the factors determining the growth rate.  These aspects will be addressed below.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the different steps involved in the OMCVD growth
process.
1.1.1 Thermodynamics
Thermodynamical considerations provide the driving force for epitaxy, i.e., the maximum growth
rate that can be obtained.  This is related to the chemical potential difference Dµ between the gas
phase and the surface.  In each phase, µ for each component depends on the component
concentration x.  For non-ideal solutions, it is customary to express µ in terms of the activities
aÊ=Êx×g, where g is a non-ideality factor.  Under non-equilibrium conditions, the difference Dµ
between two phases A and B can be expressed as [23] DµÊ=ÊRTÊln(aA
eaB/aAaB
e), where aeA, B are
the equilibrium activities, R is the gas constant and T is the growth temperature.  The maximum
quantity of solid that can be produced is therefore simply the amount that would establish
equilibrium (the supersaturation).  The growth rate is however normally much lower than this
thermodynamic limit indicates, for various reasons.  Precursor reaction kinetics may not be fast
enough to ensure equilibrium at all times.  Often, mass transport in the gas phase can limit the
reaction and growth rates.  Finally, growth rates can be limited by surface reaction rates.  These
factors will be discussed next.
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Figure 1.8: Left: Gas-phase concentration profile of a reactant molecule.  Direction of gas
flow is normal to the plane of paper [51].  Right: Schematic diagram of the chemical potential
versus reaction coordinate.  Dashed line: kinetically limited growth; solid line: mass transport
limited growth.
1.1.2 Growth kinetics
To illustrate the growth kinetics, we begin with the simplified deposition process of a film,
starting from a molecule AB in the gas phase [51]:
AB(g) ® A(s) + B(g).
The molecular flux J1 from the gas phase to the substrate surface, and the consumption flux of
AB corresponding to the surface reaction J2 can be approximated, respectively, by
J1 = hG (CG Ð CS)
J2 = kSCS ,
(1.2)
where hG is a gas diffusion rate constant, CG is the concentration of AB in the gas; CS is the
concentration of AB at the surface, and kS is a heterogeneous rate constant (see Figure 1.8, left).
In steady-state conditions we have
J J J
C
k h
G
S G
1 2 1 1= = = +- -
 .
The growth rate RÊ=ÊJ×W0 (with W0 the unit volume of the crystal) is therefore proportional to the
mole fraction of the species AB in the gas phase, and determined by the smaller of the rate
constants hG, kS.  In the two limiting cases we have
R » kSCGW0    Û    surface kinetics control     (hG p 1)
R » kSCGW0     Û     mass transport control     (kS p 1).
(1.3)
Note that the relative importance of surface kinetics and mass transport can be interpreted
as a function of the chemical potential dependence on the reaction coordinate (Figure 1.8, right).
If most of the chemical potential drop occurs in the boundary layer (solid line), the growth is
controlled by mass transport; if it occurs at the interface (dashed line), the growth is kinetically
limited [49].
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1.1.1.1 Mass transport
Mass transport in OMCVD systems is a fundamental aspect in reactor design.  The gas flow in
the reactor is affected by several factors, and its determination is usually extremely complex.
One has to take in account temperature, concentration and momentum gradients, gravity (that
produce convection), and homogeneous or heterogeneous chemical reactions (that can produce
parasitic nucleation).  In a simplified picture, gas flow in horizontal systems (like the one used in
the present experiments), can be broken into two regions [52] (see Figure 1.9).  In the upper
region, turbulence or vorticity are observed, giving good mixing and heat transfer.  Close to the
susceptor, a region of laminar flow (boundary or stagnant layer) provides molecular diffusional
transport to the hot substrate, where the transverse velocity is zero.  By assuming a gas velocity
UÊ=ÊU¥ in the bulk gas phase, and UÊ=Ê0 at the growth surface, the resulting boundary layer
width has been calculated to be of the form d ~ (PU¥)
-1/2, where P is the total reactor pressure
[53].  If the molecular transport in the boundary layer proceeds by diffusion alone, the rate
constant hG appearing in the first of eq. (1.2) can be written as
h
D
G = d
 , (1.4)
where DÊ~ÊP-1 is the diffusion coefficient.  The mass transport-limited growth rate can be
expressed, therefore, as [23]
R p
U
PAB
~ ¥  , (1.5)
where we have put CGÊ~ÊpAB, pAB being the partial pressure of the species AB. The growth rate is
therefore practically independent of the growth temperature, and depends linearly on the species
partial pressure.
Figure 1.9: Boundary layer development over a susceptor plate in a horizontal OMCVD
reactor [23].
1.1.1.2 Reaction kinetics
In the OMCVD growth process, one must take into account both reactions in the gas
phase (homogeneous reactions) and at the surface (heterogeneous reactions).  Both kinds of
reactions are thermally activated, i.e., their forward and reverse rates are characterized by rate
constants that can be expressed in an Arrhenius form: kÊ=ÊAÊexpÊ(-E/kBT), where E is the
activation energy for the process.  For homogeneous reactions, the reaction rates are also
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proportional to the product of the partial pressures of each species involved in the reaction.
Surface kinetics are poorly known processes, in which a number of sub-processes can be
identified.  Among them: adsorption of reactant species, heterogeneous decomposition reactions,
surface migration, and incorporation and desorption of products.  In the most simplified picture,
the chemistry of heterogeneous reactions can be modeled by taking into account only adsorption
and desorption:
AB(g) +    A  +  B(g)* « *
k
k
des
ads
(1.6)
where * is a vacant surface site, A* is an adsorbed state, and kads and kdes are the adsorption and
desorption rate constants.  In this approach, the fraction of occupied lattice sites Q is expressed
in terms of pAB, by assuming no interaction between absorbed species and an equivalence among
all the adsorption sites.  In the steady state (adsorption rate = desorption rate), it can be easily
seen that Q assumes the form of a Langmuir isotherm:
Q =
+
Kp
Kp
AB
AB1
 , (1.7)
where KÊ=Êkads/kdes is the adsorption coefficient.  For OMCVD of binary compound
semiconductors, two molecules AB and CD are transported to the surface, and are adsorbed on
cation and anion sites, respectively.  For this noncompetitive process, the growth rate of the
bimolecular reaction is proportional to the anion and cation surface coverages:
R = kAB-CD QAB QCD .
With QAB and QCD following Langmuir isotherms (1.7), the growth rate is written under the
form of a Langmuir-Hinshelwood isotherm:
R
k K p K p
K p K p
AB CD AB AB CD CD
AB AB CD CD
=
+( ) +( )
-
1 1
 .
The reaction (1.6), which forms the basis of the Langmuir model, is an oversimplifying
assumption, since in reality adsorption is a complex sequence of physisorption, where no
chemical bond is made to the surface, and chemisorption, that involves surface bonds.
Additionally, the adsorption enthalpy changes with surface coverage, and not all adsorption sites
are equivalent.  This second effect is particularly important for epitaxial layers grown on
nonplanar profiles, exposing facets with different orientations [23].  In this case, the adsorbed
species diffuse to the lowest energy positions prior to atomic incorporation at half-crystal sites.
This happens also in the mass transport limited regime, where the macroscopic growth rate is
independent of the surface orientation.  This effect of surface kinetics in mass transport limited
growth is one of the basic elements of self-limiting growth on nonplanar substrates, that will be
the subject of the next chapters.  A discussion of growth rate distributions on nonplanar
substrates will be given later, in Section 1.3.
1.1.3 OMCVD growth of GaAs from TMGa and AsH3
For a binary compound like GaAs, the Langmuir-Hinshelwood isotherm can be simplified
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for typical growth conditions with very high V/III ratios (~100).  In this case one can
approximate QGaÊ`Ê1 (step-flow growth is commonly observed, indicative of significant surface
diffusion, which is possible only for low coverages) and QAsÊ@Ê1 [54, 55].  The Langmuir-
Hinshelwood isotherm can therefore be approximated as
R @ KÕ pTMGa ,
with KÕ a typical rate constant for the process.  The growth rate depends in this limit only on the
Ga partial pressure, and not on the As one.
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Figure 1.10: a): Dependence of the GaAs growth rate, using TMGa and ASH3, on the substrate
temperature for different reactor pressures and gas velocities [23].  Different growth regimes are
indicated.  b): Dependence of the GaAs growth rate, using TMGa and AsH3, on the total reactor
pressure [23].
Substrate temperature and reactor pressure are the two determinant parameters affecting
the growth mechanisms; their effects have been extensively studied [23].  The effects of the
growth temperature are shown in Figure 1.10a, for atmospheric pressure (AP -
105PaÊ=Ê1000mbar) and for 104PaÊ=Ê100mbar.  At both pressures, one can recognize three
regimes.  At low T, growth is kinetically limited, and therefore strongly dependent on T, but
practically pressure-independent.  In this regime, the growth rate dependence of the TMGa
partial pressure was found to follow a Langmuir-Hinshelwood isotherm [53].  At mid
temperatures, the growth rate does not depend appreciably on T, but increases with decreasing
pressure, as expected for mass transport-limited growth.  In this case, RÊ~ÊpTMGa, as implied by
eq. (1.5).  At even higher T, increasingly low growth rates are observed, probably due to
homogeneous reactions in the gas phase, causing a depletion of reactants.  The dependence of
the growth rate on the reactor pressure is plotted in Figure 1.10b, for TÊ=Ê650¡C and V/III ratio
» 100 [23].  In this case, two regimes can be recognized.  At PÊ>Ê100mbar, growth is limited by
mass transport, and RÊ~ÊP-1/2, as expected from (1.5) 5.  After a transition region, at PÊ<Ê20mbar,
the growth rate becomes independent on P, and growth becomes kinetically limited.
                                                
5 There are some controversies, however, on the interpretation of the mass-transport limited growth rate
dependence on the reactor pressure in terms of eq. (1.5) [53].
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1.1.1.1 Growth of AlxGa1-xAs ternary alloys
For ternary (or, rather, pseudobinary) alloys of the type AxB1-xC, where mixing occurs on
the cation sublattice, the relation between the solid and the vapor composition becomes very
simple for standard (mass transport limited) growth conditions.  We have seen above that in this
case the concentration of group-III species at the surface is negligible, since they are essentially
all incorporated.  Therefore, the solid composition is determined by the rate of mass transport of
each group III element to the surface.  From the second of eq. (1.3), the solid composition x is
x
R
R R
h C
h C h C
A
A B
G A G A
G A G A G B G B
=
+
=
+
, ,
, , , ,
 ,
where CG, iÊ~Êpi, partial pressure of each group III species.  By assuming diffusive flow in the
boundary layer, we have, from (1.4), hG,iÊ~ÊDi and, if the two diffusion coefficients are
approximately equal, we obtain
x
p
p p
A
A B
=
+
 .
The solid composition is therefore in this case equal to the composition in the gas phase, given
by the input partial pressure of the two group III components.  This assumption has been
verified experimentally for the AlGaAs system from TMGa and TMAl precursors (and for
InGaAs and AlGaSb as well) [23].  Note, however, that measurements of the distribution
coefficient
k
x
p p pA A B
=
+( )
(1.8)
in the case of AlxGa1-xAs from TMAl and TMGa yielded kÊ=Ê2, since TMAl is a dimer in the
vapor phase [23].
1.3 Models of nonplanar epitaxy
In this section, we will address the issue of the shape that a nonplanar surface assumes
during epitaxial growth.  With a semi-empirical approach, this shape can be constructed with a
formalism analogous to the Wulff construction of the equilibrium crystal shapes, starting from
the growth rates on a particular set of facets.  We will see, however, that gas-phase and lateral
surface diffusion can alter this simple picture, in a way that is strongly dependent on the growth
technique.  A brief review of Monte Carlo simulations of nonplanar epitaxy will conclude the
section.
1.3.1 Equilibrium shape of crystals
In 1901, Wulff [56] developed a model that predicts the equilibrium shape of a small
crystal.  According to the Wulff theorem, the equilibrium crystal shape is the one that minimizes
the total surface free energy, defined as the integral
g ( )nò dS , (1.9)
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g(n)
equilibrium surface
ng(n)
0
Figure 1.11: Two-dimensional polar plot of the surface energy g(q), and relative Wulff
construction [57].
extended over the surface of the body. g is the specific surface free energy, that depend on the
local surface orientation n = (q,f) (note that for an isotropic g, the equilibrium shape is a
sphere).  Once the orientation dependence of g is known, the equilibrium shape can be
determined geometrically as follows (see Figure 1.11). Using a polar plot of g(q,f), one
constructs the set of planes perpendicular to the vectors ng(n) pointing from the origin, and
passing through to the points of extremal values of g(n).  The Wulff theorem states that the
equilibrium crystal shape is given by the inner envelope of these planes.  After the original
formulation by Wulff, this construction has been subsequently reformulated by Herring [57]
and Andreev [58].  It can be proven a posteriori that the Wulff construction satisfies the
uniformity of the chemical potential on the crystal surface ([59], Chap. 3).  Note that:
i. This construction favors correctly the formation of planes with low surface energy, which lie
closer to the origin.
ii. The g-plot presents cusps for the lowest-energy orientations (that are in general high-
symmetry, low-Miller indexes orientations), determining the appearance of flat facets.
iii. As the temperature T increases, the g-plot becomes less and less cusped, causing the
disappearance of facets as T exceeds the individual facet roughening temperature Tr, and
until the g-plot becomes isotropic (spherical equilibrium shape) (see, e. g., [60], Chap. 6).
For GaAs crystals, Moll et al. estimated the equilibrium shape by calculating the absolute
surface energies for different orientations, as a function of the chemical potentials and of the
related surface reconstructions, under the assumptions that only {100}, {011}, {111}A and
{111}B facets exist [61].  In As-rich environments, which are usually present in OMCVD, all
four orientations were found to coexist in equilibrium, with little variation of the surface energy
with orientation [61].
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 1.12: g-plots and equilibrium shapes for a hypothetical 2D crystal with (11) and (10)
facets, at different T: a) T=0; b): 0<T<Tr
( )10 ; c): Tr
( )10 <T<Tr
( )11 ; d): T>Tr
( )11  [60].
1.1.2 Orientation dependence of the growth rates
In this section, we will address the issue of what shape a crystal assumes during growth.
In particular, we will treat the case of the evolution of the growth profile during epitaxial growth
on a patterned, nonplanar surface.  Based only on geometric considerations, it easy to see [62]
that at a convex corner between two facets, the slow growing facet will consume the fast growing
one.  The rate of this facet consumption is given by the angle f between the growth direction and
the propagation direction of the intersection between the facets (see Figure 1.13a):
tan cot ,f a= -
æ
è
ç
ö
ø
÷
r
r
2
1
1 (1.10)
where a is the angle between the facets, and r1 and r2 are the growth rates of the facets 1 and 2,
respectively, projected in the growth direction.  At a concave corner, the slow growing facet is
consumed by the fast growing one, at the same rate (see Figure 1.13b).
f
a
t1µR1
t2µR2
f
a
t1µR1
t2µR2
a) b)
Figure 1.13: a) Evolution of a convex surface profile.  The thickness of facet i, ti, is
proportional to the growth rate Ri. b) The same for a concave profile.
This simple model has been successfully applied to describe the facet evolution during
MBE growth of GaAs on patterned substrates [62].  However, it can not take in account the
formation of new facets at the corners between two existing ones, which is often observed.  The
reason is that in this model the growth rates in the orientations between two facets are supposed
to be linearly interpolated.  On the other hand, if the growth rate presents minima (maxima) for
some intermediate orientations, new facets with these orientations will appear at this convex
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(concave) corner.  An interesting attempt to take this experimental fact into account is based on
the Wulff construction mentioned above [63, 64].  In this model, the evolving surface shape is
given by:
min ( )
max ( )
R dS
R dS
n
n
ò
ò
convex profile
concave profile
These equations are formally identical to the Wulff equation (1.9); a mathematical justification
of this ÒdynamicÓ Wulff construction can be found, e. g., in Ref. [59], page 48.  According to
this model, the growth shape at a convex (concave) contour will therefore be given by the inner
(outer) envelope of planes constructed with this ÒR-plotÓ.  In particular, new facets will develop,
corresponding to the possible extrema in the growth rate (see Figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14: a) Example of polar plot of the growth rates.  b, c): Resulting growth profile at a
convex (b) and concave (c) corners.  Note the formation of a new facet, at an orientation
corresponding to a cusped minimum (b) or maximum (c) of the growth rate, for angles q1 and q2,
respectively [63].
The polar plots of the growth rates were determined for OMCVD growth by Jones et al,
using the fact that the surface reaction flux for an arbitrary facet (hkl) Js
hkl( )  can be expressed in
terms of the reaction fluxes of 13 basic site types Ji:
J C Js
hkl
i
hkl
i
( ) ( )= å (1.11)
where Ci
hkl( ) is the density of sites of type (i) on the (hkl) surface [64], i.e., its surface
concentration, normalized such that Ci
hkl( )å Ê=Ê1.  Since Ci hkl( ) are known universal values
depending only on the crystallographic structure, the complete crystallographic dependence of
the growth rate can be determined once the JiÕs are measured.  Jones et al. measured these
quantities on a set of planar and multifaceted substrates, giving a good agreement with the
experimental observations on the evolution of nonplanar surfaces.
1.1.3 Diffusion models of nonplanar growth.
A drawback of the model presented above is that the growth rate on a facet is affected by
interactions with other facets, giving rise to surface diffusion fluxes, as well as by effects of the
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nonplanar profile on the transport of precursor species to the surface in OMCVD.  Both these
effects can alter relation (1.11), which therefore loses its generality.  For example, Dzurko et al.
[65] found that the ratio of the OMCVD growth rates between the sidewall of a V-groove and
the adjacent (100) ridges depends strongly on the groove width, for grooves wider than 2µm, as
a result of lateral surface diffusion.
Similarly, on a flat-bottom groove, the growth rates on the bottom (100) facets are
generally lower than those on the ridge with the same orientation, and increase with the groove
width [67, 68].  This is due to the fact that the growth rate is proportional to the concentration
gradient of group III species diffusing from the gas phase to the surface through the boundary
layer.  As can be seen in Figure 1.15, this gradient is lower above the bottom of the groove, and
decreases with increasing groove depth and decreasing width [69].  These effects are stronger at
higher reactor pressures (where the mean free path of the species in the boundary layer is lower)
and when the lateral surface diffusion is lower (e.g., in AlGaAs compared to GaAs) [67].  The
relative importance of surface reaction and gas phase diffusion effects has been studied in Ref.
[70].  Consistently with experimental observations, it was found that increasing either the surface
or the gas phase diffusion rates yields a more uniform concentration profile above the surface.
A striking effect of the lateral diffusion appears in OMCVD growth of AlGaAs on V-
grooves, if the more unstable triethylgallium (TEGa) and dimethylethylaminealane (DMEAAl)
are used, instead of the traditional precursors TMGa and TMAl.  In this case, the shorter
diffusion length of the growing species causes the growth rates on the sidewalls to be
nonuniform, and decreasing towards the bottom of the groove [71].  This effect can be
interpreted quantitatively by using a geometric model that considers the ÒshadowingÓ effects of
the groove on the arrival flow [71].  For low pressure OMCVD growth with TM species, this
effect is washed out because of the very large lateral diffusion length of the growth species
(several µm).  The two different growth modes are schematized in Figure 1.16, and are
compared to the Òcos q ruleÓ of MBE growth.  According to this rule, the MBE growth rate on
each facet (in the absence of interfacet diffusion) is proportional to the cosine of the angle that
the normal to the facet forms with the nearly vertical atomic flux J0.
a) b)
Figure 1.15 a): Concentration gradients above a planar and nonplanar substrates. Dashed
lines are surfaces of constant concentrations (X = height above the substrate, C= concentration of
group III species). b): Influence of groove depth and width [66].
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q J0
Figure 1.16 a): Dependence of the impinging flux on the cosine of the facet angle q in MBE
(Òcos q ruleÓ). b) Shadowing effects in OMCVD growth: the reactant flow in the groove is
shadowed and proportional to the solid angle a, which decreases going towards the bottom of the
groove [71]. c) In OMCVD with TM precursors, if the groove width is much smaller that the
precursor surface diffusion length (several µm), shadowing effects disappear (providing a uniform
flow occurs on the surface), and all the facets evolve parallel to themselves.
The facet-dependent growth rate in nonplanar epitaxy appears therefore to be the result of
a combination of the different surface morphology of the exposed facets (giving rise to different
incorporation rates and lateral diffusion fluxes) and of the influence of the surface geometry on
the concentration gradients at the surface.  The former effect is dominant when the surface
reaction rates are the limiting step in OMCVD growth, e.g., at low reactor pressures (where gas
phase diffusion through the stagnant layer is more efficient) and for higher surface diffusion.
1.3.4 Monte Carlo simulations of nonplanar growth
Kinetic Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are a useful tool to test the epitaxial growth
mechanisms on the atomic level [72].  The advent of atomic resolution imaging techniques such
STM and AFM allows a direct benchmark for the simulated growth mechanisms.  MC
simulations are performed in general on the so-called solid-on-solid (SOS) model, in which the
substrate is assumed to consist of a simple cubic lattice with neither vacancies nor overhangs, so
that every atom has another atom beneath it [73].  ÒGrowthÓ then takes place via a random
deposition of atoms and surface diffusion, in the form of nearest-neighbor hopping, with a
hopping rate given by:
k T k E k TD B( ) exp( / ) ,= -0
where k0 is an adatom vibrational frequency (taken as a constant » 10
13 s-1, or equal to 2kBT/h,
with kB the Boltzmann constant and h the Plank constant), and ED is a hopping barrier, with a
contribution ES from the substrate and a lateral one nEN, proportional to the number n of nearest-
neighbors (see, for example, [74]).  These latter parameters can be adjusted to reproduce the
experimental results.
These models could reproduce successfully different growth modes in MBE on singular
and vicinal surfaces; they are not adequate however to describe the growth kinetics in cases
where atoms are supplied by precursor molecules via chemical reactions [75].  Some efforts in
this direction have been made to simulate planar organometallic MBE growth of GaAs with
TEGa and TMGa precursors (by adding to the model a precursor with higher surface mobility
than that of atomic Ga) [76].  For OMCVD, however, flows, reactions, heat and mass transfer in
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the gas phase can not be ignored [75].  In an attempt to simulate selective OMCVD growth on a
masked substrate, a simulation of flow, heat transfer and mass transport in the reactor was
combined with a MC simulation of kinetic transport of the species inside the exposed parts of
the substrate [77].
Figure 1.17 Effective growth rates on a V groove, after simulated growth of 500 ML GaAs at
different temperatures.  This nominal thickness has been subtracted from the grown profiles, to
compare them with the initial ones. Horizontal and vertical scales are in units of MLs. a) Adatom
mobility lower on the sidewalls than on the ridges. b) The opposite situation [78].
The few reported simulations on nonplanar substrates are at present restricted to an MBE-
like growth environment.  An additional difficulty arises when a square lattice is used in the
presence of facets other than (100).  To circumvent this problem, Haider et al. have chosen to
take in account also second-nearest-neighbor interactions E2N in the evaluation of ED [78].
Depending on the chosen relative magnitude of EN andE2N, the sidewalls of the groove have a
higher (E2N < EN, Figure 1.17(a)) or lower  (E2N > EN, Figure 1.17(b)) growth rate than the
surrounding (100) ridges, due to the lower (higher) adatom mobility on the sidewalls, with
respect to the ridges.  These effects are enhanced at higher T, and bring in either case to a
planarization of the groove.  These two situations correspond qualitatively to what has been
observed by microprobe RHEED on MBE grown V-groove samples exposing {111}B or
{111}A sidewalls, respectively [78].
1.3.5 Summary
In the first part of this chapter, we have seen that, in order to exploit the potential advantage
of low-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures, some stringent criteria must be met, in term
of size, uniformity and interface quality.  A suitable method for QWR and QD formation relies
on the creation, before growth, of templates for these nanostructures on particular sites of a
nonplanar substrate.  Subsequent epitaxial growth of semiconductor heterostructures leads to
nanostructure formation on these sites.  Since the shape of the growth profiles depends on the
self-ordering properties of the epitaxial process, it is of fundamental importance to understand
and possibly control the physics of nonplanar epitaxy.  After an overview of the OMCVD
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process, the current status of the knowledge of epitaxy on corrugated substrates was given in the
last part of the chapter.  These notions will be applied in the next chapter to OMCVD growth of
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructures on V-grooved substrates.  We will see how these models can
interpret the growth features we observed at the µm-scale, and what are the necessary conditions
for establishing sharp profiles at the bottom of the V grooves, where QWRs are grown.
However, models based on fixed growth rate differences between two adjacent facets can not
explain the self-limiting growth behavior at the bottom regions on the 10nm scale, which is
fundamental for QWR formation.  We will develop an analytic model to understand these
phenomena in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 
Self-ordered nonplanar growth and formation of
nanostructures
In this chapter, we will present a detailed cross-sectional analysis of OMCVD growth on
V-grooved substrates.  We will treat in particular the case of low-pressure (LP, 20mbar)
OMCVD of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructures, except otherwise indicated.  The chapter will
begin with a description of the experimental setup and parameters for the preparation of the
nonplanar substrates, and for the subsequent OMCVD growth.  In Section 2.2 we will analyze
the general morphology of our growth profiles, on the scale of the V-groove corrugations.  In
particular, we will analyze the formation and evolution of the facets composing the grooves, and
will study their relative growth rates.  The main part of the chapter (Section 2.3) will present a
study of the self-limiting growth profiles, forming at the bottom of the grooves at the 10nm-
scale.  We will see that these profiles are composed of a set of nm-sized facets, whose growth
rates can self-adjust in order to yield a steady-state, self-limiting evolution of the growth front.
The dependence of these self-limiting profiles on the material and growth conditions evidence
that their width and shape are controlled by surface diffusion.  At the end of the chapter, we will
see how the self-limiting behavior of the growth front at the bottom of the groove can be
exploited to form arrays of quantum wires and quantum wire superlattices.  In particular, a semi-
empirical model will be proposed to explain the formation of these latter structures in terms of
the self-limiting properties of the constituent materials.
2.1 Experimental
2.1.1 Nonplanar substrate preparation
The first step in the process of nonplanar epitaxy is the preparation of the corrugated
substrates, patterned with an array of V grooves.  Substrate preparation consists of a lithographic
process, which serves to create periodic arrays on a resist layer deposited on a planar (100)
GaAs substrate, and subsequent wet chemical etching to transfer the pattern onto the substrate.
Depending on the size and characteristics of the required V-grooved pattern, we employ three
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different fabrication methods.
Optical lithography is used for V-groove array pitches larger than 3µm.  This is the
method used for most of the growth studies presented here, since it is the fastest and easiest
fabrication technique for large-area arrays (up to a quarter of a 2-inch wafer), and is the method
of choice if the V groove density is not an issue.  The wafers are first coated with a ~1.3µm-
thick photoresist film (positive S1813 resist), deposited on a spinner (5000RPM), for better
uniformity (Figure 2.1a).  The coated wafers are then introduced into a mask aligner (Karl Suss
MA56), where they are pressed against a Cr-written mask (contact printing).  The lines written
on the mask are then aligned in the [ ]011  orientation of the GaAs wafer, with accuracy better
than 0.01¡.  The sample is illuminated with a Hg lamp through the mask, thus creating an array
of exposed lines on the resist film (Figure 2.1b).  Illumination changes the chemistry of the
exposed parts of the resist: in the case of positive resist the illuminated parts are removed
through subsequent developing (Figure 2.1c).  After a bake (about 30Õ at 120¡C), to better fix
the resist, the sample is etched in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (1:8:40 by volume) solution, to transfer
the pattern onto the substrate (Figure 2.1d).  The anisotropy of the etching exposes groove
sidewalls in the {111}A orientations that, for optimal etching conditions, meet with sharp
corners at the top and at the bottom of the structure, thus forming an array of V-shaped grooves.
A final degreasing in solvent solution removes residual particles of resist from the surface.
When a higher QWR density is desirable, or if faster planarization of the corrugated
surface during growth is required, V groove pitches of 0.5µm to 0.25µm are needed.  In this
case, the necessary resolution can be achieved with holographic photolithography.  In this
technique, the substrate is coated with a Si3N4 antireflective coating and a negative AZ5200
resist.  The grating is defined on the resist layer by a two-beam interferometer, using a 364nm
Ar laser light, and then transferred into the Si3N4 layer by CF4 reactive ion etching.  The
anisotropic wet chemical etching is done again in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (1:8:40 by volume)
solution.  Finally, the residual mask is cleaned in a buffered HF solution.
Photoresist
Substrate
UV light
Mask
a)
b)
c)
d)
[100]
[011][011]
Figure 2.1: Schematics of the optical lithography and etching process. a) Deposition of the
resist film. b) Exposure through a contact mask. c) Development of the resist. d) Anisotropic wet
chemical etching.
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Figure 2.2: a) Measured GaAs growth rate, as a function of the TMGa partial pressure.  b)
Ratio of the solid Al mole fraction to solid Ga mole fraction, as a function of the ratio of the TMAl
and TMGa partial pressures during AlxGa1-xAs growth.
For special purposes, such as variable-size, high-resolution arrays, electron-beam
lithography (EBL) is used.  Electron beam writing is done in a JEOL 6400 SEM with a 35keV
beam, on a PMMA resist film, followed by a suitable resist development [79].  Pattern transfer
into the substrate is similar to that used after the photolithographic techniques.  Due to the serial
character of EBL writing, the throughput is much lower than for the optical methods, and pattern
arrays are therefore much smaller (areas d1mm2).
2.1.2 OMCVD growth
OMCVD growth was performed in a commercial Aixtron 200 horizontal reactor with a
rotating susceptor plate.  The reactor consists of an outer quartz tube and an inner quartz liner
tube, where all reaction gases are injected.  The sample is inserted through a glove box onto a
rotating graphite susceptor plate, placed in the liner tube and capable of supporting a single 2-
inch wafer.  Heating is provided by an IR heater with five tubular quartz lamps.  The gas
handling system consists of two separate gas lines, for metalorganics and hydrides.  The
temperature- and pressure-controlled metalorganic sources are TMGa (2X), TMAl, TMIn (2X),
and DMZn for p-type doping. The hydrides are AsH3, PH3 and SiH4 for n-type doping. The
carrier gas is Pd-purified H2, also used for substrate rotation.  The flow rates of all gases are
adjusted using electronic mass flow controllers (MFCs).
The total reactor pressure was kept at 20mbar, and the total carrier gas flow was 6l/min.
Typical growth temperatures varied between 550¡C and 700¡C for GaAs, and 600¡C and 750¡C
for AlxGa1-xAs.  For GaAs growth, the partial pressures of the growth species were typically
0.33mbar for AsH3 and 1.52µbar for TMGa.  The resulting GaAs growth rate R on (100) planar
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substrates was about 0.3nm/sec1.  Under these conditions, GaAs growth on a planar (100)
substrate is limited by mass transport, and the growth rate R depends essentially only on the
TMGa partial pressure, and is independent of the growth temperature (eq. (1.5)).  The linearity
of the GaAs growth rate with the TMGa partial pressure is shown in Figure 2.2a.  The values
were measured by cross sectional TEM on three ~100nm-thick GaAs layers; growth at either
650 or 700¡C yielded exactly the same rates.  AlxGa1-xAs growth is limited by mass transport as
well.  As a consequence, the ratio x/(1-x), as a function of the ratio of the TMAl and TMGa
partial pressures is nearly a straight line (Figure 2.2b).  The slope of this line is the ratio of the
Al to Ga distribution coefficients (eq. (1.8)), and yields a value of 1.98±0.14, consistent with the
fact that TMAl is a dimer in the gas phase [23].  AlxGa1-xAs growth was generally performed by
keeping fixed the AsH3 and TMGa partial pressures and varying the TMAl one.  A TMAl partial
pressure of 0.47µbar yielded xÊ=Ê0.45 and RÊ=Ê0.5m/sec.  For very high Al contents, however,
the resulting growth rates would be too high to yield good epitaxy on the nonplanar substrates.
Such high growth rates would hinder diffusion towards the bottom of the grooves, thus
originating extended growth defects.  Therefore, in the case of high x (>~60%), we reduced the
TMGa partial pressure, to keep the growth rates low enough.
2.2 Cross-sectional analysis of patterned growth
2.2.1 Facet formation during growth
Figure 2.3 is a TEM cross section of a typical growth study structure, deposited on a
3µm-pitch V groove.  The structure was grown at 700¡C, and is composed of a nominally
900nm-thick Al0.45Ga0.55As layer, in which ten 7nm-thick GaAs markers were inserted. A 6-
period, (25nm/20nm) Al0.45Ga0.55As/GaAs superlattice (SL) layer was grown as a buffer.  Figure
2.3 exhibits a number of features, typical for our growth structures:
1. After an initial transient, the growth front evolves parallel to itself, and is composed of a
stable set of facets with constant orientation, i.e., with a uniform growth rate across each
facet.  The top of the mesa is formed by a central (100) facet, surrounded by two {311}A
ones and by high crystallographic index sidewalls.
2. The growth rate is anisotropic; this orientation dependence favors the growth inside the
groove, with respect to the top mesas, leading to a gradual planarization of the surface.
3. The bottom of the groove narrows down, from the initial profile defined by lithography,
until it reaches a stable self-limited cross-sectional width, with extension on the 10nm-scale.
                                                
1 All the ÒnominalÓ thicknesses and compositions given here and in the rest of the text have been
measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a planar (100) reference
sample, grown in parallel with the patterned substrate in the same growth run.
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[011][011]
Figure 2.3: TEM cross section of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As multilayer structure, grown at 700¡C on
a 3µm-pitch V-grooved substrate.  The different facets are indicated.
4. The GaAs layers are thicker at the bottom of the groove, thus forming a quantum wire
crescent, whose size and shape are reproducible from layer to layer.
5. A darker stripe is visible at the bottom of the groove, in the AlGaAs layers, due to a higher
Ga concentration. This region forms a so-called vertical quantum well (VQW).
The nm-scale behavior of the growth front at the bottom of the groove will be the subject
of detailed studies in the rest of the thesis.  In particular, points 3 and 4 will be examined in
Section 2.3, and the structure and properties of the VQW (point 5) will be the subject of Chapter
4.  In this section, we will concentrate on the general properties of the growth front, at the scale
of the groove size.
Figure 2.3 shows that the sidewalls of the groove are slightly concave before growth, with
an orientation, with respect to the (100) planes, that is steeper in the vicinity of the top ridges
than at the bottom of the groove.  Close to the top, the orientation is exactly {111}A, while at the
bottom it does not correspond to any low-index crystallographic direction, and forms an angle q
of about 45¡ with the (100).  These high-index regions develop during growth, at the expense of
the {111}A planes.  After about 200nm, the high index facets have occupied the whole sidewall
area. During further growth, their orientation remains stable if the material and growth
conditions do not change, implying a uniform growth rate across their width.
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Figure 2.4: Dark-field TEM cross section of a multiple-QW GaAs/Al0.48Ga0.52As structures,
grown at 650¡C by AP OMCVD on a 3.5µm-pitch V-grooved substrate.
The formation and stability of these sidewall facets should be analyzed in some detail.
Ratsch and Zangwill [80] have shown that, if growth is limited by gas phase diffusion, low-index
sidewall facets can not propagate parallel to themselves for standard growth conditions, due to
variations of the supersaturation in different positions of the groove.  On the other hand, if the
growth rates are not too high, vicinal facets with a particular orientation can develop and grow
with a uniform rate across their section.  However, experiments showed that the OMCVD
growth habit on patterned substrate changes drastically by changing the group-III precursor set,
by keeping otherwise the same growth conditions [81] (see the discussion in Section 1.3.3).
This confirms therefore that precursor surface kinetics play an important role in determining the
nonplanar growth rates.  As anticipated in Section 1.3.3, the stability of the sidewalls implies that
the surface diffusion length of precursors or intermediate reaction products is much longer than
the size of the grooves.  In the semi-empirical model of Jones et al. [64], the highest growth rate
on the orientation corresponding to the sidewalls is interpreted in terms of the large density of
highly reactive (001)/{111}A stepped sites, for surfaces vicinal to the {111}A.
Figure 2.4 is a TEM cross section of a multiple GaAs/Al0.48Ga0.52As structure, grown by
atmospheric pressure (AP) OMCVD at 650¡C on a 3.5µm-pitch V-grooved substrate, using the
same set of precursors and similar growth conditions as in our growths.  As for the LP case, the
profile after annealing appears curved: it is nearly-{111}A oriented near the ridge, and has an
orientation q @ 45¡ close to the bottom.  However, this latter orientation is not maintained during
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growth, differing from what was observed in Figure 2.3, and the steady-state orientation of the
sidewall planes is closer to the {111}A, as compared to LP (qÊ@Ê52¡ in this case).  This
difference can be accounted for by the less efficient gas-phase diffusion towards the bottom of
the groove through the boundary layer, as the reactor pressure is increased [67].  The reduced
gas-phase diffusion at AP could hinder the growth rate enhancement at the bottom of the groove,
which is at the origin of the formation of the high-index facets that develop at this region (see
Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.5: a) Variations of the angle q that the sidewalls form with the (100) planes, as a
function of the Al mole fraction in AlxGa1-xAs layers, for T = 700¡C.  Data include samples grown
at 20mbar on 3µm- and 0.5µm-pitch V-groove arrays.  b): Variation of q as a function of T, for x
= 0 (squares), x = 0.3 (triangles) and x = 0.45 (circles).  The dashed line in both figures indicates
q corresponding to a {433}A plane (46.7¡), and the dashed dotted line to a {322}A plane (43.3¡).
The limits of the y-axis correspond approximately to {111}A (54.7¡) and {211}A planes (35.3¡).
Plane names are indicated on the right, together with the density of (001)/{111}A steps (see text).
The orientation q of the sidewalls, observed in our LP structures, depends on the material
composition and growth conditions, and varies over a range of about 10¡.  Figure 2.5a shows the
dependence of q on the nominal Al composition x in AlxGa1-xAs layers grown at 700¡C, on
3µm- and 0.5µm-pitch grooves.  Figure 2.5b shows the dependence of q on the growth
temperature T, for x = 0 (squares), x = 0.3 (triangles) and x = 0.45 (circles).  Angles
corresponding to low-index planes are indicated by the upper limit of the y-axis ({111}A «
54.7¡), by the dashed line ({433}A « 46.7¡), by the dashed-dotted line ({322}A « 43.3¡), and
by the lower limit of the y-axis ({211}A « 35.3¡).  The sidewalls have in all cases an
orientation intermediate between {111}A and {211}A, and in most cases are oriented between
{433}A and {322}A.  Their orientation deviates from ideal, unstepped {111}A planes as the Al
mole fraction decreases, and as the growth temperature is increased.  The density of
(001)/{111}A steps on a vicinal {111}A surface can be easily calculated: if the surface
orientation is {hkk}, with hÊ>Êk, the ratio m/n = (number of steps)/(number of {111}A surface
sites) is m/n = (h/k -1) / 2.  This ratio is indicated, for the planes mentioned above, on the right
side of the plots in Figure 2.5, together with the designation of the plane.  In Figure 2.6 we show
the atomic structure of the zincblende lattice, in the ( )011  cross section.  The lattice is cut along
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some low-index {hkk} directions2.  The {211}A and {311}A facets have a (001)/{111}A step
every two or one {111}A sites, respectively.  The groove sidewalls, all with orientations between
the {111}A and {211}A, have a (001)/{111}A step every n {111}A sites, with nÊ>Ê2.
Orientations between the {111}A and the (011) are composed by steps and terraces of these two
orientations, and therefore do not form, since growth on (011) surfaces is very small in our
conditions [64].
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Figure 2.6: ( )011  cross-sectional atomic structure of a zincblende lattice.  The ideal,
unreconstructed atomic terminations in some low-index {hkk} orientations are indicated.
Since no growth rate gradients are observed across the sidewalls, and no orientation
difference exists between 0.5µm- and 3µm-pitch grooves, the relevant surface diffusion lengths
should be much higher than the typical size of the grooves.  As we have seen in Section 1.3.3,
the formation of these high-index sidewalls with stable orientation is peculiar to (Al)GaAs
OMCVD with trimethyl-group III precursors, and depends on the reactor pressure (see above).
This suggests that the establishment of steady-state sidewall orientations is related to gas-phase
                                                
2 These hypothetical surfaces do not correspond to real surface structures, since atomic relaxation and
reconstruction, and possible faceting are neglected.  Atomic rearrangement at surfaces is particularly important on
the polar {h11}A facets, which otherwise would not satisfy the electron counting criterion (all the electrons
originating from surface dangling bonds must be on states below the Fermi energy) [61].  For example, we will
see in Section 3.3.4 that the {311}A planes are faceting along the groove, due to step bunching.
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mass transport, and to lateral diffusion and decomposition of precursors and/or intermediate
reaction products (rather than diffusion of atomic species).  We can obtain some insight into the
mechanisms determining the sidewall steady-states by analyzing the trends in Figure 2.5, and by
comparing our LP profiles with those obtained at AP.  Since TMGa is less stable than TMAl,
and the precursor decomposition efficiency increases with T [23], both plots of Figure 2.5 show
that the tendency to deviate from exactly-oriented {111}A sidewalls, by forming a more stepped
surface, should be related to faster decomposition processes.  We can infer therefore that the
steady-state sidewall orientation is the result of an equilibrium between effects of surface
kinetics, which tend to broaden the sidewall aperture, favoring the formation of high-index facets
(see x and T dependence), and of the inhibition of gas-phase diffusion, which tends to sharpen
the groove (see pressure dependence).
50nm
{111}A
{211}A
Figure 2.7: Dark field TEM image of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As heterostructure at the bottom of a V
groove, grown at 750¡C.  The inset shows a high magnification view of the region where step
bunching is formed.
Figure 2.7 is a dark field TEM image of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As multiple layer structure,
grown at 750¡C on a 3µm-pitch V groove.  The region at the bottom of the groove is shown.
The sidewall GaAs layers show an atomically-smooth lower interface, whereas the orientation of
the upper interface varies quasi-periodically between two low-index planes, {111}A and
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{211}A, due to step bunching.  These planes correspond exactly to the range of variation of the
sidewall orientation, as x and T are changed (Figure 2.5).  The high-index sidewalls, therefore,
break up into {111}A terraces, where no step are present, and step bunches with {211}A
orientation, corresponding to the maximum density of steps achievable on the sidewalls in our
growth conditions (Figure 2.6).
Step bunching results in periodic thickness variations, with a height of about 3-4nm and a
period of about 30-40nm.  Similar periodic faceting was observed in strained InGaAs layers
grown on V grooves at AP-OMCVD with TMGa, TMIn and AsH3 precursors [82].  In
nonplanar OMCVD with TEGa, DMEAAl and AsH3, step bunching is observed also in AlGaAs
layers at TÊ=Ê650¡C, giving rise to tilted SL structures [83].  Besides, step bunching has been
found to be the normal growth mode for vicinal, planar (111)A surfaces in GaAs atomic layer
epitaxy with TEGa and AsH3, for temperatures as low as 520¡C [84].  However, this kind of step
bunching is observed in our samples only for GaAs, at temperatures higher than about 750¡C.
Note that no evidence for tilted SL is found in the AlGaAs layers (whose upper interfaces appear
to be atomically smooth), probably because the step bunches are annihilated in the first stages of
AlGaAs growth.  In the higher magnification image shown in the inset, it seems that a very weak
composition modulation is present in the first monolayer of AlGaAs, barely visible as slightly
diffused interfaces corresponding to the {211}A facets.  These facets, corresponding to the
bunches, should incorporate atoms better than the {111}A terraces; the higher diffusion length
of Ga, relative to the Al one, should therefore favor Ga-rich regions at the edge of the step
bunches [83].  However, it seems that the precursor set used in our experiments hinders
formation of step bunching and tilted SLs, except for situations of very strong surface diffusion
(GaAs at high temperatures).
2.1.2 Study of the growth rate distributions
We have studied the growth rate distributions on the different facets composing the
profiles of the grooves, for GaAs and AlGaAs at different growth temperatures.  Figure 2.8
shows polar plots of the GaAs (squares, right side of the plots) and Al0.45Ga0.55As (circles, left
side) growth rates rG and rAG, for T = 650¡C (a) and T = 700¡C (b), relative to the nominal ones
3.
Growth rates have been measured in the growth direction; to obtain the rates perpendicular to the
facets, one needs to multiply them by the cosine of the angle that the normal to the facet forms
with the [100] direction.  The (100) and {311}A growth rates have been measured on the facets
forming at the top of the mesas, for mesa widths larger than ~50-100nm.  As we will see in
Section 2.3.2, growth rates on facets with smaller cross sections are strongly altered by
additional, width-dependent surface fluxes due to capillarity effects.  We must therefore measure
r on large enough facets, to ascribe it only to morphological differences among the different
                                                
3 We will indicate all quantities relative to GaAs, AlxGa1-xAs and AlAs with indexes ÒGÓ, ÒAGÓ and ÒAÓ,
respectively.
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surface orientations, which determine different surface kinetics (i.e., decomposition and
attachment/detachment rates and surface diffusion).
Figure 2.8 indicates a marked growth rate anisotropy among the facets composing the
groove.  This implies that, even if the overall growth rate on a planar sample is mass-transport
limited under these growth conditions (see Section 2.1.2), the growth rate distribution for
neighboring facets is strongly affected by surface kinetics.  Besides, we observed no evident
difference in the growth rate distributions between GaAs and Al0.45Ga0.55As, and between the
two different growth temperatures.  In qualitative agreement with what has been already observed
in LP-OMCVD with TMG and TMA [64, 71], rG and rAG are maximal on the high-index
orientation, between the [111]A and the [311]A, defining the sidewalls of the grooves.  On these
sidewalls, the growth rates are approximately equal to the nominal ones.  The growth rates on the
exactly oriented {111}A facets are generally less than half of the ones on the high index planes.
Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 2.3, these planes are consumed during growth, since growth
in a concave region favors the expansion of the faster-growing orientations (see Figure 1.13).
Since in our samples the vertical r is maximal on the sidewalls, according to Figure 2.8, no
other facets can be formed at the concave bottom of the groove.  This region will therefore be
composed of a sharp corner at the intersection between the two high-index sidewalls.  We will
see in Section 5.2 that this picture is valid only down to the ~50nm-scale, below which capillarity
effects, giving rise to self-ordering and QWR formation, become important.  On the convex top
of the mesas, the growth rate anisotropy shown in Figure 2.8 causes an expansion of the slower-
growing facets, with respect to the faster-growing ones, leading eventually to the disappearance
of these latter facets.  Since, according to Figure 2.8, the growth rate distribution is in the order
r100 < r311 < rsw (where 100, 311 and sw design the (100), {311}A and sidewall planes,
respectively), both the {311}A facets and the sidewalls eventually disappear as growth proceeds,
and the surface will planarize in the (100) orientation.
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[311]A
[100]
[011]
[311]A
[111]A
[011]
a ) T = 650¡C
GaAs
10.51 0.5 0
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[011]
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Figure 2.8: Polar plots of the relative growth rates on the facets composing a 3µm-pitch V
groove array, for T = 650¡C (a) and T = 700¡C (b).  GaAs rates (circles) are represented on the
left part of the plots, and Al0.45Ga0.55As rates (squares) on the right parts.  The growth rates are
measured along the growth direction, and normalized to the nominal ones, measured on a planar
(100) reference substrate.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic drawings (top) and dark-field TEM cross sections (bottom) of two
different evolutions of the ridge {311}A facets.  In a), the {311}A/sidewall consumption rate is
higher than the (100)/{311}A one; as a consequence, the {311}A facets undergo an overall
expansion as growth proceeds.  In b) the opposite situation takes place; the {311}A shrinks until
(see the TEM image) it reaches a minimum (non-zero) extension, and the inter-facet angle is
determined by the relative growth rates of the (100) and sidewall planes.
Note that the top {311}A facets consume the sidewalls, and are in turn consumed by the
top (100) facets.  Depending on the relative rates of consumption, therefore, the {311}A facets
will be annihilated or will expand before the complete planarization.  The exact type of evolution
is important because, in the case of annihilation of these facets, parasitic QWR-like structure can
form in these regions, whose PL emission can interfere energetically with that of the bottom
QWRs.  The evolution of the {311}A/sidewall and of the (100)/{311}A boundaries can be
measured, respectively, by the angles f1 and f2, or by the equivalent horizontal expansion rates
dl1/dt and dl2/dt, as shown in the schematics at the top of Figure 2.9.  These angles and
expansion rates are related to the facet growth rates by the equations
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where q and a are the angles that the sidewalls and the {311}A planes form with the (100),
respectively (see Figure 2.9).  The relative importance of the boundary evolution is given by the
ratio
dl
dl
r r
r rsw
2
1
311 100
311
1=
-
-
-æ
è
ö
ø
tan
tan
q
a
, (2.1)
where dl2/dl1Ê>Ê1 (<Ê1) corresponds to an overall contraction (expansion) of the {311}A facet.
Since, with qÊ»Ê45¡ and aÊ@Ê25¡, (tanqÊ/tanaÊ-1)Ê»Ê1, the trend is directly given by the relative
importance of the growth rate differences r311Ê-Êr100 and rswÊ-Êr311.
Examples of the two different situations are shown in the dark-field TEM cross sections
in Figure 2.9.  The image in part a) is part of a GaAs/Al0.35Ga0.65As multiple QWR structure
grown at 660¡C on a 0.5µm-pitch grating (part of the bottom region is also visible, showing the
QWR formation).  The boundaries between the different ridge facets, marked by white dashed
lines, are evident due to the GaAs layers, and show an overall expansion of the {311}A facets.
The image in b) is part of a heterostructure composed of a 300nm-thick Al0.2Ga0.8As layer
(darker in the image), deposited over a 250nm-thick Al0.5Ga0.5As buffer (brighter).  The
structure was grown at 680¡C on a 3µm-pitch grating.  Only part of the ridge is visible in this
image.  Here the boundaries between the facets are marked by a slightly different grayscale
contrast, due to small variations of the Al content in the different facets (we will analyze the local
Al composition in Chapter 4).  The {311}A facet in this case tends initially to shrink in the low-
Al content layer.  After about 50nm, however, the two boundaries with the sidewalls and the top
(100) start to evolve parallel to each other, before the {311}A facet disappears completely.  This
sort of Òself-limitingÓ evolution of the {311}A facet, with a cross-sectional size around 20nm,
can not be explained in this framework; its existence can be accounted for with the same model
that explains the self-limiting VQW formation at the bottom of the grooves (see Chapter 5).
Note that these short and uniform {311}A facets can form the seed for the parasitic QWRs
mentioned above.
Figure 2.10 shows experimental values of the vertical growth rates on the top (100)
(circles) and {311}A facets (squares) and on the sidewalls (triangles) for GaAs (a),
Al0.29Ga0.81As (b) and Al0.45Ga0.55As (c), measured as a function of the growth temperature.
Al0.29Ga0.81As and Al0.45Ga0.55As growth rates was measured on two different samples,
consisting of thick (~100nm) AlxGa1-xAs layers, separated by GaAs markers, grown at various
temperatures T (625¡CÊ£ÊTÊ£Ê750¡C), on 3µm-pitch gratings.  GaAs growth rates were
measured on a different sample for each T; the structures consisted of 50nm-thick GaAs layers
separated by Al0.45Ga0.55As markers.  We should mention that non-systematic measurements on
other samples, grown on 0.5µm and 3µm-pitch gratings, yielded (100) and {311}A growth rates
that could differ from the ones shown here by as much as ±10%, while the sidewall growth rates
appeared to be more reproducible from sample to sample.  The error bars reported in Figure
2.10 reflect this dispersion of the measured values.  This effect could be due to the finite size of
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the ridge, or to differences in the facet roughness due to the etching procedure.  Both effects
could affect drastically the growth rates at the top of the mesa, for given growth conditions; we
will see, however, that self-limiting growth at the bottom of the groove yields much more
reproducible profiles in this region.
Figure 2.10 does not show a strong dependence of the growth rate anisotropy on the
temperature in the interval considered, except for r100 for GaAs, which decreases by about 45%
at 550¡C, with respect to higher temperatures.  Similarly to the two examples of Figure 2.8, the
growth rates decrease generally in the order rswÊ>Êr311Ê>Êr100, with rsw about 20% larger than r311
and r311Ê~Êr100.  Note also that the sidewall growth rate is in all cases approximately equal to the
nominal growth rate (0.25nm/s for GaAs; 0.35nm/s for Al0.29Ga0.81As and 0.45nm/s for
Al0.45Ga0.55As).  Since in general r311Ê-Êr100Ê<ÊrswÊ-Êr311, according to (2.1) the {311}A facets
should normally tend to expand.  However, due to the dispersion of the data, in some samples
the opposite can take place.  It appears therefore that, in order to reproduce more reliably the
evolution of the top of the mesa, a more accurate control of the lithographic process is needed, in
terms of cross-sectional profile and surface roughness.
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Figure 2.10: Measured vertical growth rates at the top (100) (circles) and {311}A facets
(squares) and on the sidewall planes (triangles), as a function of the growth temperature, in GaAs
(a), Al0.29Ga0.81As (b) and Al0.45Ga0.55As (c) layers grown on 3µm substrates.  Growth rates are
normalized to the nominal ones (0.25nm/s for GaAs; 0.35nm/s for Al0.29Ga0.81As and 0.45nm/s for
Al0.45Ga0.55As).
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2.3 Cross-sectional analysis of self-limiting growth
2.3.1 Faceting of the bottom profile
Figure 2.11a is a dark-field TEM cross section of the 4th and 5th GaAs layers from
Figure 2.3, showing the details at the bottom of the groove.  The image reveals several growth
features at the 10nm scale:
1. The AlGaAs VQW exhibits a fine structure composed of three different branches with
enhanced Ga content: a narrow branch surrounded by two wider lateral ones.  A more
detailed discussion of the VQW properties will be given in Chapter 4.
2. The two interfaces defining the GaAs layer are very different from each other.  In particular,
the upper AlGaAs/GaAs boundary is much less curved than the lower one.  This widening
of the profile is accompanied by a thickening of the GaAs layer at the bottom of the groove
(about 13nm, as compared with the 7nm on the sidewalls), that gives rise to the formation of
a crescent-shaped QWR.
3. The upper QWR interface consists of a set of facets: a central (100) surrounded by two
wider {311}A facets.  A short, exactly-oriented {111}A ÒneckingÓ connects the {311}A
facets to the sidewalls.
20 nm
sidewall
{111}A
{311}A
(100)
Al0.45Ga0.55As
barrier
GaAs QWR
50 nm
{311}A
(100)
GaAs
Figure 2.11: a) Dark-field TEM cross section of the bottom region of the groove, from the
sample of Figure 2.3 (4th and 5th GaAs layers). b) Dark-field TEM cross section, at the bottom
region of a 3µm-pitch groove, of part of a 1µm-thick GaAs layer, in which 5nm-thick AlGaAs
markers were inserted every 50nm.  The growth temperature was 700¡C for both samples.
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4. The VQW branches just above the QWR crescent are wider than the ones below it, and
originate from the (100) and {311}A facets.  Their width and separation decrease rapidly as
AlGaAs growth continues until, after ~30nm, they recover the sizes they had before the
QWR deposition.
5. If a second GaAs QWR is grown, it has the same shape and width as the one below,
provided that the AlGaAs barrier is thick enough to fully recover the surface profile.  This
sequence can be repeated as long as the groove has not planarized.
Since the VQW branches, that originate clearly from the (100) and {311}A facets at the
top boundary of the QWR, are visible and distinct also at the lower interface, we can infer that
also this latter boundary is composed of the same facets.  The fact that the faceting of the profile
is not clearly visible in AlGaAs is due likely to the smallness of the facets in this material, which
become comparable with the vertical interface width and the TEM resolution.  The faceting
becomes visible also at the lower boundary if the profile is larger, i.e., for lower x and higher T
(see below).
Figure 2.11b is a dark-field TEM cross section of part of a 1µm-thick GaAs layer, grown
at the bottom of a V groove, where 5nm-thick AlGaAs markers were inserted every 50nm.  The
growth temperature was 700¡C, like for the structure in Figure 2.11a.  The GaAs profile exhibits
the same set of {311}A and (100) facets as the AlGaAs one.  A comparison of the two images
shows however that the lateral extension of these facets is much larger in GaAs than in
Al0.45Ga0.55As, for the same growth conditions.  The profile evolution during growth is
complementary to that of Figure 2.11a: the AlGaAs markers, thinner at the center than on the
sidewalls, induce a partial narrowing of the profile, which is fully recovered during deposition of
the thick GaAs layers.
We conclude therefore that both the AlGaAs and the GaAs profiles evolve in a steady-
state way at the bottom of the V grooves.  The profiles are characterized by a set of low index
facets, which are wider in GaAs than in AlGaAs.
2.3.2 Transient evolution towards self-limiting profiles
We have studied the evolution of the bottom facets during GaAs/AlGaAs and
AlGaAs/GaAs deposition, before steady-state growth is achieved.  The growth sequence used
for the GaAs/AlGaAs study is sketched at the left of Figure 2.12.  The core of the structure
consists of 10 GaAs layers, with nominal thicknesses tG increasing from 1 to 50nm, separated by
100nm-thick Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers. Growth studies were performed on 3µm-pitch V grooves.
As can be monitored by the VQW width, the AlGaAs barriers are thick enough to ensure steady-
state AlGaAs growth before the GaAs is deposited.  The right part of Figure 2.12 shows dark-
field TEM cross sections of three layers of such a structure, with tGÊ=Ê1, 5 and 20nm, grown at
700¡C.  The white contours mark the central (100) and the lateral {311}A facets forming at the
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bottom of the groove, before and just after QWR deposition 4.  Their extension l{ijk}, constant at
the lower GaAs/AlGaAs interface (l100=5.5±0.4nm, l311=13.8±1.0nm), is increasing
progressively during GaAs growth, to 7.2 and 16.6nm after 1nm GaAs, 9.5 and 29.2nm after
5nm GaAs, and 19.5 and 48.0nm after 20nm GaAs.
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As SL
(1.25nm/1.5nm) X40
Al0.45Ga0.55As buffer       400nm
Al0.3Ga0.7As                100nm
GaAs         1 ® 50nm
Al0.3Ga0.7As                200nm
GaAs cap           4nm
X10
tG=
1nm
5nm
20nm
20nm
20nm
20nm
{311}A {311}A
(100)
GaAs
Al0.3Ga0.7As
Figure 2.12: Left: schematics of a typical growth sequence, used to monitor the transient growth
behavior of GaAs/AlGaAs epitaxy.  The central part of the sequence consists of 10 GaAs layers,
with nominal thicknesses tG increasing from 1 to 50nm, separated by 100nm-thick Al0.3Ga0.7As
barriers.  Right: dark-field TEM cross sections of three GaAs layers, with tGÊ=Ê1, 5 and 20nm, from
the growth sequence on the left. The sample was grown at 700¡C on a 3µm-pitch V-grooved
substrate.  White contours indicate the extension of the (100) and {311}A facets.
In Figure 2.13a we plot the lengths l100 and l311 of the (100) and {311}A facets (circles
and squares, respectively) at the top of the GaAs layers, as a function of the nominal GaAs
thickness tG.  Values at tGÊ=Ê0 are averages of the lengths measured at the bottom boundary of
the GaAs layers.  To check the stability of the profile, we have plotted in the figure the GaAs
facet widths from the thick GaAs layers in the sample Figure 2.11b (data at tGÊ=Ê50nm).  After
the initial transient in the first ~30nm, the length of the facets reaches a steady-state value, that
                                                
4 The angle of the {311}A facets delimiting the upper QWR interface appears to change at high GaAs
thicknesses. This could be due to the development of facets vicinal to {311}A, but could also be an artifact due to
the increase of height modulation on these surfaces along the QWR axis (see Section 3.3.4), resulting in an
apparent change of slope in the TEM images, due to the tilt of the images with respect to the axis.
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remains constant within ~5% fluctuations (l100Ê=Ê22.7±0.7nm, l311Ê=Ê58.3±0.9nm).  In Figure
2.13b, we show the evolution of the (100) and {311}A lengths for the reverse growth sequence.
The sample structure is similar to that of Figure 2.12, and identical growth conditions were
employed.  In this case, the core structure consisted of 10 Al0.3Ga0.7As layers, with thickness
increasing from 1 to 120nm, separated by 60nm-thick GaAs layers.  The evolution of the
AlGaAs profile is analogous to the GaAs one: after a transient narrowing, the facets reach a
steady-state extension that stays constant during further growth.  We have marked, for both
figures, the steady-state values of l100 and l311 in Al0.3Ga0.7As and GaAs with short-dashed and
long-dashed lines, respectively.  These values are identical, meaning that the steady-state profile
shapes are reproducible from sample to sample, and do not depend on the structure below the
layer in question, provided the growth conditions are the same.
We can therefore conclude that both AlGaAs and GaAs growths on V-grooved substrates
proceed in a self-limiting way.  Starting from an arbitrary bottom profile, the width of the facets
composing it evolve towards values that are typical of the material being grown; once this profile
is reached, it keeps it shape unchanged during growth of the same material.  The self-limiting
profile width is much wider for GaAs than for AlGaAs, for the same growth conditions (both
facets are about 4 times larger in GaAs than in Al0.3Ga0.7As in the samples described here).  The
material dependence of the profiles will be studied in more detail in the next section.  Note that
the recovery lengths are smaller for AlGaAs/GaAs than for the reverse growth sequence, i.e.,
when the profile is narrowing down.  By fitting the data of Figure 2.13 with exponential
functions of the form
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Figure 2.13: a) Lateral extension of the (100) (circles) and {311}A (squares) facets, as a
function of tG during GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heteroepitaxy for the sample of Figure 2.11.  b) The same
for a sample in which the reverse sequence was grown, at the same growth conditions.  Short-
dashed and long-dashed lines mark the self-limiting (100) and {311}A facet extensions in
Al0.3Ga0.7As and GaAs, respectively.  Solid lines are exponential fits of the data.
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Figure 2.14: Evolution of the (100) (circles), {311}A (squares) and sidewall (triangles) growth
rates, as a function of the GaAs (a) and AlGaAs (b) nominal thicknesses, for the samples of Figure
2.13.  Growth rates are normalized to the nominal ones.
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(solid lines), we obtain characteristic recovery thicknesses t100
G Ê=Ê10.3±1.2nm, t 311
G Ê=Ê11.4±0.7,
for GaAs, and t100
AG Ê=Ê51±15nm, t 311
AG Ê=Ê45±8nm for Al0.3Ga0.7As (see Figure 2.13).
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, the expansion (contraction) of the facets at the concave
bottom profile is related to an increase (decrease) of their growth rates, with respect to the rates
of the neighboring ones.  We expect, therefore, r100,Êr311Ê>Êrsw during the transient growth of
GaAs on AlGaAs discussed above, and r100,Êr311Ê<Êrsw for the reverse transient growth sequence.
In Figure 2.14 we plot these growth rates, normalized to the nominal ones, as a function of the
nominal thicknesses, for the layers of Figure 2.13.  Part a), corresponding to the GaAs/AlGaAs
case, shows that in the first stages of GaAs growth r100Ê>r311ÊpÊrsw.  While initially r100 and r311
reach values up to 2.5 times the nominal growth rates, the sidewalls growth rate remains
practically constant throughout the thickness range considered.  This growth rate is equal to the
one measured on thick layers and shown in Figure 2.10a (rswÊ=Ê1.06±0.07).  As growth further
proceeds, the profile relaxes to the new self-limiting shape, and the bottom growth rates rapidly
approach the values measured on the sidewalls.  When the new self-limiting profile is achieved,
all the growth rates become identical, and growth proceeds in a steady-state way.
Note that r100 and r311 are considerably higher than those measured on the same facets at
the top of the mesas, at the same growth conditions (Figure 2.10a).  This difference is more
apparent when the profile is narrower, and tends to decrease as the profile broadens.  Even for
the broader profiles, however, these growth rates differ from the ones measured at the top of the
mesas.  For the AlGaAs/GaAs case the opposite is observed: while rsw is again practically
constant, r100 and r311 are initially lower than 1, and close to the values measured in thick layers.
As growth proceeds, the profile narrows down to the AlGaAs self-limiting shape, and the bottom
growth rates increase towards rsw.
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Figure 2.15: Lateral extension of the (100) (circles) and {311}A facets (squares), as a function
of their normalized growth rates. Part a) and b) correspond to the data of Figure 2.13 a) and b),
respectively.  The schematics below the plots show the facets evolution at a concave corner (only
one bottom facet is shown for simplicity), as a function of the relative growth rates.
The correlation between the length of the bottom facets and their relative growth rate is
better visualized in Figure 2.15.  The plot in part a) shows data from GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
heteroepitaxy from the figures above.  When growth is switched from AlGaAs to GaAs, this
material is initially deposited on a profile that is much narrower than its self-limiting one.
Therefore, r100 and r311 must increase to cause an expansion of these facets in a concave profile
(schematic drawing at the bottom right).  Then, as growth proceeds, the profile widens and the
growth rates relax towards the sidewall values, as the new self-limiting profile is reached.  This
profile results in a vertical propagation of the corners between adjacent facets.  This condition is
realized when the growth rate (projected in the [100] direction) becomes the same for all the
facets (see the schematic drawings at the left).  The plot in part b) shows the corresponding data
for Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs, again from the figures above.  In this case, AlGaAs is deposited on an
initial profile that is much wider than its self-limiting one; therefore, r100 and r311 must decrease
to cause a contraction of these facets (schematic drawing at the bottom left).  Also in this case, as
the profile approaches its self-limiting shape, growth rates tend towards the sidewalls ones, and
steady state growth is achieved, with vertical propagation of the corners between the facets
(schematics at the right).
2.3.3 Dependence of self-limiting profiles on the growth conditions
In the previous section, we have shown that growth of GaAs or AlxGa1-xAs by OMCVD
on a V-grooved substrate results in the formation of stable, self-limiting profiles at the bottom of
the groove.  We will see now that the resulting profiles can be reproduced from sample to
sample, and can be controlled by adjusting the growth conditions.
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Figure 2.16: a) A series of four GaAs QWRs, with nominal thickness 8.7nm, embedded in
Al0.45Ga0.55As barriers, grown at different temperatures, ranging between 600¡C and 765¡C.  b) A
series of four GaAs QWRs, with nominal thickness 5nm, embedded in AlxGa1-xAs barriers, with x
ranging between 0.30 and 0.75, grown at 700¡C.  A hyperbolic fit of the self-limiting AlGaAs
profile is indicated for xÊ=Ê0.45.
2.3.3.1 Influence of temperature and composition
Figure 2.16a shows a series of dark-field TEM cross sections of nominally 8.7-thick
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As QWRs, grown at different temperatures (600¡C to 765¡C).  In addition,
Figure 2.16b shows a series of dark-field TEM cross sections of nominally 5nm-thick
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs, grown at 700¡C, with x increasing between 0.30 and 0.75.  The
images show that the bottom profile and the sidewall angle become sharper as the growth
temperature is decreased and as the Al mole fraction is increased.
The width of the profile is characterized by the length of the (100) and {311}A facets.
However, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, when the profile becomes too narrow, these facets are
not easily distinguishable.  In this case, it is useful to approximate the profile with a hyperbola
tangent to the bottom and sidewall facets.  The growth front is therefore fully identified by the
radius of curvature r at the bottom of the hyperbola (that is proportional to the (100)+{311}A
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facet length) and by the asymptotic angle q of the sidewalls (see Appendix A).  Such a fit is
shown for the self-limiting Al0.45Ga0.55As profile in Figure 2.16b.  We have studied
systematically the dependence of the AlxGa1-xAs self-limiting radius of curvature rsl on the
growth temperature and the Al mole fraction.  Figure 2.17 shows the measured values of rsl for
AlxGa1-xAs alloys, as a function of the nominal composition x, for different growth temperatures.
The values were measured on a number of different samples, grown on 3µm- and 0.5µm-pitch
gratings, and are reproducible for samples grown under the same conditions.  Consistently with
the trends shown in Figure 2.16, rsl decreases with increasing Al mole fraction and increases
with increasing growth temperature.
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Figure 2.17: Measured self-limiting radius of curvature rsl in AlxGa1-xAs, as a function of the
nominal composition x, for TÊ=Ê650¡C (circles), 700¡C (squares) and 750¡C (triangles).  Dotted
lines are guides to the eye.
2.1.1.2 Influence of the growth rate
We have studied the influence of the growth rate on the GaAs self-limiting profile on a
series of thick GaAs layers, grown with different growth rates R, ranging between 0.036 and
0.370nm/s (nominal values).  Two series of layers were grown at 650¡C and 700¡C, respectively.
The GaAs layers were separated by 10nm-thick AlGaAs markers.  Figure 2.18a is a TEM cross
section of the series grown at 650¡C.  The growth rates increase progressively from layer 1 to 4.
It can be seen from the upper interface of the GaAs layers to the AlGaAs markers that the profile
narrows down as R increases.  Figure 2.18b shows rsl as a function of R, for TÊ=Ê650¡C (circles)
and TÊ=Ê700¡C (squares).  In both cases, rsl decreases by a factor of ~2.5 upon increasing the
growth rate from 0.036 to 0.370nm/s.
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Figure 2.18 a) Dark-field TEM cross section of 4 GaAs layers, separated by AlGaAs markers,
and grown at 650¡C.  The nominal growth rates were 0.036nm/s (layer 1), 0.102nm/sec (2),
0.295nm/sec (3), and 0.370nm/sec (4).  b) Evolution of the self-limiting GaAs radius of curvature
as a function of the nominal growth rate, for TÊ=Ê650¡C (circles) and TÊ=Ê700¡C (squares).
Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
2.1.1.3 Influence of growth interruptions
We have studied the effects of growth interruptions on the bottom profile by growing a
series of 100nm-thick AlGaAs layers, after which growth was stopped for increasing time
intervals.  This thickness ensures the achievement of a self-limiting profile in AlGaAs, just
before the interruption.  5nm-thick GaAs marker layers were grown just after the growth
interruptions, to quench and identify the relaxed AlGaAs profiles.  Figure 2.19a shows the
schematics of this layer sequence, and two examples of such studies, relative to Al0.45Ga0.55As
layers grown at 700¡C, without (top) and with a 3600s (bottom) growth interruption before the
marker layers.  The widening of the profile as an effect of the growth interruption is evident
from these cross sections.  In Figure 2.19b, we plot the Al0.45Ga0.55As radius of curvature r for
growth temperatures of 700¡C (circles) and 750¡C (squares), as a function of the growth
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interruption time t.  For both temperatures, r increases by about a factor of three, when t
increases from 0 to 1800s.
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Figure 2.19 a): Left: schematics of the layer sequence used for growth interruption studies.
Right: TEM cross sections of the profiles at the bottom of the groove for a growth interruption of
0s (top) and 3600s (bottom), after growth of a 100nm-thick Al0.45Ga0.55As layer at 700¡C.  b)
Dependence of the Al0.45Ga0.55As radius of curvature on the growth interruption time for TÊ=Ê700¡C
(circles) and TÊ=Ê750¡C (squares).  Dotted lines are guides to the eye.
2.1.1.4 Influence of the reactor pressure
Figure 2.20 is a dark-field TEM cross section of a nominally 5nm-thick
GaAs/Al0.5Ga0.5As QWR grown at AP, at a temperature of 650¡C, and otherwise similar
conditions as for the sample grown at 20mbar.  One can notice that the faceting at the upper
boundary of the QWR is less pronounced than at LP; this roundness of the QWR interfaces is
also reflected in the absence of a distinct branching in the AlGaAs VQW.  In Table 2.1, we
compare representative values of the self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs radius of curvature, at AP and LP,
for selected growth temperatures and Al mole fractions.
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Figure 2.20: Dark-field TEM cross section of a nominally 5nm-thick GaAs/Al0.5Ga0.5As QWR,
grown at AP at 650¡C.
T (¡C) x rsl (nm) - AP rsl (nm) - 20mbar
650 0.5 7.7±0.7 4.8±0.4
670 0.45 10.2±1.3 6.9±0.2*
680 0.3 17.2±1.0 12.6±0.9
750 0.7 16.4±0.8 6.9±0.2
*: TÊ=Ê680¡C.
Table 2.1: Comparison between the self-limiting radii of curvature of AlxGa1-xAs layers grown
at AP (3rd column) and at LP (4th column), for different values of T and x.
The table shows that the self-limiting AlGaAs profiles grown at LP are systematically
sharper than those grown at AP.  A quantitative comparison of the two series of samples is not
completely justified, since they are grown in two different machines.  Therefore, other
parameters, such as growth temperature, gas velocities and V/III ratios, though nominally similar,
can have some slight uncontrolled variations.  The systematic differences between the two series,
however, range between 30 and 80%.  This remarkable difference can be ascribed therefore
mainly to pressure variations, since this is the only parameter that is systematically different in
the two cases.  It seems therefore that the increased rate of mass transport, as the reactor
pressure is reduced, increases the degree of faceting and the sharpness of the facets at the
bottom of the groove.
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2.1.1.5 Discussion
In this section, we have shown how different growth parameters affect the shape of the
profiles at the bottom of the V grooves.  It is possible to draw some general conclusion from the
phenomenology observed above.  The profiles become wider at high temperatures, low Al
compositions, low growth rates and when growth interruptions are introduced.  In other words,
in these limits growth is more favorable at the bottom of the groove, with respect to the sidewalls,
since facets expansion in a concave profile is related to growth rate enhancement.  All these
trends suggest that the profile width be governed by surface diffusion of adatoms towards the
bottom: as surface diffusion becomes more efficient, more atoms can be incorporated in the
bottom region.  In particular:
¥ Surface diffusion increases as the growth temperature becomes higher « rsl increases with
T.
¥ The surface mobility of Ga atoms is higher than that of Al ones [85-87] « rsl increases with
decreasing x.
¥ At lower growth rates, atoms have more time to diffuse on the surface, before being
incorporated into the crystal by the arrival of new atoms « rsl increases with decreasing R.
¥ During growth interruptions, atoms are free to diffuse on the surface, since no growth flux is
present « rsl increases with increasing growth interruption time.
The effects of the reactor pressure will be better explained in Chapter 5.  Note, finally, that
the self-ordering process described in Section 2.3.2 implies that the surface diffusion fluxes
identified above are able to Òself-adjustÓ, depending on the width of the profile.  We will
develop in Chapter 5 a theoretical model that can explain the origin these fluxes, and can account
for all the phenomenological observations described above.
2.1.4 Self-ordering of quantum wires
2.1.4.1 GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs quantum wires
From the discussion and the images above, it appears clear how self-ordered QWRs form.
If a layer of a lower-bandgap, higher diffusivity material (GaAs) is grown on a higher-bandgap,
lower diffusivity one (AlxGa1-xAs), the facets at the bottom of the groove will expand and the
layer thickens, thus creating a crescent-shape wire.  Deposition of the upper barrier will relax the
profile back to the self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs size, recovering from the surface perturbation
introduced by GaAs growth.  If the barrier is thick enough, the recovery is complete, and the
AlxGa1-xAs profile can serve as the seed of a second QWR, identical in size and shape to the
first.  Thanks to the stability of the profile, this procedure can be repeated indefinitely, until the
groove planarizes through the expansion of the top facets.  This planarization distance depends
on the size and sharpness of the groove and on the growth conditions, and is typically of the
order of the groove width.  An example of vertical stacking of identical, self-ordered
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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T (¡C) rsl
AG  (nm) qsl
AG  (nm) rG (nm) r100 a
600 3.0±0.7 50.5±1.5 12±1 1.62±0.09 1.0±0.1
650 5.3±0.5 44.5±0.5 17±3 1.72±0.17 1.3±0.3
700 8.7±0.9 40.5±1.0 27±2 1.89±0.05 2.1±0.2
765 11.9±1.1 38.5±1.0 37±4 2.13±0.05 2.8±0.4
Table 2.2: Temperature dependence of the self-limiting Al0.45Ga0.55As radius of curvature rsl
AG
and sidewalls angle q sl
AG , of the radius of curvature at the upper QWR interface rG, of the relative
QWR growth rate, with respect to the sidewalls r100, and of the radius of curvature increase rate a,
for the QWRs shown in Figure 2.16a.
Since the quantum confinement properties of the QWRs depend drastically on their shape,
it is important to optimize the growth conditions to maximize the QWR confinement. The
dependence of r and q on the growth conditions and the Al mole fraction, determined so far,
allow us to make predictions on the wire characteristics for a given set of growth parameters.  In
particular, it should allow us to optimize them to obtain wires of the desired size and shape.  We
have seen in Section 1.1.4 that, to enhance the 1D confinement properties, it is preferable to have
wires as compact as possible.  This can be done by creating wires of nearly triangular shape,
with a lower, self-limiting boundary as sharp as possible, and a flat upper boundary.  At the
lower interface, in terms of the QWR geometrical parameters, this means minimizing rsl and
maximizing qsl of the AlGaAs barriers. At the upper interface, for given rsl and qsl, one should
maximize the relative growth rate at the bottom r100 (to enhance the wire thickness, with respect
to the planar QW) and hence the radius of curvature rG.  For typical QWR thicknesses, tGÊ Ê`tG,
therefore the first relation of (2.2), written as a function of rG, can be linearly approximated as
r r aG G sl
AG Gt t( ) = + × .  The expansion rate of r can therefore be characterized by the parameter
a, defined in Section 1.1.4.
In Table 2.2, we summarize the geometrical parameters of the QWRs shown in Figure
2.16a, as a function of the growth temperature.  The 2nd and 3rd columns show the self-limiting
radius of curvature and sidewall angles of the Al0.45Ga0.55As barriers ( rsl
AG  and qsl
AG ,
respectively); the 4th, 5th and 6th columns shows rG, r100 and a, respectively.  It can be seen that
rsl
AG  becomes smaller andqsl
AG  becomes larger as T decreases; therefore, decreasing the growth
temperature produces a sharper profile at the bottom of the wire.  On the other hand, both r100
and a increase with T; the temperature should therefore be increased to produce a thicker wire,
with a flatter upper profile.  A compromise between the two requirements must therefore be
found, for example by choosing an intermediate temperature and increasing the Al mole fraction
in the barriers, to keep the bottom profile sharp enough.  However, an Al content higher than
xÊ=Ê0.5-0.6 can result in the formation of dense structural defects, due to the decreased surface
diffusion of atoms/reactants to the bottom of the groove.  To avoid these problems, very low
AlGaAs growth rates should be used, that in turn tend to widen again the profile (see 2.3.3.2).
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Figure 2.21: Top: dark field TEM cross sections of two GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As QWRs grown at
700¡C, at a growth rate R of 0.047nm/s (left) and 0.385nm/s (right).  The nominal thickness is
7.5nm for both wires.  Vertical arrows indicate the maximum QWR thickness, while horizontal
arrows indicate approximately the (100)Ê+Ê{311}A facet width.  Bottom: Dependence of r100
(circles) and a (squares) on the nominal QWR growth rate, for GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As wires grown at
700¡C.
To widen the upper QWR interface, by keeping the lower one fixed, it is possible to
increase the GaAs diffusion by decreasing the GaAs growth rate, or by inserting a growth
interruption after the QWR.  By adopting the second solution, however, growth interruptions
should be at least of the order of 3Õ to have a r increase of the order of 50% (see Figure 2.19).
Such long times could bring to the accumulation of impurities at the interface, and therefore
should be avoided in order to preserve the intrinsic QWR luminescence efficiency.
We have studied the effect of the GaAs growth rate on the QWR profile on a set of three
QWRs with nominal thicknesses of 2.5nm, 5nm, and 7.5nm, respectively.  The wires were
grown at 700¡C on self-limiting Al0.45Ga0.55As; we have grown four sets of QWRs, with
nominal GaAs growth rates R ranging between 0.047 and 0.385nm/s.  The self-limiting
Al0.45Ga0.55As radius of curvature was 8.3±0.5nm.  The top part of Figure 2.21 shows TEM
cross sections of the nominally 7.5nm-thick QWR profiles for RÊ=Ê0.047nm/s (left) and
RÊ=Ê0.385nm/s (right).  Vertical arrows indicate the QWR thicknesses at the center of the
groove, while horizontal arrows indicate approximately the (100)Ê+Ê{311}A facet widths.  The
images show clearly that, by decreasing the growth rate, the QWRs thicken and expand, for a
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given nominal GaAs thickness.  At the bottom of Figure 2.21 we show how r100 (circles) and a
(squares) depend on R.  Values of r100 are shown for t
GÊ=Ê7.5nm, to better compare these results
with those of Table 2.2, which correspond to tGÊ=Ê8.7nm.  Values with the same nominal growth
rate (0.317nm/s) agree in both series of samples.  By decreasing the growth rate, both r100 and a
increase, thanks to the more efficient surface diffusion.  For RÊ=Ê0.047nm/s they reach the values
2.09±0.03 and 2.65±0.04, approaching the values measured at 765¡C for higher growth rates.
Decreasing the GaAs growth rate should therefore modify the QWR shape in order to improve
quantum confinement in the wire.
2.1.1.2 InxGa1-xAs/GaAs quantum wires
Since GaAs growth on V grooves exhibits the same self-limiting properties as for
AlGaAs, GaAs can also be used as a barrier material for growth of InGaAs/GaAs QWRs.  Such
structures are important for device applications involving regrowth.  Due to the much lower
oxidation rate, a GaAs (rather than AlGaAs) barrier layer would facilitate the regrowth on the
patterned substrate.  However, due to the longer diffusion length of Ga, with respect to Al, the
GaAs profile is much wider than that of AlGaAs, for a given growth temperature (see Figure
2.17).  To form profiles with lateral dimensions in the sub-10nm range, we have lowered the
growth temperature to 550¡C, obtaining GaAs profiles with a curvature similar to those of
Al0.5Ga0.5As surfaces grown at 650¡C.  In terms of facet length, we measured in GaAs
l100=4.2±0.4nm and l311=8.2±0.8nm at 550¡C.  These values are quite comparable to those of
the narrowest AlGaAs profile we have obtained at 650¡C (l100=3.7±0.8nm and l311=7.3±1.3nm
on average for different samples with x=0.45-0.50).
100 nm
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Figure 2.22: Bright field cross sectional TEM of a vertical array of InGaAs QWRs grown on
self-limiting GaAs on a 0.5µm-pitch grating.  The inset shows a magnified view of one of the wires.
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Figure 2.22 is a cross sectional TEM image of a vertically-stacked, multiple In0.15Ga0.85As
QWR array grown on GaAs barriers at 550¡C, on a 0.5µm pitch grating.  The nominal InGaAs
and GaAs thicknesses were 6 and 45 nm, respectively.  Planarization of the grating is reached
between the fourth and the fifth InGaAs layers.  The inset shows a magnified view of an InGaAs
layer at the bottom of the groove.  The higher growth rate of the InGaAs at the V-corner gives
rise to the formation of a QWR, via a thickening and an expansion of the facets at the bottom of
the groove.  At their center, the QWRs are about twice as thick as the corresponding planar
(100) quantum wells.  Indium segregation at the center of the InGaAs wire gives rise to a narrow
In-rich region, recognizable from the TEM contrast in the inset.  This region is about 5nm wide
and extends vertically across the entire crescent.  This phenomenon is analogous to the
formation of Ga-rich VQWs in AlGaAs; in both cases the species with a higher diffusion length
(Ga in AlGaAs, In in InGaAs) are able to segregate preferentially at the bottom of the groove.
Since lateral quantum confinement effects have been measured in such AlGaAs VQWs [88],
also the In-rich InGaAs region could provide additional lateral carrier confinement at the center
of the wire, enhancing the confinement due to the layer tapering at the InGaAs crescent.
Since the sharp curvature at the bottom of the GaAs regrown grooves recovers to its self-
limiting value, following the growth of the InGaAs layer and the upper GaAs barrier, stacking of
several InGaAs wires with identical size and shape is possible.  In the sample of Figure 2.22, the
first 3 InGaAs wires are uniform within 5% in thickness and width.  Wires grown closer to the
planarization level show variations in size due to the disappearance of the near-{111}A sidewalls
near that point.
2.1.5 Self-ordering of quantum wire superlattices
2.1.5.1 Fabrication of quantum wire superlattices
The self-ordering properties mentioned above make possible the formation of uniform
vertical arrays of GaAs/AlGaAs QWRs, provided the thickness of the AlGaAs barriers is larger
than the one necessary to recover the self-limiting AlGaAs profile (~20-30nm).  We have
extended the self-ordering properties of OMCVD on nonplanar substrates, by investigating the
possibility of growing GaAs/AlGaAs QWR superlattices (QWR-SLs).  These nanostructures
cannot be formed with self-limiting AlGaAs barrier profiles, since coupling effects in SLs
usually appear at barrier thicknesses that are much lower (a few nm) than the critical ones
required for full recovery of the self-limiting profile5.  We have however shown that QWR SLs
growth is characterized by a peculiar self-limiting state, even in the case of sub-critical barrier
thickness.
                                                
5 In principle, for a GaAs thickness that approaches zero, a very thin AlGaAs barrier will be sufficient for
a full recovery.
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Figure 2.23: AFM cross section of a GaAs/ Al0.45Ga0.55As (1.8nm/2.2nm) QWR SL structure
grown in a V groove at 650¡C.
We have grown a series of several samples, at TÊ=Ê650oC.  All structures consisted of a
~350nm thick large period (20nm/25nm) GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As buffer SL, a 150nm thick
Al0.45Ga0.55As barrier, a 140nm thick GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As SL, and a 100nm thick Al0.45Ga0.55As
upper barrier.  The nominal thicknesses of the SL layers were tGÊ=Ê1.8nm for GaAs and tAGÊ=Ê60,
11.6, 7.8, 3.9 and 2.2 nm for AlGaAs for the different samples.  The number of SL periods was
adjusted from sample to sample (10 to 30 periods), to keep the total SL thickness constant.
Figure 2.23 shows an example of such structures.
Figure 2.24 shows dark field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross sections of
four of the samples, with tAGÊ =Ê60, 11.6, 3.9 and 2.2nm.  In all cases, the first GaAs QWR was
grown on a self limiting Al0.45Ga0.55AsV-groove profile with rsl
AG=5.9±0.4nm.  This value
increases to 10.5±0.9nm after the growth of the first GaAs QWR.  When tAG is well above the
minimal thickness (~20-30nm in this case) needed for a full recovery of the AlGaAs self-
limiting profile, as for the sample of Figure 2.24a, all the vertically stacked QWRs are identical
to the bottom one (within ~5% size fluctuations due to pattern and growth rate nonuniformities).
In the QWR SLs of Figure 2.24(b-d), on the other hand, tAG is smaller than the recovery
thickness, and therefore r just below the second GaAs crescent is larger than rsl
AG .  However,
after a transient expansion in the first 20nm of the SL structure, it is seen that the groove profile
reaches a stable shape, with the groove width increasing as tAG is reduced.
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Figure 2.24: TEM cross sections of: (a), part of a multiple GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As QWR structure
(1.8nm/60nm); (b-d), 140nm-thick GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As QWR SLs with tg=1.8nm and ta=11.6, 3.9,
and 2.2nm, respectively. Ts=650¡C for all samples.
The evolution of the surface profile during the SL growth is summarized quantitatively in
Figure 2.25(a), which shows the measured values of r at the lower (rAG, circles) and the upper
(rG, squares) interfaces of each GaAs QWR for the sample of Figure 2.24(c), as a function of
the nominal growth thickness and QWR number.  After the initial widening of the groove, due to
the deposition of the first QWR, the profile narrows down again upon deposition of AlGaAs.
However, deposition of a second wire after only 3.9nm of AlGaAs widens further the profile.
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This overall increase of r during a SL period saturates after about four periods, resulting in a
new self-limiting profile.  The mechanism underlying its formation consists of a widening
during the wire deposition (rG), balanced by an (incomplete) recovery of the AlGaAs profile
during the subsequent deposition of the barrier layer (rAG).  This sequence can be repeated
indefinitely, yielding a stable average profile.  The self-limiting average
radius `rSLÊ= (`rAGÊ+`rGÊ)Ê/Ê2 is constant within ±2% (`rSLÊ=15.6±0.3nm, solid line), as can be
seen in the plot.  The remaining fluctuations in `rSL are probably due to small variations in the
nominal growth rate, and lithography-related nonuniformities at the bottom of the groove.
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Figure 2.25:  (a) Measured evolution of the radius of curvature at the GaAs/AlGaAs and
AlGaAs/GaAs interfaces for the structure in Figure 2.24(c). The solid line is a fit of the average
radius for each SL period, the dashed line corresponds to a full recovery of r that would be
obtained with a growth of a thick AlGaAs layer after the first GaAs layer. (b) Simulated evolution
of the radius of curvature for the QWR-SL of part a).
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2.1.1.2 Model of self-limiting QWR superlattice growth
The formation of the stable QWR-SL phase can be understood in terms of the self
limiting growth features of ÒthickÓ GaAs and AlGaAs layers at the bottom of the V-groove.
Starting from an initial radius of curvature ri at the bottom of the groove, r is found to recover
exponentially to its self-limiting value rsl.  According to (2.2), we can write
r r r r t( ) exp /t tsl i
sl= + -( ) -( ) , (2.3)
where t is the nominal grown thickness (proportional to the growth time) and t is a characteristic
recovery thickness.  Similar expressions hold for GaAs and AlGaAs growth, with parameters t
and rsl depending on the Al mole fraction, growth temperature, and other growth parameters, as
mentioned in the previous sections.  The evolution for the case of GaAs (AlGaAs) growth
starting from a self limiting AlGaAs (GaAs) profile is shown by the gray curves in Figure 2.26.
To obtain the evolution of r for a GaAs/AlGaAs QWR-SL structure, we apply (2.3) repeatedly,
obtaining the radius of curvature at the upper GaAs and AlGaAs surfaces of the nth SL period,
respectively, as
r r r r t t t t t t
r r r r t t t
n
G
sl
AG
sl
G
sl
AG AG AG G G
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G G G G AG AG
n
AG
sl
AG
sl
G
sl
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a
t n t t t t t
t n t t
= + -( ) ( ) - - +( )( )( ) ( ) +( )
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2 1 a
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The self-limiting superlattice surface curvatures are obtained by setting n -> ¥ in (2.4),
which yields
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Figure 2.26: Schematic representation of the curvature evolution during SL growth in the first,
second and nth period. Changes of curvature during GaAs and AlGaAs growth take place by
following the curvature recovery curves of the material (gray lines), towards self-limiting GaAs
and AlGaAs values (long-dashed lines).
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The average self-limiting radius and the difference between the GaAs and AlGaAs radii
are given by:
r
r r r r r r
t t t t
r r r r r t t t
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The evolution of rG and rAG after each SL period is illustrated in Figure 2.26.  The SL
profile starts evolving from the value rsl
AG  (point i) along the GaAs recovery curve, and after the
first GaAs layer it reaches the value r1
G  (point a1) determined by (2.3).  This value, shifted
horizontally onto the AlGaAs recovery curve (point b1), represents the starting point of the
evolution during AlGaAs deposition.  After completing the AlGaAs layer, r decreases to the
value r1
AG  (point c1), that is traced back to the GaAs curve for convenience (point d1).  Since
r1
AG Ê>Ê rsl
AG ,the deposition of the first full SL period (contour i - a1 - b1 - c1 - d1) yields an
overall widening of the profile.  This construction is repeated for the second period (contour d1 -
a2 - b2 - c2 - d2), after which the profile is characterized by r2
AG Ê>Ê r1
AG .  The difference between
the initial and final profile in each period tends however to decrease at each period, until
rn
AG Ê=Ê rn
AG
-1, (contour dn-1 - an - bn - cn - dn, filled area in Figure 2.26).  At this point, growth of a
full SL period forms a closed loop in the (r, t) plan, that can be repeated ad infinitum 6.
Figure 2.25b shows rn
G  and rn
AG  obtained with eq. (2.4), as a function of the total
(nominal) thickness and QWR number, for the SL of Figure 2.25a.  The recovery curves were
obtained from TEM cross sectional data of growth studies for thick GaAs and AlGaAs layers.
As for the measured profiles of Figure 2.25a, both rn
G  and rn
AG  stabilize to values intermediate
to rsl
AG  and rsl
G  after an initial transient.  The average radius `rSL thus obtained is 16.1±0.5nm
(fitted line), in very good agreement with the experimental value.
In the 2nd and 3rd column of Table 2.3 we compare the measured and calculated values of
`rSL, for all the four SLs, showing excellent agreement for each of them.  By considering the
geometry of the nanofacets at the bottom of the groove, we can also relate the actual growth rate
rb at the center of the QWRs to Dr
SL.  This growth rate is related to the one on the sidewall
rswÊ@Ê1 by
r rb sw= + -( )Dr q atan tan (2.6)
                                                
6 Of course, after growth of a sufficiently thick structure (of a thickness comparable to the depth of the
initial groove), the structure planarizes, due to the expansion of the top of the mesas.  A periodic recovery of the
surface profile as in Figure 2.26 occurs only at the bottom of the groove before planarization is achieved.
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tAG (nm) `rSL (nm) rb
G rb
AG
meas. simul. meas. simul. meas. simul.
2.2 19.1.±1.1 18.5±0.4 1.5±0.1 1.6±0.3 0.57±0.09 0.54±0.23
3.9 15.6±0.3 16.1±0.5 1.6±0.1 1.8±0.3 0.71±0.05 0.63±0.15
7.8 12.9±0.5 13.0±0.5 2.0±0.1 2.1±0.4 0.77±0.03 0.75±0.09
11.6 11.0±0.7 11.4±0.5 2.5±0.2 2.2±0.4 0.80±0.06 0.81±0.06
Table 2.3: Measured and simulated values of the self limiting average radius of curvature
`rSL, and of the relative growth rates of the GaAs ( rb
G ) and AlGaAs layers ( rb
AG ), in
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As QWR SLs with different nominal thicknesses of the AlGaAs barrier t
AG, and
Ts=650¡C.
where a = 25¡ is the angle between the (100) and the {311}A facets, q @ 45¡ is the angle
between the (100) and the sidewalls (see page 133).  The measured and calculated values of rb
(using (2.5) and (2.6)) for the four QWR SL samples are given in Table 2.3.  As expected,
rb
G Ê>Ê1 and rb
AG Ê<Ê1.  Good agreement was obtained between the experiment and the model.  In
our SLs, rb
G  varied from about 1.5 to about 2.5, and rb
AG  from about 0.6 to about 0.8, for tAG
ranging between 2.2 and 11.6nm, respectively.  The overall growth rate over a SL period,
however, is always equal to the nominal and sidewall ones, within the experimental errors, as
expected for a self-limiting growth.
In the limit of a short-period QWR SL, i.e., tAGÊ`ÊtAG, tGÊ`ÊtG, (2.5) can be written as
r
r r r r t t t
t t t
SL sl
AG
sl
G
sl
G
sl
AG AG AG G
AG AG G
x x
x x
=
+
+
- - +( )
- -( )2 2
 , (2.7)
where `xÊ=ÊxÊtAGÊ/Ê(tAGÊ+ÊtG) is the average SL Al mole fraction (Note that `rSLÊ®Ê rsl
G  for `xÊ®Ê0,
and `rSLÊ®Ê rsl
AG  for `xÊ®Êx, as expected).  In Figure 2.27 we plot the values of `rSL obtained
experimentally (squares) and from (2.7) (solid line) as a function of the average Al composition
in the SL at the bottom of the groove.  The measured data are well reproduced by expression
(2.7).  However, the observed radius of curvature of the SL is systematically larger than the
measured self limiting radius rsl
AG  for AlGaAs alloys with the same equivalent composition x
grown under the same conditions (circles in Figure 2.27; the corresponding dashed line is a
guide to the eye).  In other words, the surface curvature depends not only on the local relative
abundance of the group III species but also on the order in which they are deposited (pure
GaAs + AlxGa1-xAs, or AlyGa1-yAs alloy).  In particular, since eq. (2.7) is independent of the
absolute thicknesses of the SL layers, the discrepancy above holds also in the limit of tAG,ÊtGÊ->Ê0,
that would correspond to the epitaxial growth of an alloy by alternate deposition of its
constituents (ÒdigitalÓ alloy).  In Chapter 5 we will interpret this discrepancy in terms of the
entropy of mixing associated with a nonuniform composition at the growth surface.
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Figure 2.27: Measured (squares) and calculated (solid line) mean QWR-SL radius of curvature,
as a function of the average Al mole fraction in the SL, for Ts=650¡C. Self-limiting radii of
curvature of AlGaAs alloys are shown by circles, with a dashed line as a guide to the eye.
2.1.1.3 Predictions of the model and design of new structures
With the construction of Figure 2.26, it is possible to predict and design the profile of a
QWR SL structure once the recovery curves of the materials composing the individual SL layers
are established.  For example, one can select a desired set of values of `rSL and DrSL (provided
that r r rSL SL sl
AG- >D / 2  and r r rSL SL sl
G+ <D / 2 ) and construct on Figure 2.26 a closed loop
with r r rG AG
SL SL SL
, /= ± D 2 .  This loop will define univocally a pair of values of t
AG and tG,
yielding such a closed loop.  This graphic procedure is, of course, equivalent to solving the
system of equations (2.5) for tAG and tG.  Furthermore, it is possible to reduce or eliminate the
initial transient by growing the SL on an AlGaAs buffer with a lower Al mole fraction than in the
SL barriers, selected in such a way that its self-limiting radius of curvature is equal to rSL.  In
this case, the SL growth profile would start from the beginning to evolve on the closed loop of
Figure 2.26.  Note, however, that this procedure would not remove the differences of the first
QWR with respect to the others, since this wire would have in this case an asymmetric barrier,
with a lower barrier smaller than the upper one.
By applying eq. (2.3) repeatedly at each SL period, it is possible to predict the profile
evolution of SL structures that are not strictly periodic, and therefore not expressible analytically
in terms of eq. (2.4).  We have applied this procedure to two cases: a SL in which a random
noise was added to each layer thickness, and a SL consisting of two alternating periods.
In Figure 2.28 we show the simulated rG and rAG (circles), as well as the GaAs and
AlGaAs bottom thicknesses (squares), for a sample similar to that of Figure 2.25b.  In this
simulation, a 20% (a) or 50% (b) random noise was added to each layer thickness.  This noise is
reflected in a 20% or 50% random variation of the bottom thicknesses.  However, the SL radius
of  curvature after  each layer  is fluctuating  much less: the  difference  between the  highest  and
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Figure 2.28: Simulated radius of curvature after each layer (circles) and individual layer
thicknesses at the bottom of the groove (squares) for the SL of Figure 2.25b.  A random noise of
20% (a) and 50% (b) was added to the nominal GaAs and AlGaAs thicknesses.
lowest point is only about 3% of the average value in the case (a), and about 7% in the case (b).
Thus, the SL profile is able to self-adjust, and smooth out random growth fluctuations.  This is
related to the fact that both the GaAs and AlGaAs recovery curves become steeper as the profile
deviates more from the average, and flatter as it approaches the average.  For example, if a GaAs
layer were thicker (thinner) than the average, the profile after it would be larger (smaller) than the
average.  The recovery during AlGaAs would be therefore stronger (weaker) than the average,
and would in either case compensate partially for the perturbation.  An equivalent compensation
happens in GaAs, after a perturbation in the AlGaAs layer.
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Figure 2.29: a) Simulated radius of curvature after each layer of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As SL,
consisting of two alternating periods with thicknesses (2.1nm/3.9nm) and (1.5nm/3.9nm).  b) The
same for (2.1nm/4.4nm) and (1.5nm/3.4nm).
In Figure 2.29, we show the simulated radius of curvature of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As SL
consisting of two alternating periods.  The average thickness of the individual layers over two
periods was fixed to the same values as the simulation of Figure 2.25b.  In part a) we kept fixed
tAGÊ=Ê3.9nm, and we alternated between tGÊ=Ê2.1 and 1.5nm.  When the stable profile is reached,
also the radius of curvature becomes bi-periodic like the thicknesses.  Besides, `rSLÊ=Ê16.1nm as
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in the simple-periodic situation of Figure 2.25.  By alternating also tAG (tAGÊ=Ê4.4 and 3.4nm, and
tGÊ=Ê2.1 and 1.5nm, respectively), we could reach a SL profile in which only rSL, G oscillates,
while rSL, AG keeps stable (Figure 2.29), and again `rSLÊ=Ê16.1nm.
2.2 Summary
Low pressure OMCVD growth of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructures on corrugated
substrates results in the formation of a faceted growth profile.  In particular, both the top of the
mesas and the bottom of the grooves are composed of (100) facets, surrounded by {311}A
ones.  The sidewalls of the groove, connecting the top and bottom regions, are vicinal {111}A
planes, misoriented towards the (100) by an amount that depends on the material and on the
growth temperature.  This orientation is the one for which the growth rate is the highest, between
the [100] and [011] directions.  However, when the size of the bottom (100) and {311}A planes
is reduced to some tens of nanometers, the growth rates of these facets is increased by surface
diffusion towards the bottom.  These growth rates can self-adjust, in order to yield a vertical
propagation of the corner between the different facets.  The resulting self-limiting profiles
depend on the material and growth conditions, and widen as the surface diffusion length
increases.  Self-limiting growth has been observed both for GaAs and for AlxGa1-xAs.  By
growing a QW structure, in which the barrier material has a shorter diffusion length than the
QW material, a QWR can be formed at the bottom of the groove, thanks to a thickening and
widening of the bottom facets.  QWR formation is followed by a self-limiting recovery during
deposition of the upper barrier.  Uniform vertical arrays of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs and
InxGa1-xAs/GaAs QWRs have been successfully grown with this technique, using a barrier
thickness larger than the critical thickness required for recovering of the surface profile.  On the
other hand, if the barrier thickness is reduced to a few nm, carrier coupling effects become
important, and SL minibands can be formed.  To have significant SL effects, the barrier must be
much thinner than the one needed to completely recover the self-limiting profiles, after
deposition of each QWR.  However, we have shown that growth of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWR SLs
is also self-limiting, with an average profile (over a SL period) that stabilizes to a width
intermediate between the self-limiting GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs ones.  The resulting SL structures
exhibit better uniformity than other low dimensional (QWR or QD) SL structures produced via
different self ordering mechanisms, such as strain induced SK or tilted SL structures, indicating
a stronger driving force of the grown species to their nucleation sites in the case of the nonplanar
growth.  These structures should thus be useful for studying the coupling and tunneling
phenomena in SLs of 1D systems [89].  SL growth can be accurately explained in terms of the
self-limiting properties of the constituent materials.  The SL profiles are larger than the ones
measured in self-limiting AlGaAs alloys with the same equivalent composition over a SL period.
We will see in Chapter 5 that these differences can be ascribed to the different role played by the
entropy of mixing in the two cases.
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Chapter 3 
Three-dimensional structure of self-limiting
profiles
This chapter is devoted to AFM studies of the GaAs and AlGaAs surface morphology in
nonplanar epitaxy.  A brief introduction to the AFM technique will be given at the beginning.
This will be followed by an overview of surface studies of planar GaAs and AlGaAs growth,
realized on unpatterned (100), (311)A and (111)A substrates grown side-by side with the V-
grooved ones.  Planar GaAs and AlGaAs OMCVD growth has been already extensively studied
by SPM techniques [90-93].  However, a morphological analysis of these specific surfaces is
important for nonplanar surface studies, since these are the facets forming in our etching and
growth process.  The rest of the chapter is devoted to AFM studies of the surface morphology
of our nonplanar samples.  We analyze features due to lithography-related roughness and, more
importantly, step ordering phenomena taking place at the top of the mesas and at the bottom of
the grooves.  The modifications of the step structure, relative to planar surfaces of the same
orientations, can be ascribed to modifications of surface diffusion due to the creation of mesa
structures, with sizes comparable to the surface diffusion length.
3.1 Introduction to the AFM measurements
AFM is a scanning probe microscopy (SPM) technique, introduced in 1986, where the
topographical information of the surface being scanned is provided by measuring forces on the
atomic scale [94].  This method was proposed to overcome the limitations of STM, which can be
applied only to conducting samples.  Today, AFM-related techniques can measure a variety of
interactions, such as magnetic, dipping, frictional and electrostatic forces [95].  In AFM, the
probing tip is attached to a cantilever-type spring, which is deflected in response to the forces
between the tip and the sample (Figure 3.1).  Typical forces range between 10-11 and 10-6N,
therefore non-destructive imaging is possible with a wide variety of materials.  The sample is
generally mounted on a piezoelectric scanner that provides the x-y movement.  As the sample is
scanned, changes in the surface topography induce variations of the forces, and therefore of the
tip deflection.  This deflection is measured, e.g., by reflecting a laser beam from the head of the
tip and measuring the beam deflection with a position-sensitive photodiode (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the working principle of an atomic force microscope (AFM).
Different modes of AFM operation have been developed.  In contact mode, the tip is
dragged across the surface, with separations of the order of 0.1nm.  In this range, dominant
forces are ionic repulsions, which allow, under the best conditions, imaging with atomic
resolution.  However, under ambient air conditions, most surfaces are covered by a layer of
adsorbed water or of other contaminants, which can be several nm thick.  Surface tension of
these layers gives rise to additional capillary forces that can pull the cantilever down to the layer,
and therefore distort the image (Figure 3.2a).
In non-contact mode, the tip stands 10 to 100nm above the sample, where attractive Van
der Waals forces dominate.  At these distances, problems of capillarity are eliminated; besides,
forces are much weaker than in contact mode, giving the possibility of imaging soft surfaces,
which could be damaged in contact mode.  Additionally, magnetic and electrostatic forces can be
imaged on specific samples [95].  However, the spatial resolution is generally smaller than in
contact mode.
Figure 3.2: Different AFM modes of operation.  a): Contact mode.  b): TappingMode.
Schematic illustration courtesy Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, California.
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In both AFM modes, the topography information is given by the deflection z of the
cantilever in response to the force F between the tip and the surface.  The deflection is given by
HookeÕs law FÊ=Êkz, where k is the spring constant.  For Si cantilevers, typical spring constants
are of the order of 0.5N/m.  Usually, better resolution is obtained in constant force mode, where
the cantilever deflection is kept constant by regulating the sample-tip distance through a
feedback loop.
An alternative to the static modes described above is to oscillate the cantilever close to its
resonant frequency (typically 100-300kHz) [96].  In this dynamic or TappingModeª [97]
variant, the Òfree airÓ amplitude of the oscillations (»100nm), obtained when the tip is far away
from the sample, is damped as the tip approaches the surface, due to the interaction forces
(Figure 3.2b).  Operation in air is done by maintaining this reduced amplitude constant, as the
tip scans the surface, through a feedback loop that adjusts the tip-sample separation.  Since the
tip enters in contact with the surface at each oscillation, resolution comparable with the contact
mode can be achieved.  Besides, withdrawing the tip from the surface can overcome capillarity,
and reduces the contact forces significantly (»10-10N [96]), thus minimizing both tip and sample
degradation.
Scanning
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic top-view AFM setup.  b): Schematic cross sectional AFM setup.
In our experiments, we used a MultiModeª SPM with a NanoScope¨ III control system
by Digital Instruments [97], operated in TappingMode AFM.  TappingMode was found to lead
qualitatively to the same results as obtained with contact mode, but with a lower noise level.  In
TappingMode, we used silicon tips with a radius of curvature below 10nm (as imaged by SEM),
mounted on a 125µm long cantilever, with tip vibration frequencies of 250Ê-Ê300kHz and forces
around 10-10N.  At scanning speeds below 1Hz/line, we obtained noise levels of about 0.03nm
(RMS) and a high lateral resolution (»1nm).  Accurate z-calibration of the piezo scanner was
achieved by measuring the height of steps on a (100) graphite surface, which were found to be
multiples of the thickness of a monoatomic layer (ML).  From this, we deduced that the
systematic error in our height measurements is smaller than 0.05 nm.  On the graphite
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crystallographic planes, atomic resolution was obtained and the average noise was 0.03nm.  We
have imaged planar and nonplanar samples, both in top view (Figure 3.3a) and in cross section
(Figure 3.3b).  Top-view analysis is discussed in this chapter, while cross sectional studies will
be discussed in Chapter 4.
Ex situ AFM imaging in air, after the growth process is completed, can be applied to
visualize surface morphology, if the modification of the morphology due to oxidation and
contamination is small enough.  As we will show in Chapter 4, the oxide growth on the (011)
surfaces nearly saturates at a thickness of ~0.6nm for GaAs and <2nm for Al0.58Ga0.42As after
several days of exposure.  We will also see that the surface of this oxide stays atomically
smooth (0.05nm RMS roughness) up to Al concentrations of xÊ=Ê0.5.  Oxide growth rate on the
(100) surface was found to be lower than on the (011) surface in the case of high temperatures
[98].  Therefore, it can be assumed that, at least on (100) surfaces, the oxidation rate at room
temperature is as well lower than on (011) faces.  In addition, the surface is covered with at least
two layers of arsenic after growth, during the sample cooling under AsH3 overpressure (forming
a c(4´4) reconstruction on the (100) surface [54, 99, 100]), which probably delays the oxidation
process.
3.2 Surface morphology of planar (Al)GaAs epitaxy
3.2.1 (100) surfaces
Two-dimensional growth is assumed to be the major process in OMCVD on (100)
surfaces.  Adsorption of atoms or molecules on the surface, followed by 2D diffusion and
preferential attachment to steps or kinks, leads to the formation of growth islands or large
terraces, separated by steps of one or a few monolayer height.  The migration of these steps over
the growing surface can be determined by in situ spectroscopy during OMCVD [99, 101, 102].
Several features of surface morphology, such as step density and height, island size or terrace
width, are characteristic of the material, of the growth parameters, including temperature and
partial pressures of organometallics and hydrides, and of the substrate misorientation.
Figure 3.4 shows a series of 5´5µm2 surface AFM images of GaAs layers, with
thicknesses of at least 50nm, grown on planar (100) GaAs substrates.  In all images, the axes lie
in the á011ñ directions.  The growth temperature increases from 520¡C (sample (a)) to 750¡C
(sample (f)).  On each sample, one can recognize the presence of terraces, whose width depends
on the substrate misorientation.  The terraces are separated by monolayer-high steps
(1MLÊ@Ê0.28nm).  Figure 3.5a shows a line scan of the AFM image shown in Figure 3.4f.  The
ML steps can be well resolved in the scan, since the scanning noise is about 0.03nm.  Note that
the oxidation of the samples in air, though preventing atomic resolution imaging, preserves the
underlying ML structure of the (100) surfaces.  Since the oxide thickness can be assumed to be
smaller than 0.6nm, as found in the (011) cross-sectional studies (Chapter 4), we can conclude
that  AFM   imaging   after   oxidation    well    represents   the   original   surface   morphology.
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
T=520¡C 550¡C
600¡C 650¡C
700¡C 750¡C
Figure 3.4: 5´5µm2 AFM images of the surface of thick (³50nm) GaAs layers grown on planar
(100) GaAs substrates, at increasing temperatures.  The height scale on the right depends on the
number of ML terraces present in the image, and varies between 2 and 5nm.
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Figure 3.5: a): AFM line scan along the diagonal of Figure 3.4f, showing monolayer steps on
(100) GaAs surfaces.  b): AFM scans along the [ ]011  direction of Figure 3.8, showing the
morphology of (311)A surfaces.  Solid line: GaAs; dotted line: Al0.2Ga0.8As.
The terrace width ranged between about 0.45µm for sample (d) (corresponding to an average
misorientation qÊ=Ê0.035¡) and about 1.2µm for sample (c) (corresponding to qÊ=Ê0.015¡).  Note
that all the misorientations are below the specifications of the epi-ready wafers (±0.1¡), and run
in random directions.
As the growth temperature increases, one can notice a marked evolution of the surface
morphology.  At 520¡C (a) the steps separating the different terraces are very irregular, and a
large density of 2D islands can be seen on the terraces between the steps.  The islands are
elongated along the [011] direction (this orientation is horizontal in image (a)), with a size about
2-3 times the size in the orthogonal direction.  This anisotropy was already observed by ultra-
high vacuum STM on GaAs layers grown by OMCVD at a similar temperature [92], and was
attributed to an anisotropy either of the Ga surface diffusion or of the sticking coefficient at the
step.  The islands are smaller near step-down edges, and tend to grow and coalesce in regions
near step-up edges.  This could be explained by a growth mode in which some islands can
nucleate on a terrace, and expand until they merge among themselves and with a propagating
step edge.  The low surface diffusion at this temperature, therefore, favors a certain degree of
island nucleation, in addition to step flow.  Note also the roughness of the step edges, and the
presence of voids between coalesced islands and steps.  At 550¡C (b), fewer isolated islands are
observed, with a more symmetrical shape, and the step edges appear smoother, but still with a
considerable density of void regions.  The lower anisotropy of the 2D islands, as the temperature
increases, can be due to the decrease of the anisotropy between the lateral growth rates at [011]
and [ ]011  step edges [23, 103].  At 600¡C (c), the density of voids appears lower than at 550¡C,
but a large island density is still observed.  This is possibly due to the smaller misorientation of
this substrate (terrace size is about 1.2µm, as compared with 0.8µm of sample (b)), that favors
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island nucleation.  For higher temperatures, growth can be unequivocally attributed to pure step
flow.  One can still notice, however, an improved step smoothness, due to an increase of surface
diffusion along the steps, upon increasing the growth temperature from 650¡C (d) to 700¡C (e)
and 750¡C (f).
[011]
[011]
Figure 3.6: Left: 15´15µm2 surface AFM image of a GaAs layer grown at 700¡C on a planar
GaAs substrate misoriented by 0.004¡ from the (100).  Right: 3´3µm2 detail of the left image.  The
full height scale is 1.2nm for the left image and 1.0nm for the right one.
Step-flow growth for TÊ³Ê650¡C indicates that the surface diffusion length of Ga adatoms,
or of the relevant Ga species, is larger than about half of the terrace width (0.45µm, 0.50µm and
0.65µm for images (d), (e) and (f), respectively).  Some information on the effective diffusion
length can be inferred from a sample in which the unintentional misorientation was exceptionally
low (0.004¡, corresponding an average terrace width of about 4µm).  Figure 3.6 shows surface
AFM images of a GaAs layer grown at 700¡C on such a substrate.  Some interesting features
can be observed in the 15´15µm2 image on the left, and the 3´3µm2 detail shown on the right.
In the central area of each terrace, one can notice a region with a high density of small
asymmetric islands, elongated in the [011] direction.  The size of the islands decreases and their
density increases towards the step-down edges.  At the center of the terraces, islands have an
approximate area of 5´103nm, with a density of about 10/µm2, while towards the step-down
edges the area decreases to about 5´102nm and the density increases to about 50/µm2.  The
regions extending about 400nm on both sides of the steps are free from small islands, but just
below the steps much bigger (~0.5µm2 area), nearly square-shaped islands are present, that
eventually merge into the step edges.  These features suggest a mechanism of 2D nucleation on
the terraces.  After a new step edge has formed, 2D nucleation can take place on the terrace
above in regions distant from it by more than the surface diffusion length.  As growth proceeds,
some 2D islands become bigger, and attract material from the smaller ones, which tend to
disappear.  As a new step edge approaches, two scenarios are possible, depending on the size of
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the remaining islands.  Islands that are larger than the critical nucleus for stable nucleation1
continue to expand, and eventually coalesce with the step.  Islands smaller than this critical
nucleus disappear when their distance from the step-up edge (or from a stable island) is shorter
than the diffusion length, leaving this region free from small islands.  From the extension of the
island-free regions, we estimate a Ga surface diffusion length of about 400nm at 700¡C.  Finally,
note that the presence of these island-free regions symmetrically on both sides of the steps
indicates that the Schwoebel barrier for diffusion at a step edge is negligible under these
conditions [59, 105].
Figure 3.7: 5´5µm2 surface AFM images of thick (³50nm) Al0.3Ga0.7As layers grown on planar
(100) GaAs substrates, at 660¡C (left) and 750¡C (right).  The full height scale is 3.5nm for the
left image and 5nm for the right image.
Figure 3.7 shows the surface morphology of Al0.3Ga0.7As, for TÊ=Ê660¡C (left) and 750¡C
(right).  The mean misorientation angles and terrace widths were 0.03¡ and 0.55µm (left) and
0.05¡ and 0.3µm (right), respectively.  Al0.3Ga0.7As growth at 660¡C is qualitatively similar to
GaAs growth at lower temperature (Figure 3.4a), with meandering steps coalescing with 2D
islands.  At 750¡C, Al0.3Ga0.7As growth proceeds essentially in step-flow mode, with isolated
island formation for terrace width exceeding about 0.3µm.  An average diffusion length of about
150nm can be estimated from the island-step mean separation.  Note that the steps, whose
average orientation is close to the á001ñ direction, break up into small [011] and [ ]011  facets,
possibly due to anisotropic surface diffusion.
3.2.2 (311)A surfaces
The growth behavior of the (311)A surfaces is significantly different from that of the
(100), even if the growth window is similar.  In MBE, GaAs growth on (311)A substrates is
                                                
1 The size of the critical nucleus in GaAs OMCVD growth has been estimated to be much larger than one
atom [104].
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known to yield periodic corrugations along the [ ]233  direction, with a periodicity of 3.2nm and
a height modulation of 0.34nm (2ML) [106].  This (8´1) surface reconstruction, via As
dimerization in the first and second layer, is required to minimize the dangling bond density and
eliminate the excess electron density [106].  OMCVD growth results in corrugations on a much
larger scale [93].  These corrugations have the same orientation as in MBE, but periods of the
order of tens of nm, and similar height to period ratio (about 1:10).  In GaAs/AlGaAs
heteroepitaxy, the corrugations become larger as the temperature increases and as the GaAs
thickness increases, until a saturation value is reached for about 100nm GaAs [93].  These
behaviors were attributed to step bunching, limited by the surface diffusion length, as a
mechanism for minimizing the (311)A surface energy via the formation of an array of
nanofacets [93].
0
nm
10
[233]
[011]
Figure 3.8: 3´3µm2 surface AFM images of the Al0.2Ga0.8As (left) and GaAs (right) (311)A
surface structures, for a growth temperature of 750¡C.  Arrows mark some of the numerous step
bifurcations, forming in both materials.
This pronounced faceting was observed also in our structures, as shown in the AFM
images of Figure 3.8.  The left image shows the (311)A surface after growth of 250nm
Al0.2Ga0.8As at 750¡C.  Corrugations are visible along the [ ]233  directions.  A line scan of this
image, taken in the [ ]011  direction, is shown in Figure 3.5b (dotted line).  The height h and
period d of step bunching are about 2.5nm and 40nm, respectively.  Step bunching increases
considerably after deposition of 100nm of GaAs in the same growth conditions (right image),
resulting in hÊ»Ê8nm and dÊ»Ê90nm (see the solid line scan in Figure 3.5b).  Note that the
periodicity is very irregular, and step bifurcations (like the ones marked by arrows) are very
common, both for Al0.2Ga0.8As and for GaAs.
3.2.3 (111)A surfaces
The growth window for obtaining a good surface morphology in GaAs growth on
(111)A-oriented substrates differs considerably from the one used here for nonplanar epitaxy.
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Mirror-like surfaces are obtained typically in a limited interval of temperatures and AsH3
pressures p(AsH3).  With TMGa and AsH3 precursors, temperatures for good surface
morphology range between 550¡C for p(AsH3)Ê<Ê1mbar and 650¡C for p(AsH3)Ê»Ê8mbar [107].
At TÊ»Ê700¡C, a high density of pyramidal hillocks with {111}B-oriented sidewalls is observed
[107, 108].  The poor surface morphology at high T and low p(AsH3) was attributed to the
resulting low AsH surface coverage in these conditions.  This in turn lowers desorption of
methyl radicals from the surface, that are supposed to be the species hindering 2D growth [107].
However, growth on (111)A substrates misoriented towards the [ ]211  and [100] direction,
showed good surface morphology, with evidence for quasi-periodic step bunching, even at
temperatures as high as 720¡C [84].
0
µm
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Figure 3.9: 30´30µm2 top surface AFM image (left) and 3D, 5´5µm2 detail of a hillock (right)
of a GaAs layer grown on a (111)A substrate at 750¡C.
An example of (111)A GaAs epitaxy from our OMCVD system is shown in Figure 3.9,
for TÊ=Ê750¡C.  The hillocks appear as pyramids about 400nm high, with a side about 4µm long.
The sidewalls are {111}B planes, misoriented about 10¡ towards á011ñ.  The pyramids present a
crater in the center, under the form of an inverted pyramid, whose faces are misoriented about
10¡ from the (111)A planes.  The natural formation of these vicinal planes could be related to the
development of vicinal facets on the sidewalls of our V groove structures.
3.3 Surface morphology of nonplanar (Al)GaAs epitaxy
Figure 3.10 shows a three-dimensional AFM image of the surface of a 15nm-thick GaAs
layer, grown at 750¡C on a 200nm-thick Al0.45Ga0.55As buffer in an EBL-written, 0.5µm-pitch V
groove array.  Despite the lower spatial resolution of AFM, as compared with TEM, the faceted
structure of the profile, evident in TEM cross sections of buried layers, can be recognized in the
image.  The different facets composing the groove are indicated: (100) and {311}A at the top of
the mesas, a high index sidewall and again (100) and {311}A at the bottom of the groove.
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Figure 3.10: AFM image of a 15nm-thick GaAs layer grown on a 200nm-thick Al0.45Ga0.55As
buffer at TÊ=Ê750¡C, on an EBL-written 0.5µm pitch grating. All the facets observed in buried
GaAs V groove profiles can be seen.  The different facets are indicated.
To better visualize the morphology on inclined planes, we used flattened images, starting
from AFM scans in which scan lines are acquired parallel to the grooves.  For each scan line, we
calculate the best-fit average line, and subtract its absolute position from the original line.  In this
way, all the line scans, and therefore all the facets composing the groove, lie on the same average
plane, and the resulting image is the ÒprojectionÓ, on the (100) plane, of the original structure.
In Figure 3.11 we show the same AFM image of Figure 3.10, after a linear flattening in the
direction of the grooves.  The details of the profile along the groove are now much clearer, and
reveal peculiar features of each of the facets at the nm height scale 2.  At the bottom of the figure,
we show representative line scans of each facet along the groove, from the same sample, on a
2µm range.  The (100) facets on the ridges present atomically-smooth terraces separated by ML
steps.  The {311}A at the top show corrugations similar to those discussed in Section 3.2.2 for
planar substrates.  The sidewalls (whose (100) projection is very narrow, due to their inclination)
are characterized by long-range (hundreds of nm) height fluctuations, due to lithographic
imperfections.  The {311}A facets at the bottom are characterized by step bunching as the top
{311}A ones, but with a smaller amplitude, superimposed on the long-range fluctuations found
on the sidewalls.  Finally, the (100) facet at the bottom appears smoother than the surrounding
planes.  The study of these features will be the main subject of the rest of the chapter.
                                                
2 Note that the flattening procedure also removed the noise on the (100) ridges, visible in the original
image of Figure 3.10, and due to the lack of complete height coherence between adjacent scan lines.
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Figure 3.11: Top: AFM image from Figure 3.10, flattened in the direction parallel to the
grooves.  The measured section of the original profile is indicated on the left.  Bottom: 2µm-long
line scans along the groove of the same sample, corresponding to each facet.
3.3.1 Groove morphology before and after growth
In Figure 3.12 we compare the V groove surface profiles of an as-etched substrate and of
a grown sample.  On the left of the images, we plot cross-sectional scans of the two samples,
showing the groove profiles.  The left image is a flattened AFM view of part of a 3µm-pitch V
groove array, measured after standard wet chemical etching and degreasing.  The top region is
very rough, and does not show the formation of any low-index facets.  The bottom region
separating the sidewalls is some 100nm wide and is characterized by a smoothly varying angle.
The discontinuity visible at the bottom of the groove is due to the lack of correlation between the
height profiles of the sidewalls on the two sides of the bottom region.  No evident sign of (100)
or {311}A faceting can be seen in the region.  Note also the presence of numerous (~10/µm2)
etch hillocks, with lateral size in the range 30-100nm, and heights of about 5-30nm.  These
hillocks are possibly oxidized GaAs chunks, since they are removed after the heat-up process in
the OMCVD reactor.  If isolated pieces of resist remained on the surface, they would not be
removed before growth, and they would give rise to extended growth defects.
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Figure 3.12: Top: 3´2.25µm flattened AFM images of part of a 3µm-pitch V groove after
etching (left) and after growth of 1µm GaAs at 750¡C (right).  The measured profiles of both
grooves are shown on the left.  Bottom: line scans corresponding to the sidewall planes for the
etched (solid line) and for the grown (dotted line) profiles.
The right image of Figure 3.12 shows part of a V groove from the same substrate, after
deposition of a 1µm-thick GaAs layer at 750¡C.  One can notice that the etch defects have
disappeared from the surface, and that the (100)+{311}A structure of the groove extrema is
fully developed3.  Besides, the sidewalls are smoother than on the as-etched substrate.  Note also
that some undulations have formed on the sidewalls, in the direction perpendicular to the groove
axis.  Two representative line scans of the sidewall profile along the groove are shown at the
bottom of the figure, for the as-etched substrate (solid line) and for the grown sample (dashed
line).  On the etched profile, one can notice at least six defects, while the height variations are of
the order of 15nm over 3µm length.  This roughness is reduced to about 5nm after growth.
                                                
3 AFM images of substrates after the heat-up process in the reactor show that the same facet structure is
already forming at the top and at the bottom of the corrugations during the heat-up, probably due to mass
transport effects.
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3.3.2 Step ordering at the top of the mesas
In this section, we will focus on the ML step structure of the (100) facets forming at the
top of the mesas.  To analyze the orientation and surface distribution of these steps, we have
grown a structure at 750¡C, consisting of 15nm GaAs on a 200nm-thick Al0.45Ga0.55As buffer,
on an EBL-written nonplanar substrate.  The substrate included four 100´100µm2 areas with
different patterns, separated by unpatterned areas.  Before growth, the grooves in each area were
about 0.3µm deep and 0.5-0.6µm wide, and were separated by (100) ridges of width wÊ=Ê0, 0.3,
0.9 and 1.4µm, corresponding to a V-groove pitch LÊ=Ê0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0µm, respectively (the
0.5µm-pitch area was shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.13 depicts the edge of the 2µm-pitch corrugated region, while Figure 3.14 shows
the images in the central regions of all four pitches we have investigated. We will discuss in the
following three different properties of the morphology of the steps and the ridges, as
demonstrated by the two figures:
· The orientation of the steps on the ridge with respect to the groove edges.
· The spacing between steps and their direction (going up or down along the ridge).
· The relation between the step density and the ridge width.
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Figure 3.13: Flattened 8´8mm2 AFM image of the GaAs-surface of an Al0.45Ga0.55As/GaAs
heterostructure, deposited by OMCVD on a GaAs substrate with 2mm-spaced V grooves.  The
image is taken on the edge of a 100´100mm2 pattern.  On the left we depict the cross-sectional
profile of the sample, showing the ridge width wÊ=Ê1.4mm and groove depth 250nm.  The step
orientation angle b, as well as the step distance s are indicated.
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Figure 3.14: Flattened AFM images of the GaAs surface of the same structure as in Figure
3.13, deposited on a GaAs substrate with V-grooves of different pitches : LÊ=Ê2µm (a), LÊ=Ê1.5µm
(b), LÊ=Ê1.0µm (c)=, LÊ=Ê0.5µm (d).  The first two images are of 10´10mm2 area and the last two
are of 5´5 mm2 area, all taken in the central region of the 100´100 mm2 pattern.
In Figure 3.13 the border region between the 2.0µm-pitch corrugated region and the
neighboring unpatterned part is shown.  Terraces separated by monolayer steps are observable
both on the (100) ridges and on the unpatterned region, far away from the groove, where the
topography is the same as the one on an unperturbed, infinite surface. The steps exhibit a mean
orientation angle §Ê»Ê70û with respect to the [ ]011  direction and a mean spacing sÊ=Ê430nm,
reflecting the average misorientation of the specific substrate (0.04û).  Due to the undulation of
the steps, the terrace width can vary between 100 nm and 1500 nm, conforming to the random
movement and attachment of the atoms at the surface.  At a distance between 750nm and 400nm
from the first groove, the surface topography at ÒinfiniteÓ distances does not hold any more and
step bunching occurs, with the steps orienting parallel to the groove (§Ê~Ê90û; sÊ»Ê50nm).  At a
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distance smaller than 400nm from the first groove, the steps are more widely spaced and are
perpendicular to the groove (§Ê=Ê0û).  Similar step ordering is observed on the (100) ridges
between the grooves, as is shown in detail for different values of L and w in Figure 3.14.  In the
case of the patterns with LÊ=Ê0.5µm and LÊ=Ê1µm, where every point on the ridge is within a
distance of less than 400 nm from the edge of the groove, the steps are almost perfectly straight
and perpendicular to the groove.  For LÊ=Ê1.5µm, the mean width w of the ridge is about 950
nm, and the slope of the steps deviates from perpendicular alignment only in the center of the
groove.  For LÊ=Ê2.0µm, with wÊ~Ê1.4µm, the topography in the center of the ridge is similar to
that in the unpatterned region, and the steps are aligned only at the boundaries to the groove.  In
summary, the steps are straight and perpendicular to the grooves for ridges narrower than about
800 nm.
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Figure 3.15: a) Normalized terrace length distribution on the (100) ridges, from the patterns of
Figure 3.14, for LÊ=Ê0.5µm (circles), LÊ=Ê1.0µm (squares), and LÊ=Ê1.5µm (triangles), measured
within a 30´30 mm2 surface.  The lines are guides to the eye.  b) The width w of the (100) ridge as
a function of the terrace length l for LÊ=Ê0.5µm (circles) and LÊ=Ê1µm (squares), for the terraces
in (a). The lines are guides to the eye.
In analyzing the step direction, we note that it is bi-directional  (going up and down in the
left-to right direction) for LÊ=Ê0.5µm, whereas it is unidirectional  (going always down in the
left-to right direction in Figure 3.14) for LÊ³Ê1µm.  The distributions of terrace lengths l,
extracted out of a total surface area of 30´30µm2, are shown in Figure 3.15a, for the different
pitches (0.5 - 1.5mm).  For LÊ=Ê0.5µm we see a high density of short terraces (lÊ~Ê150nm), as
well as a few terraces of several µm length (lÊ³Ê5µm).  For LÊ=Ê1µm and LÊ=Ê1.5µm, the
distribution of terrace lengths is much narrower, with average length of 1.4±0.3µm and
1.4±0.3µm, respectively.  These values are close to the projection of the mean step spacing s of
the unpatterned surface along the [ ]011  direction: s s m
[ ]
/ cos . .
011
1 3 0 5= = ± mb , indicated by an
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arrow in the plot.  The misorientation towards [ ]011  is only 0.010û±0.002û, which is only a
quarter of the misorientation of the initial surface.  For LÊ=Ê2µm, we can study the crossover to
an infinite ridge, where the topography inside the ridge is similar to that of the unpatterned
surface, and step alignment and wide spacing is achieved only near the boundary to the groove.
The broader and bi-directional step distribution in the case LÊ=Ê0.5µm is due to the fact that for
this pitch the original epi-ready surface on the ridges is completely etched away.
Finally, we analyzed the ridge width, which is defined (within < 10nm) by the boundaries
to the {311}A surfaces on both sides.  We found that there is a fluctuation in width of up to
10% between different stripes, which is presumably due to fluctuations in the substrate
patterning.  Within one stripe almost no width fluctuations along the ridges were found for
LÊ=Ê1.5µm and LÊ=Ê2µm; the average widths being 0.95mm and 1.4mm, respectively.  For
LÊ=Ê0.5µm and LÊ=Ê1µm, the ridge width increases with the terrace length (Figure 3.15 b). For
LÊ=Ê0.5mm, the width changes from about 120nm for short terraces (lÊ£Ê100nm) and high step
density, to about 220nm for long terraces (lÊ³Ê5µm) and low step density.  For LÊ=Ê1mm, the
narrower length distribution results in a smaller range of terraces widths variations (380 to
420nm).  The width of the {311}A facets neighboring the (100) ridge changes in a
complementary way, decreasing for increasing (100) ridge width.
We explain these observations by assuming that crystal growth proceeds by adsorption of
atoms or molecules on the (100) terraces, followed by random surface diffusion until an
attachment to a step is accomplished (step-flow growth mode).  Incorporation into the crystal
can occur either at the boundary step separating the (100) and the {311}A facets or at the
monolayer steps between (100) terraces.  Hence, about a diffusion length away from this
boundary, only adatoms moving parallel to the groove edge contribute to the growth of the
flowing steps, which results in the step alignment normal to the boundary.
3.3.3 Sidewalls morphology
We have seen in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 that the sidewalls of the groove present long
range (µm-scale) height fluctuations along the groove of about 5-10nm, due likely to the etching
process before growth.  However, Figure 3.12 shows also a corrugation structure on these
planes in the direction perpendicular to the groove axis.  Since small height variations exactly
perpendicular to the scanning direction are lost in the AFM image processing, to fully account
for this sidewall structure, with steps elongated along the groove, we have to consider images
scanned perpendicular to the groove, i.e., in the [011] direction.
Figure 3.16 displays such an image, for the sample shown on the right side of Figure 3.12
(GaAs at 750¡C on a 3µm-pitch V groove).  The scan is taken only on the sidewall area, with a
constant average inclination to the horizontal.  This inclination can be easily subtracted from the
image, thus obtaining a projection of the sidewall on the (100) plane (see schematics on the left),
and preserving fully the nm-size structure perpendicularly to the groove.  An irregular array of
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corrugations can be seen, all running parallel to the groove axis, and with height variations in the
range ~2 to ~10nm.  This structure is consistent with the step bunching observed in cross-
sectional TEM in Section 2.2.1, even if with somewhat more marked corrugations, due possibly
to the growth termination and cool down.  Note that this step bunching is the normal growth
mode of planar GaAs OMCVD with TEGa and AsH3 on planar (111)A substrates, misoriented
both in the [ ]211  and in the [100] direction [84].  However, in the planar [100]-misoriented case,
corrugations similar to those reported here are observed at temperatures as low as 520¡C, while
at 720¡C a zigzag step pattern emerges [84].  In our case, a marked step bunching is visible only
on GaAs layer grown at high temperature, due possibly to the different precursor set used here.
[011]
[011]
[011]
[011]
Figure 3.16: 1´1µm2 AFM image (scanned normal to the groove axis) of part of the sidewall
plane, from the sample of Figure 3.12 (right).  The schematics on the left show the region
corresponding to the scanned area, in the V groove structure.
3.3.4 Morphology at the bottom of the grooves: {311}A facets
We have seen above that the bottom of the groove presents a faceted profile, composed of
two {311}A planes surrounding a central (100) facet.  We investigated further the three-
dimensional structure of these facets by AFM observations of the top surface of samples
consisting of self-limiting AlGaAs layers, grown on 3µm-pitch substrates, on which GaAs films
of increasing nominal thickness t (0 to 100nm) were deposited.  We selected a growth
temperature of 750¡C and a nominal Al mole fraction of 0.2, since under these conditions (high
T and low x) the AlGaAs profiles become wider than the lateral resolution of the AFM (see
Section 2.3.3.1).  This allows observations of even the narrow profile of the AlGaAs surface, at
least for the {311}A facets.
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Figure 3.17: a): Flattened AFM scans along the bottom of a V groove of surface
GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As heterostructures, grown at 750¡C, with GaAs thicknesses ranging between 0 and
100nm. b): Line scans along the {311}A facets, from the images in part (a).
In Figure 3.17a, we show a series of flattened AFM scans of the bottom of a V-groove of
six different samples with surface GaAs layers of t increasing from 0 to 100nm.  The long range
fluctuations (typical period ~0.5-1µm), due to lithographic imperfections, are visible both on the
sidewalls and on the {311}A planes.  Representative AFM line scans along the {311}A facets
for all six samples are shown in part (b).  In the first two samples (tÊ£Ê1nm) the (100) and
{311}A planes are barely distinguishable from the surrounding sidewall, and the {311}A height
profile is dominated by the long range fluctuations.  However, as t increases, the {311}A facets
develop quasi-periodic height modulations due to step bunching (that are hardly visible for
tÊ£Ê1nm), whose height and period increase with increasing t.  Note that the central (100) facet is
flatter, showing evidence for ML steps (at least for sufficiently large t, when it becomes clearly
visible), as will be discussed below.
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Figure 3.18: a) Average period d (squares) and height h (circles) of the {311}A step bunching,
as a function of the GaAs thickness t, for the samples of Figure 3.17.  b) Average d and h for self-
limiting GaAs profiles, as a function of the growth temperature T.
The evolution of the period d and the height h of the {311}A step bunching for the
samples of Figure 3.17 is shown in Figure 3.18a, as a function of t.  The saturation of d at a
value dsat with increasing thickness follows the same trend as the cross-sectional width of the
{311}A facets l311 (see Section 2.3.2).  By fitting the saturation curves with exponential
functions (eq. (2.2)), we find characteristic recovery thicknesses t of 10.4±0.1nm for d and
11.8±1.7nm for h.  Therefore, this recovery takes place on the same thickness scale as for l311,
indicating a strong correlation of the facet width with its step morphology along the groove.
Similarly, both l311 and dsat of self-limiting GaAs increase as a function of T.  In particular, as
shown in Figure 3.18b, dsat ranges between 27.8±0.7nm at Ts=650¡C and 50.1±1.8nm at
Ts=750¡C.
As seen in Section 3.2.2, step bunching has been already observed in OMCVD of planar
GaAs (311)A [93] (and confirmed on our (311)A control samples), and has been attributed to
the minimization of the (311)A surface energy via the formation of an array of ( )233
microfacets.  The similarity of the corrugations, and of the evolution of their period as a function
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of the GaAs thickness and of the temperature in the planar [93] and nonplanar case, suggest that
the same phenomenon is taking place in both situations.  In both cases, the diffusion length of
the growth species (higher for Ga than for Al) is limiting the periodicity and height of the steps.
In the nonplanar case, the development of {311}A step bunching with a characteristic period and
amplitude is achieved together with the stabilization in the width of the (100) and {311}A facets.
The self-limiting lateral size of these facets also depends on the diffusion length of the group III
species, increasing with decreasing Al mole fraction and increasing T (see Section 2.3.3.1).  The
group III diffusion length appears to determine the surface curvature at the bottom of the V
groove, via the lengths of the (100) and {311}A facets, with wider facets obtained for a longer
diffusion length.  Thus, the three-dimensional self limiting surface profile of AlGaAs (and
GaAs), including the step bunching on the {311}A facets, may be explained by a diffusion-
limited minimization of the surface energy.
Note however that the period of step bunching in our V-groove samples is generally
smaller than the one observed in Ref. [93] (and on our (311)A reference samples), and that the
V-groove step alignment and periodicity are much more regular.  For example, step bifurcations,
that are typical in planar (311)A samples like in Figure 3.8, were never observed in the nonplanar
case.  This alignment of the step bunches is similar to the monolayer step alignment observed on
the (100) ridges between two adjacent grooves, described above.  The better alignment is
possibly related to the presence of regular boundaries near the facets along the [ ]011  direction,
which limits their lateral extension to sizes lower than, or comparable to, the diffusion length of
the growth species.
3.3.5 Morphology at the bottom of the grooves: (100) facets
The morphology of the (100) facet at the bottom of the groove is difficult to study, due to
its narrow width, as compared with the AFM tip.  As can be seen in Figure 3.17a, this facet can
be identified unequivocally only on thick enough GaAs layers grown at high temperature
(³700¡C).  The discussion of the (100) surface morphology will be therefore limited only to
these restricted situations, though some conclusions can be extrapolated to narrower profiles,
where surface diffusion is smaller.  In the plot of Figure 3.11, the bottom (100) facet appears to
be much smoother than the surrounding facets, with some influence of the sidewall roughness
on the profile.  We will address this issue in more detail below.
Figure 3.19 shows a flattened AFM image of the bottom region of the last sample shown
in Figure 3.17a (self-limiting GaAs grown at 750¡C), but on a longer range (3´1.3µm2).  The
apparent slant of the {311}A facets is an artifact of the AFM image, due to the difficulty of
finding a reference plane at the bottom of a ~2µm-deep groove.  The bottom of the figure shows
line scans of the bottom (100) and of the two surrounding sidewalls.  The sidewall line scans
have been displaced vertically from the (100) one for clarity.
As seen above, both sidewall planes present random height fluctuations, due to
lithographic imperfections, which are of the order of 10-15nm on the 3µm range of the plot.
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The height profiles of the two planes are in general not correlated, due to the randomness of the
lithography-induced roughness.  Only in one region, at xÊ@Ê0.7µm in the plot, both sidewalls
present a valley of about 5-10nm.  The central (100) facet is much smoother than the
surrounding planes, and the sidewall roughness is mostly washed out.  In particular, one can
notice the formation of ML-high steps at the positions indicated by the arrows.  When both
sidewalls present a valley, the sidewall profile is only weakly reflected at the central plane, where
a dip is formed, corresponding to a bunching of about 5ML steps.  On the right side of the dip, a
domain at least 2µm long is formed, which is flat on the ML scale.
Figure 3.20 shows a flattened AFM image of the bottom region of a self-limiting GaAs
layer grown on an Al0.45Ga0.55As buffer at 700¡C.  As can be seen in the plot below, the
roughness of the two sidewall planes is in this particular case much more correlated than in the
previous example.  A hill-and-valley structure, with a height difference of about 10nm and a
period of about 1.5µm is visible on both sidewall planes.  These height fluctuations propagate
much more effectively than before onto the bottom (100) facet, where they are about 5nm high.
Some evidence for ML-high steps can be inferred from the (100) line scan in the central region.
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Figure 3.19: Top: Flattened 3´1.3µm2 AFM image at the bottom of a 3µm groove of the last
sample of Figure 3.17a.  Bottom: line scans along the groove of the bottom (100) facet and of the
two sidewall planes.  Arrows indicate steps of ML height.
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Figure 3.20: Top: Flattened 3´1.3µm2 AFM image at the bottom of a 3µm groove of a self-
limiting GaAs surface grown at 700¡C.  Bottom: line scans along the groove of the bottom (100)
facet and of the two sidewall planes.  Arrows indicate steps of ML height.
The marked difference between the (100) profiles of the two samples above can be
ascribed to the difference of surface diffusion in the two cases.  As we will see in Chapter 5,
capillarity effects tend to smoothen out the corrugations of a nonplanar profile [109].  This
smoothening process is limited by the surface diffusion length.  We will see in the same chapter
how capillarity across the grooves is at the base of self-limiting growth on nonplanar substrates.
However, since the profile presents corrugations also along the groove (though much smaller
than in the perpendicular orientation), capillarity can smoothen the profiles also in this direction.
Since in all the images shown above the sidewall height fluctuations are damped in the bottom
(100) facets, the diffusion length on these planes should be higher than on the sidewalls.  This
observation will be confirmed independently in Chapter 5.
The effects of surface diffusion on the (100) profile are sketched schematically in Figure
3.21.  The schematics on the left represent top views of a V groove (with the groove axis y
running horizontally) composed, for simplicity, only of two sidewalls surrounding a central
bottom facet.  Solid lines are contour lines.  Areas enclosed by the contour lines are marked by
different grayscale levels, with lighter levels corresponding to higher areas.  On the right of each
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schematics, we show the cross sectional height profiles along the grooves, corresponding to each
facet.  In each case, height variations along the groove have been introduced on each facet: both
sidewalls have a valley at the center of the diagram.  In figure (a), this valley propagates without
any damping onto the bottom facet, that therefore has the same height profile as the sidewalls.
This is the situation corresponding to a negligible surface diffusion on the bottom facet, where
the corrugated profile can not be smoothened out.  In figure (b), the same height profile is
present on the sidewalls, but in this case it is completely smoothened out in the bottom facet by
surface diffusion.  Note that the intersection between the sidewalls and the bottom is completely
straight for case (a), while it follows the sidewall contour lines in case (b).  These are two ideal,
extremal cases in which the sidewall corrugations are completely correlated, and surface
diffusion is either negligible or capable of completely smoothening out the bottom profile.  The
cases in which both sidewalls present a hill at the same position can be easily deduced from the
discussion and the schematics discussed here.
z
y
Figure 3.21: Left: top projections of a V groove, formed by two sidewalls and a central bottom
facet.  The axis of the groove (y) runs horizontally on the plane of the page.  Height fluctuations
(not to scale) are present along the groove axis.  Different grayscale levels represent zones with
the same vertical coordinate z (in the growth direction).  Cross sections of the profiles, along the
groove axis, are shown on the right for the sidewalls and the bottom facet.  a): Both sidewalls
present a valley, that propagates without attenuation onto the bottom facet.  b):  The same
situation, but the sidewall height fluctuations are completely damped in the bottom facet.
The AFM images above show that real profiles have in all cases a less marked character
than in the extremal cases presented schematically.  GaAs growth at 700¡C (Figure 3.20) shows
that, even if the sidewall profiles are completely correlated, the bottom profile is somewhat
smoother, due to surface diffusion.  The degree of smoothening increases for TÊ=Ê750¡C, where
the surface diffusion length is higher, as in Figure 3.19.  In this case, at the point where both
sidewalls have a valley, the height of this valley is reduced to about 1.5nm at the bottom,
compared with the ~10nm on the sidewalls. A careful look at the AFM image shows that, in
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agreement with the schematics of Figure 3.21b, the bottom (100) facet is about 20% wider on
the hill than on the surrounding areas.  This difference in width is negligible for the sample in
Figure 3.20, where the sidewalls height profile is more conserved at the bottom.  When the
corrugations on the sidewalls are uncorrelated, as for most of the profile in Figure 3.19, the
bottom profile is smooth at the ML level.  This smoothness is only partially due to a washing
out of the sidewall corrugations, since the bottom profile is much smoother than the average
profile of the two sidewalls.  Therefore, the formation of ML steps is essentially due to the
smoothening effects of surface diffusion along the groove.  Note that the long-range roughness
of the {311}A facets is intermediate between the ones on the sidewalls and on the (100) (Figure
3.11).  Therefore, partial smoothening due to diffusion is present also on these facets.
The observations above, valid for thick GaAs at TÊ³Ê700¡C, can provide some indirect
informations on the morphology of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs, where AFM observations along
the groove are not possible, due to the narrowness of the profiles.  Since the bottom facets
become smoother as the surface diffusion increases, we expect AlGaAs bottom profiles to be
more influenced by the sidewall height fluctuations.  Evidence in this sense is provided by
measuring the RMS roughness along the groove in the bottom facets of the last three samples
shown in Figure 3.17 (GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As layers grown at 750¡C).  This roughness, measured
on 2µm- and 3µm-long scans, increases from 0.9±0.1nm to 1.2±0.2nm to 2.1±0.3nm for GaAs
thicknesses of 100nm, 20nm and 5nm, respectively.  The (100) facet is too small to be measured
reliably for lower GaAs thicknesses, while the sidewall roughness is about the same for the
whole series of samples shown in Figure 3.17 (~3nm).  Self-limiting Al0.2Ga0.8As profiles
grown at 750¡C should have therefore a RMS roughness between 2 and 3nm.  This roughness
should increase with decreasing T and increasing x, but further quantification is not possible at
present.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have analyzed the surface structure of planar and nonplanar
GaAs/AlGaAs epitaxy, using atomic force microscopy.  Planar (100) and (311)A layers are
found to exhibit the same morphology as commonly observed in OMCVD growth, with surface
diffusion playing a fundamental role in determining the step structure of these surfaces.  (100)
epitaxy takes place via ML-step flow growth, while step bunching is observed on (311)A
surfaces.  Facets with the same orientations, present at the extremal regions of corrugated
samples, exhibit a modified step structure, with respect to planar samples.  This ML step
ordering is due to a modification of surface diffusion, when the facet width becomes comparable
to, or lower than, the surface diffusion length.  In particular, ML steps present on the (100)
ridges tend to align perpendicularly to the grooves near the groove edge.  Step bunching on the
bottom {311}A facets is directly correlated to the evolution of the facet crossÐsectional width,
thus suggesting a fully three-dimensional self-ordering process in this region.  Long-range (on
the µm scale) height fluctuations are present on all the facets composing the groove, due to
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lithographic imperfections.  However, surface diffusion along the groove is effective in
smoothening out these fluctuations in the bottom region.  As a result, ML-smooth domains are
formed on the bottom (100) facets, which can be up to several µm long in the most favorable
conditions.
The roughness at the bottom of the groove has a potential impact on the confinement
properties of the QWRs, since it results in longitudinal variations of the potential well of the
wires and of the energies of the confined 1D states.  These variations are responsible for
inhomogeneous broadening of the PL and PLE linewidths, and give rise to a Stokes shift
between the luminescence and the absorption spectra [110].  In GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QWRs
grown at 680¡C, the low-temperature (8K) PLE linewidth was measured to vary between 3.7 and
12.0meV, for nominal wire thicknesses ranging between 1.5 and 5nm [111].  Similarly, the
Stokes shift varied between 3.6 and 8.5meV.  The small PLE linewidths and Stokes shifts attest
the high quality of these wires.  In particular, the PLE linewidths were always smaller than the
separations between the lowest-energy transitions (15 to 26meV for thicknesses from 5nm to
1.5nm, respectively) [111], allowing therefore the observation of 1D-confinement features.  The
potential variations along the wire axis is also able to quantum confine excitons into QD-like
structures, corresponding to the monolayer-smooth domains described earlier.  This additional
confinement gives rise to a splitting of the QWR PL line into very narrow (<200µeV) lines,
observable at low laser power densities (d2000W/cm2) through small apertures (d2µm) realized
on a metal layer coating on the sample surface [112].
From the discussion above, it appears clear that a further improvement of the QWR
uniformity would be beneficial for the observation of the 1D confinement properties.  Since the
primary source of roughness along the grooves is the substrate preparation, an optimization of
this process would be the most important step towards a better uniformity of the profile.  An
alternative to conventional etching in a H2SO4:H2O2:H2O solution is to use a Br2-methanol
etching through a SiO2 mask.  Preliminary AFM measurements on planarized surfaces of
samples grown on a 0.5µm-pitch substrate etched with this method showed a reduced surface
roughness, which is comparable to that of epi-ready (100) wafers).  The nonplanar profiles can
be further smoothened out during the heat-up process in the OMCVD reactor prior to growth.
The mass transport during this phase tends to flatten the profile in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the grooves.  This process depends drastically on the heat-up parameters, such
as temperature, AsH3 partial pressure and heat-up time.  Therefore optimum conditions should
be found, for which a significant smoothing of the ~10nm roughness along the groove is
achieved, without affecting significantly the ~100nm-µm high V-shaped profile.
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Chapter 4 
Self-ordering of alloys
In addition to the geometrical self-ordering, illustrated in Chapter 2, OMCVD growth of
AlGaAs alloys yields also a compositional self-ordering, since each self-limited facet composing
the bottom of the groove is characterized by a peculiar composition [113].  Since these facets are
more Ga-rich than the surrounding sidewalls, the resulting vertical planes, with an overall width
in the 10-20nm range, have been termed vertical quantum wells (VQWs) [114, 115].  The Ga
segregation in the VQWs, visible in TEM and SEM cross sections [114-118]. has been
quantified by PL and CL techniques [88, 114-118].
Several groups found evidence for lateral quantum confinement in the VQWs.
Polarization anisotropy was found in PL spectra [115], and its dependence on the nominal Al
mole fraction and growth conditions was studied.  More recently, optical anisotropy was
observed in polarized PL excitation spectra, with evidence for interband transitions, revealing
several electron and hole subbands [88].  Intersubband absorption at normal incidence (with
respect to the wafer plane) was also found in n-doped VQWs [118].  Lasing was observed in
VQW laser diodes, with output laser beams polarized in the VQW planes; this gain anisotropy
was as well attributed to lateral confinement [119].  Finally, recent time-resolved PL
measurements pointed out that the temperature dependence of the VQW radiative lifetime could
be attributed to the two-dimensionality of excitons in the wells [120].  The role of the VQW
confinement properties has been recognized in promoting carrier capture into GaAs quantum
wires forming at the bottom of the V grooves [114, 116, 121].
In this chapter, we present a systematic study of the structural properties and of the
formation mechanisms of self-ordered AlGaAs VQWs grown by LP-OMCVD on V-grooved
substrates.  Section 4.1, describes the principles of cross-sectional AFM measurements in air of
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructures, based on the composition-dependent oxide growth rates on
the cleaved edges of the sample.  This technique, together with energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), PL and chatodoluminescence (CL), is applied in Section 4.2.2 to measure the Ga
segregation in the VQWs.  TEM cross sections evidence the formation of a fine structure in the
VQW; in Section 4.2.3 we study its geometrical features, as a function of the nominal Al mole
fraction x and of the growth temperature T.  Finally, in Section 4.2.4, we show that the Ga
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segregation in the VQWs follows the same segregation model, originally proposed by McLean
[122], that applies to phenomena such as segregation to surfaces [123] and grain boundaries
[122].
4.1 Cross sectional atomic force microscopy of semiconductor
heterostructures
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques have been extensively used to investigate
the chemical composition of surfaces with lateral resolution down to the atomic level.  Chemical
composition imaging of cleaved semiconductor surfaces with atomic resolution has been
achieved with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) performed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
conditions [124].  In that case, the chemical identification is directly provided by the tunneling
process between the scanning probe tip and the different atomic species.  These techniques
necessitate expensive UHV equipment and require more careful SPM techniques, as compared
with SPM in air.
In the case of SPM in air, the exposure of the surface to air leads to chemical reactions,
especially with molecular oxygen, which complicates the interpretation of tunneling
spectroscopy [125].  Although the reaction of oxygen with clean III-V semiconductor surfaces
has been extensively studied using surface sensitive techniques [126], there is only little
knowledge about the structure of these surfaces under ambient conditions and the nature of the
oxide growth in reactive AlGaAs compounds.  The generalization of SPM to these non-ideal
surfaces is important for applications in device fabrication processes.  AFM under ambient
conditions is the ideal tool for such studies, because of its insensitivity to the detailed electronic
structure of the scanned surface and its rapid application, without a need for complicated sample
preparation steps.
We have studied the growth of native oxides on the cleaved ( )011  surface of GaAs and
AlxGa1-xAs layers with well-known Al mole fractions x, using the AFM to measure the height
profiles at constant force.  We will show in the rest of this section that the oxide growth follows
the mechanism introduced by Cabrera and Mott for metal surfaces, and that the layer
composition can be quantified by measuring the oxide height, after a proper calibration.
4.1.1 Experimental technique
Two calibration samples were grown on planar (100) GaAs substrates for the purpose of
studying the oxide growth on the cleaved edge.  The first was grown by Chemical Beam Epitaxy
and consisted of a stack of 20 pairs of 65 nm-thick GaAs layers and 69 nm-thick Ga0.5In0.5P
layer.  The second was grown by OMCVD and was composed of nine layers of AlxGa1-xAs,
with composition x ranging from 0.12 to 0.72 and thickness of 85-260 nm, separated by 75 nm
thick GaAs spacers.  The Al mole fractions were inferred from growth rate calibrations of the
MFCs and verified by X-ray diffraction measurements.
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Figure 4.1: a): AFM topographical image of the cleaved (011 )  surface of a GaAs/Ga0.5ln0.5P
(65nm/69nm) heterostructure after 18 h of oxidation, taken at constant force in contact mode.  b):
AFM height image of the cleaved (011 )  surface of a AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs heterostructure after 18Êh of
oxidation, taken at constant force in contact mode.  Nine layers of AlxGa1-xAs with increasing Al
mole fraction x and thickness are embedded between GaAs layers of a nominal thickness of 75nm.
c) Line scan from Figure 4.1a, showing the oxide height difference between GaAs and In0.5Ga0.5P.
d) Line scans from the sample of Figure 4.1c, taken at different oxidation times.  The oxide height
increases as the oxidation time and the Al mole fraction increase.
The samples were cleaved in air and at room temperature, then mounted vertically in a
specially designed AFM holder.  The edge region of the cleaved surface was scanned with a
silicon tip in tapping mode at a constant force in the range of 10-10N (see Section 3.1).  The
surface was exposed to air for a period varying between several minutes and several weeks prior
to investigation by AFM.
4.1.2 Experimental results
AFM images of both samples after 18 h of oxidation are shown in Figure 4.1a and b.  In the
image of the Ga0.5In0.5P/GaAs heterostructures (Figure 4.1a), the oxidized GaAs layers appear
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as lighter (higher) than the intermediate Ga0.5In0.5P layers.  Figure 4.1b shows that the oxidized
AlxGa1-xAs layers stick higher than the neighboring GaAs layers, by an amount that increases
with the Al mole fraction x.  Figure 4.1c shows a line scan of the In0.5In0.5P/GaAs
heterostructure from Figure 4.1a.  The difference in the oxide height between the GaAs and the
Ga0.5In0.5P layers is about 0.5nm after an oxidation time of 18h.  Figure 4.1d shows a series of
line scans of the AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs heterostructure from Figure 4.1b, for oxidation times ranging
between 10min and 18h.  The difference between the AlxGa1-xAs and GaAs oxide heights
increases with increasing exposure.  For the highest Al mole fraction, this difference increases
by about a factor 2.5 between the shortest and the longest oxidation times.
For high Al mole fractions and large exposure times, the height profiles show fluctuations that
could be due to inhomogeneities in the oxidation process for the corresponding Al
concentrations, or to Al clustering [124].  The roughness of the AlxGa1-xAs oxide surface is
similar to the roughness of the GaAs oxide surface for x up to 0.5, and then slowly increases
with increasing x.  In the extreme case of an 80nm-thick pure AlAs layer embedded in GaAs, we
observed extremely fast oxide formation, resulting in a rough (RMS~Ê3nm after 5min), high
(30nm height after 5 min, 200nm after a day) and broad (150nm) oxide region, which is
presumably the result of three dimensional growth of porous oxide.  Due to lateral oxide growth
above the neighboring GaAs region, the dimensions of the original AlAs layer could not be
precisely deduced from the resulting height profile of the AlAs oxide.
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Figure 4.2: a): Mean height difference between oxidized GaAs and Ga0.5In0.5P as a function of
exposure time in air, for the sample in Figure 4.1a.  b) the same between AlxGa1-xAs and GaAs, for
selected values of x, for the sample of Figure 4.2b.
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We studied the evolution of the height profile for both samples, as a function of exposure time
in air.  In Figure 4.2a we plot the mean height difference between GaAs and Ga0.5In0.5P as a
function of time after cleavage, for the sample in Figure 4.1a.  The height difference increases
quickly from an initial value of 0.2nm four minutes after the cleave, up to a nearly saturated
difference of about 0.5 nm, after periods of the order of 10 hours. The same results were
obtained for dark as well as for normal light conditions.  The upper abscissa indicates the
oxygen exposure, which was calibrated to be about 1010ÊL per minute of exposure to air, at
atmospheric pressure (@Ê1bar).  In Figure 4.2b we plot the mean height difference between
AlxGa1-xAs and GaAs as a function of time after cleavage, for the sample in Figure 4.1b, in
AlxGa1-xAs layers with selected values of x.  As for the GaAs/Ga0.5In0.5P oxidation, this
difference increases with time, at a rate that is faster for exposures until about 1012ÊL, and then
appears to slow down for higher exposures.
4.1.3 Oxidation mechanisms
The mechanism of oxidation of a (011) GaAs surface was extensively investigated [126-
128] and was explained by the formation of a protective layer on top of the cleaved surface,
consisting of elemental arsenic and Ga2O3 [129], which acts as a diffusion barrier.  Three main
oxidation phases were identified on cleaved III-V semiconductor surfaces, as shown for GaAs in
Figure 4.3a [127].  The initial oxidation stages were attributed to adsorption at cleavage-induced
defects (S in the figure).  This phase is followed by activated oxygen adsorption directly on the
semiconductor surface (T2).  This is the dominant mechanism up to about 0.6ML coverage, and
exposures up to 107L.  This value would correspond to about 0.1s exposure time in air, much
shorter than our observation time scale; therefore we will not treat the first two oxidation stages
here.  After this virtually instantaneous formation of an initial oxide layer, the oxide growth
proceeds more slowly (phase T2 in the figure).  This so-called field-aided oxidation mechanism
was explained first by Cabrera and Mott for metal oxidation [130].  They proposed that a strong
electric field, induced by adsorbates bonded to surface states, is set up across the oxide layer,
which pulls substrate or oxygen ions through the layer.  Since the electrostatic potential is
assumed to be due to O- ions on the surface, it will be independent of the film thickness.  The
mechanisms works at low enough temperatures, for which thermal diffusion is negligible.  This
model yields an inverse logarithmic growth law for the oxide thickness h as a function of time t:
h t h h pt pt- - -= - - ( )[ ] +{ }1 0 1 1 1 0 1( ) ln t  . (4.1)
In this equation, h0 is the film thickness after the exposure (pt)0, above which the oxide grows by
the Cabrera-Mott mechanism, and t is an oxidation time parameter, which was found to be about
300L-1 for GaAs [127].  The parameter h1 contains the Mott potential V across the oxide film:
h1Ê=Êda×eVÊ/ÊkBT, where da is the thickness of a ML of oxide, that was found to be 1.7 on
GaAs(011) [131].
In our experiments, we are considering oxygen exposures much larger than the onset for
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the field-aided oxidation ((pt)0~10
7L).  Therefore we can approximate ptÊpÊ(pt)0, and tptÊpÊ1,
and (4.1) simplifies to
h t h h pt- - -= -1 2
1
1
1( ) ln( )  , (4.2)
where h h h2
1
0
1
1
1- - -= - lnt .  Besides, our AFM data provide only relative oxide heights between
two materials.  To estimate the absolute oxide heights, we consider the GaAs/Ga0.5In0.5P case,
and we note that GaAs oxidizes about twice as fast as InP (see Figure 4.3b) [127]; therefore,
similar proportions should hold also for GaAs/Ga0.5In0.5P.  In general, the height difference
DhÊ=ÊhGaAsÊÐÊhGaInP follows a more complicated time evolution than eq. (4.2).  However, if the
oxidation rates of two materials are different enough, Dh-1 can be approximated as
Dh-1Ê»ÊDh2
-1-ÊDh1
-1ln(pt), where Dh1Ê@Êh1
GaAs-Êh1
GaInP=Êda×eDVÊ/ÊkBT (DV being the difference
between the Mott potentials of the two materials), and Dh2Ê@Êh2
GaAs-Êh2
GaInP.
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Figure 4.3: a): Oxygen uptake at a cleaved GaAs(011) surface as a function of exposure to
molecular oxygen at room temperature.  Three oxidation mechanisms can be identified:
Saturation of cleavage-induced defects (S), activated adsorption (T1) and field-aided film growth
(T2) [127].  b): Oxygen uptake of cleaved GaAs, InAs and InP(011) surfaces, as a function of
exposure to molecular oxygen at room temperature [127].
We fitted Eq. (4.2) to the GaAs/Ga0.5In0.5P height data obtained by AFM and found a
good agreement up to 70 min of exposure (solid line in Figure 4.2a).  The fit yields
DVÊ=Ê0.16±0.01eV.  For longer exposure times and sufficiently thick films, the field assisted
oxidation is not effective any more and thermal diffusion becomes the dominant mode, leading
to a logarithmic growth law (dashed line in Figure 4.2a).  This agrees well with the model of
field-aided oxidation, followed by diffusion-related oxide growth, similar to the behavior in
metals [132].
In AlxGa1-xAs, the time dependence of the height can be modeled in a way similar to that
for GaAs, for each composition.  The oxide growth proceeds, up to a certain exposure time, in
the field-aided oxidation mode (solid lines in Figure 4.2b), followed by thermal diffusion-
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induced growth (dashed lines in Figure 4.2b).  The time at which a transition between the two
growth modes is observed increases with increasing x, from 70min for xÊ=Ê0.12 to 150min for
xÊ=Ê0.72.  The coefficients h1 (which is assumed to be proportional to DV) and h2, and the slopes
of the fits in the diffusion controlled time range increase with increasing x as well.  This behavior
can be explained either by the higher electrochemical potential of aluminum, as compared with
gallium, or by a higher mobility of the smaller Al ions, leading in both cases to faster oxide
growth.  The variations of DV and h2 with x are shown in Figure 4.4.  In particular, DV varies
between 0.17±0.07eV for xÊ=Ê0.12 to 0.51±0.05eV for xÊ=Ê0.72.  Note that the GaAs Mott
potential was found to be about 1.5eV [126], and should be added to the values found here to
find the absolute values of V in AlxGa1-xAs.
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of the fitting parameters DV (circles) and h2 (squares) from eq. (4.2),
as a function of x, for the AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs sample (Figure 4.1b).
From the discussion above, we conclude that the mode of oxide growth on the cleaved
surface of AlxGa1-xAs (xÊ<Ê0.7) proceeds in a way similar to the oxidation of GaAs, differing
only quantitatively in the reaction rates.  The smooth surface over large areas and the low growth
rate of the oxide (<Ê1nm/h) indicate quasi layer-by-layer formation of these thin films.  After 200
min of oxidation, a quasi-stable height profile is reached, which is only slowly changing with
time.
4.1.4 Application to the imaging of nanostructures
The height differences between GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs as a function of x and t can be used
for inferring the Al concentration from the height profile of a given sample.  For Al
concentrations in the range 0 < x < 0.72, we used the difference in height to identify composition
and thickness of layers deposited on nonplanar substrates.  As an example of this application,
we show cross-sectional AFM images of two samples.  The first consists of GaAs layers,
nominally 60nm thick, separated by 4nm thick Al0.5Ga0.5As markers (Figure 4.5a).  The second
consists of Al0.5Ga0.5As layers (nominally 50nm thick), separated by 3nm thick GaAs markers
(Figure 4.5b).  Both samples were grown under similar conditions on V-grooved substrates (see
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the figure caption for details).  The resulting contrast between the GaAs and AlGaAs regions is
sufficient to observe details of the growth front, including faceting, and the formation of GaAs
QW layers on the different facets and GaAs QWRs at the bottom of the grooves.  A dark
(lower) band running through the center of each groove indicates Ga accumulation in that region
(VQW). AFM analysis of the VQWs will be presented in section 4.2.2.1.  The AlGaAs regions
inside the grooves appear darker (lower) than the AlGaAs regions on the (100) planar regions,
due to lower (by 10±2%) incorporation rate of Al atoms on the sidewall facets.  The quantitative
difference in the Al mole fractions cited here were obtained by translating the height difference
to x values using the data of Figure 4.4.  The qualitative difference in the Al content is also
evident in TEM cross sections of these structures, but quantification is difficult in that case. (see
page 110).
200nm 200nm
Figure 4.5: a) AFM height image of the cleaved (011 )  surface of a nonplanar
GaAs/A0.5Ga0.5As heterostructure after 3h of exposure to air.  Several A10.5Ga0.5As layers of a
nominal thickness of 4nm were grown at a temperature of 750ûC, sandwiched between nominally
60nm-thick GaAs layers on a nonplanar GaAs substrate, consisting of V-shaped grooves with
0.5µm pitch.  The light stripe running horizontally through the structure is due to imperfect cleave.
b) AFM height image of the cleaved (011 )  surface of a nonplanar Al0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs
heterostructure after 3h of exposure to air.  Several GaAs layers of a nominal thickness of 2.5nm
were sandwiched between 50nm-thick Al0.5Ga0.5As on a nonplanar GaAs substrate, consisting of
V-shaped grooves with 0.5µm pitch.  The growth temperature for the first seven layers was 750ûC
and then decreased to 650ûC during growth of the 100nm thick Al0.5Ga0.5As layer, indicated by the
arrow.
The oxide height difference Dh between the Al0.5Ga0.5As layer and the GaAs substrate is
in both cases around 0.5nm, comparable to the height difference obtained after the same period
(three hours) of oxidation of the Al0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs calibration heterostructure.  However, Dh is
only 0.12 nm for the thin (~3nm) GaAs QW layers.  This is due to the finite size of the AFM
tip (about 30nm), which prevents its full penetration into the lower, oxidized GaAs regions.  The
larger lateral extension of the GaAs QWRs allows the tip to better penetrate, leading to a
maximum Dh of 0.51nm, comparable to the step at the Al0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs interface of Figure
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4.1.  A simple model, describing the imaging of a structure (groove or ridge) which is smaller
than the diameter of the tip [133], shows that the measured height of a thin ridge should be
correct, whereas its width should appear larger, as found in the experiments. In the case of a
groove, the depth appears reduced, but the imaged width corresponds to the real value.  We
compared cross sectional TEM images of the sample shown in Figure 4.5b with the AFM
picture and obtained a good agreement for the dimension of the GaAs-layer.  The uncertainty in
the lateral dimension of the layer was about 1nm, probably determined by lateral oxide growth
and the finite tip width.
4.2 Self-ordering of AlxGa1-xAs vertical quantum wells
In the rest of the chapter, we will focus on the compositional self-ordering of AlxGa1-xAs
alloys grown on V grooves.  We will analyze the AlxGa1-xAs profile composition with AFM,
EELS, PL, and CL techniques.  All these techniques consistently show evidence for Ga
segregation at the bottom of the V grooves, giving rise to a VQW structure.  The detailed
geometrical structure of the VQWs will be analyzed using cross-sectional and top-view TEM
data.
4.2.1 Overview of the VQW structures
All the structures studied here were grown on 3µm-pitch V grooves.  Typical layer
sequences consist of a multilayer AlxGa1-xAs structure, grown on a short-period
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As superlattice (SL) buffer.  The AlGaAs structures are composed of a
~500nm-thick AlxGa1-xAs core layer, sandwiched between a ~300nm and a ~150nm-thick
Al0.45Ga0.55As barriers.  A 10nm-thick GaAs cap was deposited on top of the AlGaAs sequence.
We grew a series of different samples with nominal compositions x in the core layers ranging
between 0.09 to 0.45, to study the optical properties.  Additional samples, with a similar layer
structure, were grown with higher Al concentrations, up to xÊ=Ê0.89, for AFM studies.
Figure 4.6 shows an AFM cross section of a typical structure used for luminescence
experiments, with xÊ=Ê0.3 in the core region.  Since the layers composing the SL buffer are too
thin to be resolved with the AFM, the SL appears as a single layer with a contrast corresponding
to an average xÊ»Ê0.2.  In all the subsequent layers, the VQW is visible as a ~20nm-wide darker
(i.e., less oxidized) vertical stripe at the bottom of the groove, indicating a region with an Al
composition lower than in the surroundings.  As observed earlier (Section 2.2), after etching and
heat-up, the groove sidewalls in the substrate are initially composed of {111}A sections near the
ridges, which smoothly connect to high index facets in the bottom part of the groove.  These
high index, fast growing facets, forming an angle between them of about 90¡ expand during
growth, until they extend throughout the sidewall area.  During further growth, the orientation of
these facets remains constant.  Note that, as in Figure 2.3, the top profile sharpens up during the
initial SL growth.  Since the etched profile at the top of the mesa is much sharper than that of
Figure 2.3, it can sharpen up until it reaches a self-limiting width, in the 10-20nm range.  This is
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visible by the lighter vertical stripe in the Al0.45Ga0.55As layer at the top of the ridge, that denotes
a region of lower Ga content, which we will term vertical quantum barrier (VQB).  We will
analyze the VQBs in more detail in Section 4.2.3.
0 1.2 nm
500 nm
GaAs substrate
SL
Al0.45Ga0.55As
Al0.3Ga0.7As
VQW
VQB
{111}A
high index
Figure 4.6: AFM cross section of a 3µm-pitch GaAs V groove, on which a multilayer AlGaAs
heterostructure was grown by LP-OMCVD.  Formation of a bottom VQW and of a ridge VQB is
indicated.
4.2.2 Alloy composition in V-grooved structures
4.2.2.1 AFM measurements
Figure 4.7a is an AFM cross section of a VQW formed at the interface between two
layers with nominal xÊ=Ê0.21 and 0.49, obtained after 60 min of oxidation in air.  Higher Al mole
fractions yield a thicker oxide layer and hence correspond to a higher topography in the AFM
image.  To measure the composition profile across the VQW, we have taken AFM line scans
like the one indicated by the line AB in Figure 4.7a.  These scans are averaged along the growth
direction, within the area defined by the rectangle around the scan line, to reduce effects of
scanning noise.  This averaging is necessary, since the oxide layer has an inherent random
roughness, evident from Figure 4.7a, which increases with the Al concentration and oxidation
time.  The oxide RMS roughness is typically of the order of half of the VQW height difference,
and therefore screens the VQW contrast obtained in a single line scan.
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Figure 4.7: a) AFM cross section of the Al0.21Ga0.79As/Al0.49Ga0.51As interface at the bottom of a
V groove.  b) AFM line scan across the sections AB in Figure 4.7a, averaged along the VQW
within the framed region.  The line scan was taken after 60 min. oxidation time.  The oxide height
is shown on the left ordinate, and the equivalent composition on the right ordinate.
An averaged line scan across the VQW structure is shown in Figure 4.7b, and reveals that
the VQW is composed of two different branches, each showing an oxide layer height which is
lower by about 0.8-0.9 than the surroundings.  Determination of the equivalent Al mole
fraction xb was done by measuring the height difference on line scans taken at different
oxidation times, from 5 min after the cleave up to about two hours.  Using the calibration curves
of Figure 4.4, the right vertical scale converts the measured oxide thickness to the equivalent Al
composition, and allows therefore measuring directly xb.  The bowing of the AFM scans
introduces an error in the absolute height of the sidewall region, with respect to the GaAs
substrate (the substrate lies about 1µm away from the measured region, and two other layers are
grown in between).  We have chosen, therefore, to estimate the sidewall composition xs as equal
to the nominal one.  This assumption is justified by direct measurements by means of EELS, PL
and CL, as shown below. The accuracy in the relative concentrations DxbÊ=ÊxÊ-Êxb thus obtained is
about ±0.01 to ±0.02, as inferred from the statistical dispersion of the data.  For the sample
shown here, the height variation between the sidewall and the VQW corresponds to a decrease in
Al mole fraction of about 0.07±0.01, yielding xbÊ=Ê0.14±0.01.
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Figure 4.8: a) Cross sectional EELS line scan across a 0.5µm-pitch V groove.  Four different
regions can be identified: GaAs substrate (1); Al0.42Ga0.58As (2); Al0.32Ga0.68As (3); VQW (4).  The
inset shows a schematic cross section of the groove and the layer structure, with numbers
identifying each region in the EELS scan.  b): Cross sectional EELS line scan across the VQW
region, in the low-Al concentration layer of the sample in Figure 4.7.  The solid line is a triple-
gaussian fit of the data.
4.2.2.2 EELS measurements
The Al composition across the VQW was independently determined with higher spatial
resolution using EELS in a field emission TEM [134].  For the EELS measurements, the
electron probe (FWHM=1.5nm) in a Hitachi HF2000FEG TEM is scanned across the VQWs
in a cross sectional sample geometry.  At each dwell point of the scan, we acquired an EELS
spectrum during 1.5s using a Gatan spectrometer model 666.  The Ga and Al L23 edges were
extracted by extrapolating a power law fit from the pre-edge region to the edges.  The
concentrations are obtained by comparing the edge intensities to Hartree-Slater cross sections
[135].  Using EELS, we can obtain concentration profiles with a precision in the relative and
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absolute concentrations of ±0.01 and ±0.02, respectively [135].  The spatial resolution under the
experimental conditions used here is typically 1.5-3nm.
A cross sectional EELS line scan across a 0.5µm V groove is shown in Figure 4.8a.  The
sample was grown at 680¡C, and consisted of a 50nm-thick Al0.42Ga0.58As layer, followed by a
100nm-thick Al0.32Ga0.68As layer (values of thicknesses and compositions are the nominal
ones).  The inset shows a schematic cross section of the groove, with the black line indicating the
EELS scan.  Four different regions can be identified in the scan, located symmetrically about the
bottom of the groove: the GaAs substrate (1), the Al0.42Ga0.58As layer (2), the Al0.32Ga0.68As
layer (3) and the VQW in the Al0.32Ga0.68As layer (4).  The measured compositions in the
different layers are as follows: 0.41±0.02 (region 2), 0.31±0.02 (3), and 0.22±0.02 (4, VQW).
In both AlxGa1-xAs layers, therefore, the composition on the sidewalls is equal to the nominal
one on a planar (100) substrate, within the experimental errors.  The VQW Al mole fraction is
about 29% lower than on the sidewalls. Figure 4.8b shows an 80nm-wide line scan of the VQW
region in the Al0.21Ga0.89As layer from Figure 4.7.  Note that a central branch can be inferred
from the scan, between the well-resolved lateral ones.  The measured values of xs and xb were
0.21±0.02 and 0.12±0.02, respectively.  Also in this case, we measured xs @ x, and the measured
value of xb agrees well with the AFM estimate.
4.2.2.3 Luminescence measurements
Figure 4.9 (solid line) shows the PL spectrum of the sample of Figure 4.7.  The spectrum
was measured at TÊ=Ê8K with an argon ion laser beam (488nm), at a power density ~1W/cm2.
The PL spectrum is dominated by luminescence at 1.723eV.  The lowest energy peak at 1.698eV
is identified as the emission from the VQW; it becomes the dominant PL peak in a selectively
etched sample where the {311}A and (100) regions were removed [114] (dotted line spectrum in
Fig.3).  The emission at 1.723eV originates from the {311}A edge region between the top (100)
ridge and the sidewalls, the emission at 1.736eV originates from the narrow (100) ridge region,
and the one at 1.767eV is due to recombination at the sidewalls.  These peak assignments were
confirmed by low-temperature, cross-sectional CL imaging of the emission wavelengths [136].
The linewidth of the VQW transition is 6meV, consistent with the good structural uniformity of
the VQW measured along the [ ]011  and the [100] directions (see the TEM analysis discussed
later).  At temperatures above 80K, the VQW dominates the PL spectra even in the unetched
samples, due to the efficient, thermally-activated carrier transfer from the {311}A regions into
the VQW.  The composition profile across the V-groove facets is hence deduced from the CL
and PL spectra: xswÊ³ÊtopÊ100Ê³ÊxtopÊ311Ê³Êxb.  The dashed line is the PL emission detected from the
control planar (100) reference sample, and coincides in energy with the emission from the
sidewalls, confirming the EELS measurements of the Al content of the sidewalls.  The Al
composition of the VQW, inferred from the energetic position of the corresponding PL peak is
xbÊ=Ê0.125 (by neglecting quantum confinement effects on the transition energy), in good
agreement with AFM and EELS findings.
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Figure 4.9: Photoluminescence spectra of the VQW sample with background Al composition
x= 0.215, at T= 8 K on an unetched sample (solid line) and at T= 20 K for a sample where the
{311}A edge and (100) ridge regions were removed by selective etching (dotted line).  The dashed
line indicates PL emission from a (100) planar reference sample.
4.2.3 Structure of the VQWs
4.2.3.1 General features
AFM and EELS data presented in the previous pages have shown that the Ga segregation
in the VQW is modulated across the bottom of the groove.  This substructure in the VQW is
better imaged by dark-field TEM (the contrast between the VQW and the sidewall is too low to
be imaged with high-resolution TEM).  Figure 4.10a is a cross section, at the bottom of the
groove, of the interface between two AlGaAs layers with different Al composition, in a sample
identical to that shown in Figure 4.6, except for the different x in the low-Al region (0.23).  As
seen in Section 2.3.1, the AlGaAs profile appears to be faceted in this region, thanks to the more
kinetically-limited nature of LP-OMCVD under these growth conditions [23].  In particular, the
interface reveals a central (100) facet, surrounded by two {311}A facets and, further away, by
the high-index sidewalls.  Associated with this faceting, one can observe the formation of distinct
branches in the VQW: two lateral branches, corresponding to each of the {311}A facets, and a
narrower, central one originating in the (100) facet.  Note that the separation and width of the
{311}A VQW branches depend on the Al composition, as we will show in more detail in the
next section.  The branch widths and separations stay constant during the growth of the lower
layer and, after a short transition region (»Ê20nm) above the interface, reach another stable, self-
limited profile also in the upper layer.
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Figure 4.10: Dark-field TEM images of different AlGaAs layer structures grown on V grooves.
a): Cross section of the interface between two AlGaAs layers with different Al concentrations at the
bottom of a V groove, showing the formation of a (composition dependent) VQW, characterized
by three distinct branches of enhanced Ga content.  b): Top-view image of a VQW, with two
different magnifications.  c) Cross section of the bottom of a V groove, in which a GaAs-AlGaAs
SL and an AlGaAs layer are grown on a GaAs substrate.  d) Cross section of the same layers, at
the top of the ridge between two grooves, showing the formation of a self-limiting AlGaAs VQB.
Figure 4.10b is a top-view TEM of a VQW in an Al0.45Ga0.55As layer grown at 700¡C.
The VQW appears to be straight across the whole image range (2µm), in agreement with top
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view AFM observations of AlGaAs and GaAs surfaces, where the bottom of the groove was
found to be laterally uniform over several microns (see Section 3.3.5).  The magnified view of
Figure 4.10b shows that the VQW branching is visible also in the groove direction.  The
regularity of the profile in the growth direction and along the groove suggests a three-
dimensional self-ordering mechanism, giving rise to the formation of a truly 2D VQW.
Figure 4.10c shows the GaAs substrate, the SL and the high x AlGaAs regions at the
bottom of the groove, of the sample in Figure 4.6.  The faceting is evident in the profiles of the
substrate and of the SL layers.  The relatively wide profile of the etched substrate (with bottom
facets extending laterally over about 150nm) sharpens up during deposition of the SL, and
eventually reaches a self-limiting shape, about 60nm wide.  The darker contrast in the SL at the
bottom of the groove, with respect to the sidewalls, is due both to a thickening of the GaAs
layers (see Section 2.3.4.1) and to Ga segregation in the AlGaAs layers.  Note that on the
{311}A planes the excess Ga is distributed over the entire facets, therefore the width of the
VQW branches follows closely that of the facets.  Conversely, on the (100), Ga segregates only
at the center of the facet and, while the facet width depends on the material and growth
conditions, the branch width keeps rather constant.
Figure 4.10d shows a section of an identical sample, taken at the top of the groove.  The
formation of the self-limiting VQB, imaged by AFM in Figure 4.6, is evident in the TEM image.
This metastable self-limiting growth stops however at the point labeled ÒAÓ in the figure.  From
this point, the top region begins to expand via a development of (100) and {311}A facets,
leading eventually to the planarization of the sample as growth proceeds.  We will explain the
growth behavior of this top region in the framework of the diffusion model discussed in Section
5.2.
4.2.3.2 Dependence on the growth conditions
Figure 4.11a shows TEM cross sections of three VQW structures, grown at 700¡C, with
nominal x equal to 0.65, 0.45 and 0.23, top to bottom, respectively.  It can be seen that the three
VQW branches tend to approach as x increases, until they become indistinguishable to the eye
for xÊ=Ê0.65.  In these conditions, the inter-branch separation becomes smaller than the
composition gradient in each individual branch, and/or smaller than the TEM spatial resolution.
To evaluate quantitatively the geometry of the VQWs, we have fitted TEM line scans of the
bottom region, in self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs layers, with three gaussian profiles, corresponding to
the branches.  Figure 4.11b shows an example of such a fit, for the xÊ=Ê0.45 sample of Figure
4.11a.  The lateral size of the VQW can be therefore characterized completely by the separation
dsl between the center of the {311}A branches, and by the half width at half maximum of the
individual branches w100 and w311.  Note that the transient of grayscale in the VQW, evident
from the line scans, is due both to a real gradient in composition, and to artifacts related to the
TEM imaging.  These artifacts include effects related to the sample tilt, non-linearity in the
grayscale of the TEM negative and non-linearity of the TEM contrast with the composition.
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With a tilt angle of the order of 2¡ and a sample thickness of about 50nm, the apparent
broadening of any vertical interface would be of the order of 2nm.  This amount corresponds to
a non-negligible fraction of the base-to-peak horizontal distance in a typical VQW profile (this
value is about 5.5nm in the section of Figure 4.11b).
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Figure 4.11: a): Dark-field TEM cross sections of three VQW structures grown at 700¡C, with
nominal x equal to 0.65, 0.45 and 0.23, top to bottom, respectively.  b): Line scan of the TEM
cross section of the VQW region from the second sample in part (a), (dashed line), fitted with a
three-gaussians profile (solid line).
Figure 4.12a shows the measured self-limiting separation dsl, as a function of x, for
TÊ=Ê700¡C.  This distance decreases with increasing nominal Al mole fraction, as a result of a
narrowing of the bottom profile (see Section 2.3.3.1); dsl ranges between 28.7nm for xÊ=Ê0.13 to
5.1nm for xÊ=Ê0.75.  Typical VQW lateral sizes are therefore smaller than those obtained with
higher reactor pressures, that are in the range 20-30nm for similar growth temperatures and Al
mole fractions [116, 137].  Figure 4.12b shows the measured values of w100 (circles) and w311
(squares) in the same samples as in Figure 4.12a.  The width w311 decreases by about a factor of
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three, when x increases from 0.13 to 0.75.  A similar reduction is also observed for the lateral
width of the {311}A facets, measured under the same growth conditions (see Section 2.3.3.1).
This suggests that Ga segregation takes place over most of the {311}A facets.  Conversely, the
width w100 is rather insensitive to variations in the Al mole fraction, while the size of the
corresponding (100) facets decreases strongly with increasing x (by about a factor of 4, for an x
variation from 0.12 to 0.47).  It follows therefore that segregation takes place mainly at the
center of the (100) facet, giving rise to regions with higher Al content between the facets, as was
discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 4.12: a): Self-limiting separation dsl between the {311}A VQW branches (see Figure
4.10), as a function of the nominal Al content x, for TÊ=Ê700¡C.  b): Self-limiting width of the
(100) (circles) and {311}A branches (squares), for the samples of part (a).  Solid lines in both
plots are guides to the eye.
Figure 4.13 shows the dependence of dsl on the growth temperature T, presented in the
form of an Arrhenius plot, for xÊ=Ê0.21 (circles) and xÊ=Ê0.45 (squares), in samples grown
between 650¡C and 750¡C.  Like the corresponding facet widths (Section 2.3.3.1), dsl increases
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with T, as a result of increased surface diffusion.  In this range of temperatures, the values of dsl
change by a factor 2.3 for xÊ=Ê0.21 and a factor 3.0 for xÊ=Ê0.45.  The figure shows that the
dependence of dsl on T fits well to an Arrhenius plot (solid lines in Figure 4.13).  The Arrhenius
slopes give activation energies of 0.61±0.07eV for xÊ=Ê0.21 and 0.91±0.06eV for xÊ=Ê0.45.  A
similar energy (0.93eV) was found for the T dependence of the self-limiting radius of curvature
of OMCVD-grown InP [138].  In Section 5.3.2.2 we will give an interpretation of this activation
energy as a function of capillarity-induced surface diffusion.
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Figure 4.13: Arrhenius plot of the self-limiting separation dsl between the {311}A VQW
branches, for xÊ=Ê0.21 (circles) and xÊ=Ê0.45 (squares), in the temperature range 650 to 750¡C.
4.2.4 Study of the Ga segregation in the VQWs
Figure 4.14a shows a series of VQW scans, similar to that of Figure 4.7b, performed on
different samples grown at 700¡C, with different nominal Al mole fractions x, as measured by
XRD.  The scans were taken after an oxidation period of 60 min.  The vertical scale is linear in
the equivalent x (left scale), inferred from the oxide thickness (right scale) with the calibration
described above.  Note the high nonlinearity of the relation between oxide height and equivalent
x.  Figure 4.14b shows the values of xb, measured with AFM (diamonds), EELS (circles), and
PL (open triangles) as a function of the nominal x, for TÊ=Ê700¡C.  The agreement among these
independent estimates is evident from the plot.  The sidewall composition xs, determined by
EELS (squares) and PL (solid triangles) are also shown, and reveal that xs is approximately
equal to the nominal x, within the experimental uncertainty of the techniques.  Our data show that
the Ga segregation in the VQW approaches zero for xÊ®Ê0 and xÊ®Ê1, and reaches a maximum
(about 0.15 in composition) between xÊ=Ê0.55 and xÊ=Ê0.6.  Our measurements of VQW
segregation are in agreement with the values of xb measured by PL on atmospheric-pressure
(AP) grown VQWs by Vermeire et al., in the range xÊ=Ê0.15-0.35 [115]
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Figure 4.14: a) Series of AFM line scans across sections like AB in Figure 4.7a, averaged
along the VQW within framed regions as the one in Figure 4.7a.  The line scans correspond to
samples, grown at 700¡C, with different nominal Al content, and taken after 60 min. oxidation
time.  The oxide height is shown on the right scale, and the equivalent composition on the left
scale.  b): Measured values of the VQW composition xb as a function of the nominal one, x.  These
values were estimated by AFM (diamonds), EELS (circles), and PL (open triangles).  Also shown
are the sidewall composition xs, measured by EELS (squares) and PL (solid triangles).  The solid
line is a fit of xb with eq. (4.3), giving kÊ=Ê1.81±0.05.  The growth temperature was 700¡C for all
the samples.
The dependence of xb on x can be parameterized with a simple empirical model that
assumes an enhanced Ga incorporation in the VQW, with respect to the sidewalls.  As seen in
Section 1.2.3.1, in our mass-transport limited growth conditions, the solid composition on a
planar substrate can be written, as a function of the Al and Ga partial pressures, as
xÊ=ÊpAÊ/Ê(pAÊ+ÊpG) [23]. On a non-planar substrate, surface kinetics become important in
determining growth rates and solid compositions, since average decomposition/incorporation
times are in general orientation-dependent.  The resulting inter-facet migration (stronger for Ga
than for Al) can therefore modify the local growth rates and compositions.  We can integrate
these effects on the VQW composition by assuming that the resulting Ga flux in this region is
enhanced by a factor k, with respect to that of Al, giving xbÊ=Êp
AÊ/Ê(pAÊ+Êk×pG).  We can therefore
express xb in terms of x as
1
1
-
-
=
x
x
x
x
kb
b
 . (4.3)
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From this relation, we can derive the maximum segregation DxmaxÊ=Ê(xÊÐÊxb)
max, and the
corresponding nominal Al composition xmax:
Dx
k
k
x
k
k
max
max
=
-
+
=
+
1
1
1
;
.
(4.4)
The solid line in Figure 4.14b is a fit of the AFM and EELS data with eq. (4.3).  The fit shows a
good agreement with the experimental values, and yields a Ga incorporation rate enhancement
kÊ=Ê1.81±0.05.  With this value of k, we obtain DxmaxÊ=Ê0.147±0.07 and xmaxÊ=Ê0.574±0.03.
The law of mass action (4.3) is typical of diffusion models involving enthalpic and
entropic contributions to diffusion.  Phenomena involving eq. (4.3) include segregation at
surfaces [123] and grain boundaries [122], and surface diffusion on a lattice with two non-
equivalent sites [139].  Eq. (4.3) is formally identical to the classical McLeanÕs equation,
originally derived for segregation at grain boundaries [122], provided that kÊ=Êexp(EsÊ/ÊkBT),
where Es can be interpreted as a VQW segregation energy. For kÊ=Ê1.81±0.05, we obtain
EsÊ=Ê0.051±0.005eV.  We will see in Section 5.2.4 that this Ga incorporation rate enhancement
can be ascribed to a more efficient Ga lateral diffusion from the sidewalls, with respect to Al.
The physical mechanism giving rise to this preferential surface diffusion towards the bottom will
also be discussed.
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Figure 4.15: VQW segregation energy, given by (4.5), as a function of the growth temperature,
measured by AFM (diamonds), EELS (circles) and PL (diamonds).  Samples with x ranging from
0.13 to 0.89 are shown, with darker grayscale corresponding to higher x.
To study the temperature dependence of the Ga segregation in the VQWs, it is convenient
to evaluate the quantity
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 , (4.5)
which is independent of x.  Besides, according to the segregation law, it should be also
independent on T.  In Figure 4.15 we plot this quantity as a function of T, measured by AFM
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(diamonds) and EELS (circles), in the temperature range 625¡C to 750¡C.  The grayscale in the
data points corresponds to different x, with the darkest grade relative to the largest x (0.89) and
the lightest grade relative to the smallest (0.13).  Despite the rather large scattering of the data,
the plot shows no evident dependence on T or x, confirming the applicability of the segregation
model above to determine the composition of the VQW.  The overall average of the values gives
EsÊ=Ê0.052±0.009eV, in complete agreement with the value determined at 700¡C alone.
Measuring the absolute value of xb, for a given x, did not show any clear trend as a
function of T, as reflected by the smallness of Es.  In particular, the VQW composition measured
by AFM and PL (Figure 4.15) for xÊ=Ê0.23 varies by less than 0.02, with no systematic
temperature dependence.  Consistently, the maximum segregation Dxmax, according to eq. (4.4),
and with the value of Es found above, is predicted to vary between 16.4 at 625¡C and 14.4 at
750¡C, with xmax practically constant.  This independence on T is not in contrast to what was
observed at 130mbar by Pan et al. [137], who reported a negligible PL energy shift
(corresponding to a decrease in xb as small as 0.01) in two VQW samples grown at 600¡C and
650¡C, respectively, with xÊ=Ê0.33.  On the other hand, Vermeire et al. [115] observed a more
marked T dependence of the VQW luminescence properties, in samples grown at AP with
xÊ=Ê0.35.  The decreased PL polarization anisotropy, observed in [115] as T is increased, could
be explained by the lateral widening of the VQW (see Figure 4.12).  However, the wavelength
shift reported in this paper corresponds to a systematic xb increase of about 0.1, as T is increased
from 650 to 760¡C, hence in the opposite direction and much stronger than the one observed in
[137].  Therefore, it seems that the relative increase of Ga and Al surface mobility with T is
reversed by increasing the reactor pressure.
4.3 Summary
In the first part of the chapter, we have introduced a simple and efficient method for
imaging III-V heterostructures by cross-sectional AFM.  The layer composition was imaged by
using the composition dependence of the thin native oxide growth on the cleaved surface.  We
have investigated the oxidation properties of AlxGa1-xAs in air, finding that the oxidation process
follows largely the mechanism proposed by Cabrera and Mott [126, 130].  With this method, the
A1 mole fraction can be determined with an accuracy of ±0.02, using calibration curves
measured at specific times after cleaving on a reference sample.  Our studies demonstrate that
AFM imaging of heterostructures in air is capable of detecting GaAs layers, embedded between
AlGaAs, with a thickness as small as 1 nm, with an accuracy of ±0.5 nm.  GaAs/AlGaAs QWRs
and AlGaAs VQWs can be imaged with this technique.
In the second part of the chapter, we have studied systematically the structural properties
of self-limiting AlGaAs VQWs, which form spontaneously at the bottom of V-grooved
substrates in LP-OMCVD growth.  Cross-sectional TEM analysis shows that the VQWs have a
substructure composed of three distinct branches, which are associated with the nm-sized facets
forming in this region.  These branches are highly uniform both in the growth direction and
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along the grooves.  We have observed that a metastable, self-limiting VQB with a higher Al
content can form at the top of the grooves, if the initial etched profiles are sharp enough.  The
width of the VQWs was found to decrease with increasing nominal Al mole fraction and
decreasing growth temperature, suggesting that their formation is governed by surface diffusion
mechanisms.  The Ga segregation in the wells, studied by AFM, PL and EELS in the range
xÊ=Ê0.1 to 0.9 of nominal composition, was found to depend on x, and to be maximal (about
0.15) for xÊ@Ê0.57.  We observed on the other hand that the segregation does not depend
appreciably on the growth temperature, in contrast with results reported earlier at AP [115].  The
x and T dependence of the Ga segregation follows the McLean equation predicted by
segregation models [122].  The resulting VQW segregation energy was found to be about
0.05eV, which is lower than the one measured for Ga segregation at surfaces in AlGaAs alloys
(0.1±0.05eV) [123].
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Chapter 5 
Modeling of self-ordering on nonplanar surfaces
In this last chapter we will develop an analytic model that explains the phenomenology of
self-ordering on nonplanar surfaces, described so far.  These phenomena can be ascribed to
local variations of the surface chemical potential µ, since this quantity defines the
supersaturation, that is the (local, in this case) driving force for epitaxy.  It can be shown that µ
depends on the surface free energy g and on the local surface curvature, and becomes lower as
the concavity of the surface increases.  These general concepts will be presented in Section 5.1.
Using such a chemical potential, and a discretized-form of the Nernst-Einstein and continuity
equations, in Section 5.2 we will develop a model that can account for the formation of self-
limiting profiles, and for the transients between them.  Self-ordering results from an interplay
among effects of capillarity, growth rate anisotropy and entropy of mixing, in the case of alloys.
The general equations developed in this framework will be applied to LP OMCVD growth on V-
grooved substrates in Section 5.3, and compared with the experimental results presented so far.
A kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of nonplanar growth, which agrees with the general features of
the analytic model, will be presented at the end of the chapter.
5.1 Surface relaxation and ordering driven by diffusion
5.1.1 The surface chemical potential
We will first of all introduce the concept of surface chemical potential.  This quantity
determines both the equilibrium shape of a crystal, and the driving force (supersaturation) for
epitaxy.  We will see how local variations of the surface affect the chemical potential; in
particular we will analyze the effects of surface curvature and tangential stress 1.  This latter term
is not present in the case of unstrained systems, like AlGaAs/GaAs.  However, its contribution
will be briefly discussed, both for reason of generality and because, as we shall see, of analogies
                                                
1 In general, the chemical potential of an interface contains also a contribution due to the influence of the
stress normal to the interface on the emission or absorption of atoms at the interface [140].  This term is
however not present in the case of free surfaces considered here [37, 141].
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with the formalism that we will use for treating evolving surface shapes during nonplanar
epitaxy.
5.1.1.1 Chemical potential of a smoothly curved surface
For a rigid solid containing N atoms in a volume V, bound by an arbitrary surface S, the
free energy can be expressed as
F P V y dS= -
æ
è
ç
ö
ø
÷ + ò
m0
0W
( ) ,n (5.1)
where µ0 is the chemical potential of the solid, W0 is the atomic volume (W0 = V/N), P the
equilibrium vapor pressure and g the surface free energy, as defined in section 1.3.1.  We can
define a chemical potential for a given F as [59]
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where G is the Gibbs free energy of the system.  To relate µ to µ0, we calculate the effects on F
of an infinitesimal deformation ddS of a surface element dS0 (see Figure 5.1).  To the first order
in the thickness of the deformation, the variation of the surface contribution to F is [142]:
d g dg gddS dS dS= + òòò 0 .
It can be shown [142] that, for a smoothly curved surface (i.e., with no cusp points), the
right-hand side terms of the equation above can be written as:
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Figure 5.1: Infinitesimal deformation of an element of surface dS0, characterized by a radius
of curvature R.
where q1 and q2 are the angles defining the surface normal n along the x and y directions, R1 and
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R2 are the principal radii of curvature of dS along x and y, and dV is the infinitesimal volume
variation caused by the deformation.  Therefore, the variation of the free energy (5.1) can be
written as
d
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or, from (5.2),
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where dNÊ=ÊdVÊ/ÊW0.  By equating these two relations, we find the so-called Gibbs-Thomson
(GT) equation [142]
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where k1Ê=Ê1Ê/ÊR1 and k2Ê=Ê1Ê/ÊR2 are the surface curvatures along x and y  
2,3.
Since at equilibrium m=m0, this relation tells that the equilibrium surface will be flat.  Any
surface with an arbitrary shape, if let to itself, will therefore flatten down until it will planarize.
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ai
Figure 5.2: Changes of a crystal shape when a layer of constant thickness dz is added to a flat
facet A bounded by a smooth (left) or a faceted surface (right).
                                                
2 Note that this expression, in the case of isotropic surface free energy, assumes the simple form,
calculated for a spherical liquid droplet of radius R, immersed in its vapor: µ Ê= Êµ 0Ê+Ê (2g Ê/ÊR )ÊV l, where V l is
the molar volume of the liquid phase (see, e.g., [143], pag. 78).  As in the liquid, therefore, a curved surface
induces an increase in the chemical potential, with respect to the bulk.
3 Chernov has shown [144] that, as expected, the minimization of g  at constant volume, leading to the
Wulff construction (Section 1.3.1), is identical to solving the GT equation for constant µ over the surface.  In
particular, facets are expected to correspond to the cusps of g(q1, q2), since a zero curvature is required in order to
maintain µ finite when ¶ g ¶q2 2 diverges (see below).
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5.1.1.2 Chemical potential of a faceted surface
If the surface is composed of flat facets separated by sharp corners, the g-plot defined in
Section 1.3.1 contains sharp minima in the directions corresponding to these facets (see Figure
1.11).  In these directions, therefore, the terms ¶ g ¶q2 2  in the GT equation will diverge.
Herring [142, 145] developed an alternative approach to treat the surface energy contributions to
the chemical potential in the case of faceted surfaces.
An infinitesimal parallel displacement dz of a flat facet A, with surface free energy g0, and
bounded by an arbitrary surface profile (Figure 5.2, left), causes an increase of the surface
contribution to the free energy in equation (5.1) that is given by [142]:
d g g d q g d qdS z z da= -( )òò 1 0csc cot (5.4)
where g1 is the surface free energy of the surrounding surface (that in general depends on the
local surface orientation), q is the angle between A and the surrounding surface, and the
integration on da is extended over the perimeter of the facet A.  If the surrounding profile is
completely faceted (Figure 5.2, right), the integral in (5.4) is replaced by a sum over the N
neighboring facets [145], each forming with A an edge of length ai:
d g g d q g d qdS z z ai i i
i
N
i= -( )
=
åò csc cot ,0
1
with the symbols defined as above.  By following the same procedure as for the case of the
smooth surface above, we can express the chemical potential as
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(5.5)a
(5.5)b
for a smooth or faceted bounding contour, respectively.
5.1.1.3 Chemical potential of a stressed surface
Let us consider now a surface with a negligible curvature, but where a nonuniform strain
field is present.  This is the situation, for example, created by a strain-induced Stranski-
Krastanow island (e.g., InAs in GaAs) on the host material in which it is buried (see Figure 5.3)
According to its definition as the change of free energy associated with the addition or
removal of an atom, the chemical potential depends on the local stress, since this free energy
changes according to the nature and magnitude of the stress [141].  Taking this effect into
account, the chemical potential can be written as [37, 141]
m m s t= + [ ]0 0
2
2
W
E
x y( , ) , (5.6)
where st is the (local) tangential stress and E is the elastic modulus, dependent on the surface
orientation.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the strain fields induced by a buried InAs island in the
GaAs substrate and cap layer [24].
5.1.2 Thermal smoothening of a nonplanar profile
The most extensively studied phenomenon, that depends on local variations of the surface
chemical potential, is probably the thermal smoothening of a nonplanar profile, commonly
defined as ÒcapillarityÓ.  Experimentally, this can be done by creating a periodic profile on an
otherwise planar surface, and observing the decaying of its amplitude and changes of its shape
as a function of time, upon annealing (for a review of experimental work see, for example, [146]
and references therein).  Intuitively, this smoothening is associated with a flux of atoms from
convex to (energetically more favorable) concave regions, where an atom Òcan findÓ more
bonds and therefore be incorporated more easily into the crystal.  In terms of the surface
chemical potential, this translates into a flux from regions with high µ (positive curvature) to
regions with low µ (negative curvature), according to the GT equation (5.3).  In the rest of this
section we will formalize this phenomenon, and examine the difficulties associated with
anisotropies in the surface free energies and faceting of the surface profile.
The surface flux j in the presence of a varying chemical potential is given by the Nernst-
Einstein relation
j
nD
k T sB
= -
m¶
¶
, (5.7)
where n is the surface density of adatoms, D the surface diffusion coefficient and ds an
infinitesimal surface arc length.  We will limit ourselves to one-dimensional profiles (i.e., a
sequence of grooves); we can therefore neglect the surface coordinate parallel to the grooves and
write dsÊ=Ê(dx2+dz2)1/2.  In absence of evaporation-condensation4, the evolution of the profile
zÊ=Êz(x,t) is given by the continuity equation
                                                
4 The treatment of surface smoothening via evaporation-condensation and volume diffusion, based on the
original work of Mullins [109], can be found, for example, in [59], pag. 102.  The results are qualitatively
similar to the diffusion kinetics, but the characteristic decay times depend differently on the pitch L of the
profile.  In practice, at least for metals, diffusion is the dominant process for L < 10µm and T< 1000¡C [59].
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Figure 5.4: Sinusoidal surface profile (top) and corresponding chemical potential, as given by
equations (5.9)-(5.10).
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The chemical potential is given by the GT equation (5.3), that in one dimension becomes
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The set of three equations (5.7)-(5.9) defines completely the problem.
At temperatures higher than the roughening transition Tr, the surface energy is continuous
everywhere, and the term ¶ g ¶q2 2 can be generally considered small, with respect to g.  In the
approximation of small slopes (dzÊ`ÊdxÊ»Êds), and considering g » constant, combining
equations (5.7)-(5.9) Mullins found out that the time dependence of the nonplanar height profile
is given by [109]
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(5.11)
If the starting surface is a sinusoidal profile z0Ê=ÊA0ÊcosÊ(2px/L) (Figure 5.4), the time-
dependent profile will be shape-preserving, i.e., a sinusoidal profile with an amplitude decaying
exponentially with time:
A = A0 exp (-t/t)
with
t
p g- =1
4
0
2
4
2( ) nD
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W
L
. (5.12)
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Figure 5.5: Formation of facets upon thermal annealing of a periodic profile with an initial
sinusoidal shape [59].
Since any periodic profile can be decomposed into its Fourier components, the linearity of eq.
(5.11) and the strong L dependence of eq. (5.12) imply that the higher harmonics of the profile
decay much faster than the fundamental component.  An arbitrary contour will therefore always
converge to a decaying sinusoidal profile.  By measuring the decay time t, it is possible to
extract an Òeffective diffusivityÓ nD (provided the surface free energy is known).  This quantity
should have an Arrhenius form, since
n a F k T
D D E k T
F B
B B
= -( )
= -( )
-2
0
exp /
exp / ,
D
(5.13)
with aÊ=Êlattice constant, DFFÊ=Êfree energy of formation of an adatom, and EBÊ=Êbinding energy
to the substrate.
MullinsÕ theory has the advantage of simplicity, in providing an analytic solution to the
problem that can be easily verified experimentally.  There are a number of experimental
evidences, however, which contradict MullinsÕ predictions.  In particular, measurements on metal
[147] and Si surfaces [148] have evidenced the formation of facets in the decaying profile
(Figure 5.5).  These deviations from MullinsÕ theory originate in the anisotropic nature of the
surface free energy.  A first attempt to take into account the anisotropy of g is due to Bonzel et
al. [147], who solved numerically the exact form of the continuity equation (5.11) (analytic
solutions to this non-linear equation have not been found yet):
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The solutions to the equation above could well reproduce the faceting observed on Ni(110)
patterned surfaces [147].  Below Tr, it became however clear that the surface step structure and
the step-step interactions (energetic and entropic) affect in a relevant way the chemical potential.
Various authors have examined the morphological evolution of a periodic profile below Tr.
Villain [149], by considering a density of surface free energy of the form
G=G0+G1½¶z/¶x½+1/3G3½¶z/¶x½
3+..., derived an expression for the chemical potential, that
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can be written as µ=µ0-2G3W0½¶z/¶x½¶
2z/¶x2. Ozdemir and Zangwill [150] have developed both
a continuum theory (based on the above form of µ) and a microscopic model (based on entropic
repulsions between parallel steps), finding a time dependence of the type z(x,t)~t-1.  Recently
[146], the influence on the chemical potential of step annihilation on the top and bottom terraces
via thermal fluctuations was analyzed, both with an analytic model and a MC simulation,
resulting in deviations from the classical MullinsÕ model.  The problem is however at present far
from being resolved, and contradictions exist among the different models, mainly because of the
difficulty in determining the orientation dependence of the surface free energy and the
mechanisms of surface diffusion.
5.1.3 Vertical self-organization of strained 3D islands
This section will briefly show an example of how chemical potential-driven surface
diffusion can account for self-ordering in strained epitaxy.  As seen in section 1.1.2, the size
uniformity and spatial correlation are a critical issue for the quantum confinement properties of
strained 3D islands.  The strain fields created by the islands account for a partial island size
equalization, but they propagate also in the cap layer of the host material (see Figure 5.3).
Therefore atoms of a second plane of the strained material will find an energetically more
favorable situation on top of the islands of the layer below, provided the spacer in between is thin
enough to keep a residual strain field on the surface.  This is what has been found by Xie et al.
for the InAs/GaAs system in MBE growth [37], as shown in the TEM micrographs of Figure
5.6 (left).
In terms of the chemical potential, relation (5.6) induces a surface flux of InAs towards the
stressed regions, i.e., above the islands of the layer below (see Figure 5.6, right).  We will not
enter into the details of the model, since we will follow a similar formalism to analyze our self-
limiting growth on nonplanar substrates, as described in the next section.  This model gives an
island pairing probability decreasing with increasing spacer thickness, which fits well to the
observed thickness dependence [37].
Figure 5.6: Left: TEM cross sections of two InAs layers separated by 92ML GaAs spacers
(top), and five InAs layers separated by 36ML spacers (bottom), grown by MBE.  Note the
increase of the vertical correlation between islands as the spacer gets thinner.  Right: schematics
of the proposed diffusion model, based on strain-induced chemical potential differences [37].
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5.2 Modeling of self-limiting growth on V grooves
In this section, we will use the principles discussed above to develop a model accounting
for the self-ordered OMCVD growth on V-grooved substrates, as described
phenomenologically in the previous chapters.  We will first of all write the equations appropriate
to our physical system, and later we will apply this model to the experimental observations of the
previous chapters.
5.2.1 General equations
The starting point for the model is to find the equivalent of the basic equations (5.7)-(5.9),
appropriate for our system.  In particular, two elements must be taken into account, as explained
in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1.1 Growth rate anisotropy
Since we are concerned primarily with the evolution of nonplanar profiles during
OMCVD growth, we must add in eq. (5.8) a growth flux to the lateral diffusion flux.  Note that,
in absence of growth, no self-limiting nonplanar profile can exist since, according both to the
classical MullinsÕ theory and to the more recent implementations, the surface will always tend to
planarize at equilibrium, if left to develop on its own.  Furthermore, this will be the situation also
if a uniform growth rate is added to eq. (5.8), since its effect will be only a vertical shift of the
surface parallel to itself.  Therefore, as we will see, the anisotropy of the growth rate, depending
on the surface orientation, will be a critical parameter in determining the self-ordering properties
of our system.
surface
diffusion
rt = rb
rs
rba)
µt
µs
µb
surface
diffusion
rt = rb
rs
rb
c)
b)
Figure 5.7: Schematic representations of a groove, composed of a bottom (100) (b), a
sidewall (s) and a top (100) (t) facet (not to scale). a) Evolution of the growth front as commonly
observed in OMCVD. b) The same for MBE. c) Chemical potential at each facet.
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As we have seen in Section 1.3, the determination of the complete orientation dependence
of the growth rates on a nonplanar substrate would require the solution of coupled gas phase
and surface diffusion equations, appropriate for the species involved and the geometry of the
substrate.  We will not tackle this problem in our model, since we are mostly concerned with the
effects that growth rate anisotropy has on the self-limiting properties of our systems, and not on
the quantitative analysis of its origin.  Besides, predictions of such diffusion models are based
inevitably on a number of unknown parameters, that must be determined by fitting the observed
growth rates.  Our treatment of the growth rates on different facets will therefore rely on the
qualitative features discussed in section 1.3 and on the experimental observations of section
2.2.2.  As a result of the very efficient lateral diffusion of precursors (with diffusion lengths
much larger than the groove pitch L), no growth rate variations are observed across the sidewalls
in going from the top to the bottom of the groove.  We can therefore assume that the ÒintrinsicÓ
growth rate (i.e., in the absence of capillarity) on a facet is uniform, and depends only on the
facet orientation.  By referring to the polar plot of the growth rates (Figure 2.8), we can express
the growth rate (in the growth direction 5) R{ijk} on the facet {ijk} as a function of the nominal
growth rate R on a planar reference sample as
R{ijk} = R×r{ijk} , (5.14)
with r{ijk} a constant typical for the facet.
Since, as seen in Section 2.2.2, rsÊ>Êr311Ê@Êr100 (with the subscript s = sidewall), in the
absence of capillarity the bottom facets would disappear during growth (see eq. (1.10) and
Figure 1.13).  Moreover, their formation itself would not be justified, according to the
construction of Jones et al. [63] (Figure 1.14).  The achievement of a self-limiting profile is
therefore due to an interplay between capillarity (that would tend to expand the bottom facets
until planarization) and growth rate anisotropy (that would tend to suppress these bottom
facets).  Note that, according to this picture, a self-limiting state can not be reached at the top of
the mesas, since in this region capillarity tends to drive atoms away from the top facets.
Therefore, both capillarity and growth rate anisotropy cause an increase of the growth rate on the
sidewalls, with respect to the top facets.  According to Figure 1.13, this will lead to a
planarization of the V groove, as observed in OMCVD.  The evolution of the top and bottom
facets, for the case where the sidewalls growth rate is higher than the one at the extremities of the
groove, is shown in Figure 5.7a.
The different behavior of MBE growth on V-grooved substrates can also be explained
qualitatively in terms of growth rates anisotropy.  With MBE, nonplanar growth results in
general in the formation of exactly oriented {111}A or {111}B sidewalls, depending on the
                                                
5 For clarity, we will refer all our space-dependent variables (growth rates, surface densities, diffusion
lengths and constants...) and derivatives to a cartesian system with vertical and horizontal coordinates.  Values
along a facet or its normal are found by scaling by the cosine of the angle between the facet and the horizontal.
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orientation of the grooves.  Since the growth rate on these planes is lower than on the (100)
facets for a large range of growth conditions, effects of capillarity at the bottom of the groove
will add up to growth rate anisotropy, causing an indefinite thickening and widening of the
bottom of the groove.  This would explain the difficulty in obtaining self-limiting growth at the
bottom of a V groove with MBE [151].  The opposite situation is realized at the top of the
mesas: in this case diffusion of atoms from the top ridges to the sidewalls due to capillarity can
be balanced exactly by atom diffusion with opposite sign, due to growth rate anisotropy.  This
would yield a self-limiting behavior on the ridges, as was experimentally observed [16, 152].
This situation is shown in Figure 5.7b.
5.1.1.2 Faceting of the profile
Since we observed a distinct formation of facets, and we are not dealing with small
perturbations with respect to a planar surface, it is evident that the approximations that led to
MullinsÕ equation (5.11) can not be applied in the present situation.  Rather, an appropriate form
of the chemical potential must be found, that takes into account the anisotropy of surface energy
(implied by the marked faceting of our profiles).
Following the procedure of Ozdemir and Zangwill [145], we will suppose that epitaxial growth
on periodic profiles exposes a set of facets with fixed orientation; these facets evolve parallel to
themselves, and no new facets can appear.  These assumptions are justified by experimental
observations; the only deviation from this picture is a weak dependence of the orientation of the
sidewalls on the growth conditions (x, T).  Since these variations of orientation are limited to
about 5¡ for most growth conditions (see Figure 2.5), we will assume that changes of the surface
energy associated with these variations can be neglected.  Furthermore, growth rates on the
sidewalls are constant, within ~10% (see Figure 2.10), depending on the growth conditions and
orientation.  Our surface will be composed therefore of five different facets (see Figure 5.8, top),
as described in Table 5.1.  Note that the sets of facets at the top and at the bottom of the groove
have the same orientation and crystallographic structure, and therefore the same surface energy.
The corresponding chemical potentials can be calculated by using equation (5.5)b, yielding:
Facet Length Angle with respect to
(100)
Surface energy
top (100) l1t 0 g1
top {311}A l3t a=25¡ g3
sidewall ls q@45¡ gs
bottom {311}A l3b a=25¡ g3
bottom (100) l1b 0 g1
Table 5.1: Set of facets considered in the model, with the respective length, angle with respect
to the (100) plane and (orientation-dependent) surface free energy (see Figure 5.8).
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(5.16)
Note that `g3 ,`g1 > 0 is required in order to reproduce the physically realistic situation in which
the chemical potential decreases monotonically in going from the top of the ridges to the bottom
of the grooves, thus providing a positive driving force for adatoms towards the bottom of the
groove.  In this case, the chemical potential varies across the groove in the way depicted
schematically at the bottom of Figure 5.8.  Note that µ has a similar qualitative behavior as in the
case of a smoothly curved surface (Figure 5.4), but is not continuous, due to the faceted nature
of the profile.
To reduce the number of parameters involved in the problem, it is useful to simplify the
geometry of the profile, by considering only a Òbottom regionÓ of lateral extension
lb=l1b+2l3bcosa and a "top region" of lateral extension lt=l1t+2l3tcosa, separated by the sidewall.
This would allow a more direct testing of the predictions of the model, by comparing the
evolution of lb, as a function of the growth parameters, with the measured values of the total
length of the bottom facets, or the related value of the radius of curvature of the bottom.  We
show in Appendix B the qualitative predictions of a model taking into account the full facet
structure of the profile in Figure 5.8.  Since the boundary of relevance, even in the simplified
picture, is the one between the sidewalls and the {311}A facets, we can still take into account the
crystallographic orientation of the latter by assigning a surface energy g3 to the bottom and top
regions, and consider that the bottom and the sidewalls intersect at an angle (q-a).  With only
three facets, the set of five equations (5.15) reduces to [145]
m m
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m m
m m
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W (5.17)
with
g g q a g q a= -( ) - -( )( )2 3s csc cot  . (5.18)
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l3t, g3
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µ1t
µ3t
µs=µ0
µ3b
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lb, gb=g3
lt, g t=g3
l1b, g1
Figure 5.8: Top: schematic cross section of the nonplanar profile used in the model, showing
the facets described in Table 5.1.  Bottom: corresponding chemical potential. Note the qualitative
similarity to the chemical potential at a smoothly curved surface (Figure 5.4).
Note that, in this case, the requirement of monotonic decrease of µ in going from the top ridge to
the bottom region, becomes gs > g3 cos(q-a) @ 0.94 g3.  This assumption is reasonable since,
according to the Wulff construction, low index facets in the groove are associated with (cusped)
minima in the surface energy, while the sidewalls are high index surfaces, therefore associated
with a larger value of g.
Once the chemical potential for this particular geometry is known, we have to find a
suitable form of the Nernst-Einstein and continuity equations (5.7)-(5.8) for the discontinuous µ
of eq. (5.17), taking in account also a nonuniform growth flux, as discussed previously.
Derivatives of the chemical potential and of the diffusion flux should be replaced by discrete
variations across neighboring facets.  Solving this set of equations will determine in principle the
growth rate on each facet, subject to lateral diffusion fluxes due to capillarity effects.  To deal
with these equations, we will follow the same formalism that Xie et al. [37] applied to the case of
vertical self-organization if strained InAs islands (see Section 5.1.3).  Eq. (5.7) can be
discretized by introducing a surface flux from facet j to facet i:
j
nD
k Tij
j
B
j i
ij
=
-m m
l
and a rate of atom transfer Kij from facet j to facet i, with the dimensions of a speed, defined as
K
j
n
D
k Tij
ij j
B
j i
ij
= =
-m m
l
 , (5.19)
where lij, in analogy with the case of strain-dependent chemical potential [37], is a distance over
which the effects of curvature become negligible.  We therefore assume lij ~ lb, lt.  Note that
DjÊ/ÊkBT is the adatom surface mobility on the facet j, and (µj - µI) / lij is the average driving force
for adatom diffusion.  By using (5.17), eq. (5.19) becomes, at the interfaces between the sidewall
and the top and bottom regions, respectively:
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Figure 5.9: Schematics showing the geometrical relation between an infinitesimal height
variation of the sidewalls dzs and of the bottom facets dzb, and the corresponding variation of the
extension of the bottom region dlb.
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The continuity equation (5.8) must now be written for the height zj(t) above each facet j,
bounded by facets i and k, and assumes the form
dz
dt
R
l
n K n Kj j
j
ij jk= + -+ -
W0 ( ) , (5.21)
where n+ and n- are the adatom concentrations at the boundaries with facets i and k, respectively.
The set of equations (5.14), (5.17)-(5.21), solved for the different facets, provides the complete
evolution of the nonplanar profile, composed of facets with known and stable orientation. In
particular, at the top, sidewall and bottom facets, the growth rates become:
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In the first and last relations, we take into account the symmetry of the boundaries limiting the
top (bottom) facets, that yields KstÊ=Ê-KtsÊ(KsbÊ=Ê-Kbs) and n+Ê=Ên-Ê=Ênts (=nbs), and the
crystallographic equivalence between the two regions (RtÊ=ÊRb).
Finally, the length of the bottom region lb is related to the growth rate of the bottom and
sidewall regions by the geometrical relation (see Figure 5.9):
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if qÊ»Ê45¡ and aÊ@Ê25¡, where the factor 2 is due to the (symmetric) variations on both sides of
the bottom facets.  A similar relation holds for lt, except for a minus sign multiplying the right
part of the relation above.
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5.1.2 Flattening of the profile in the absence of growth
If no growth flux is present, eq. (5.22) become:
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where in this case n is the equilibrium concentration of adatoms.  By substituting the values of
Kts and Kbs from (5.20), we obtain
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We have seen in Chapter 2 that, in conditions close to equilibrium, when surface diffusion
processes become dominant over deposition (e.g., at low x, high T, and during extended growth
interruptions), the sidewall planes break down into low-index facets, influencing eventually also
the shape of the bottom region.  We will limit our analysis only to the first phases of the
relaxation process, when the evolving contour is still shape-preserving, and no additional faceting
takes place on the sidewalls and on the extrema of the groove.  Since this faceting appears when
the sidewall regions are still extending over the majority of the grooved profile, we can assume
that ls p lt, lb.  This implies that in (5.24) ½dzs / dt½ ` ½dztÊ/Êdt½, ½dzb / dt½, therefore (5.23)
becomes, for the top and bottom facets, respectively:
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These equations show that both the top and the bottom of the profile tend to widen ad infinitum
in the absence of a growth flux.  Therefore, as expected qualitatively from MullinsÕ analysis, no
nonplanar self-limiting profile can be established in the presence of surface diffusion alone, and
the monotonic expansion of the groove extrema will eventually lead to its planarization.
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5.1.3 Self-limiting profiles during epitaxial growth
When a growth flux is present, the set of eqs. (5.22) must be used.  In this case, the
adatom concentration will differ from its equilibrium value, and will not be uniform across the
length of a facet.  To find the concentrations nts and nbs at the boundaries between the sidewalls
and the top and bottom regions, respectively, we will apply the general formalism of Schwoebel
[37, 153] on the sidewall regions.  The concentration of adatoms on the sidewalls ns(x) obeys the
continuity equation
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where ts is the lifetime for adatom incorporation on the sidewalls (adatom desorption can be
neglected for our growth conditions), and ns(-ls/2)Ê=Ênbs, ns(ls/2)Ê=Ênts. LsÊ=Ê(Dsts)
1/2 is the adatom
diffusion length.  Determination of the constants A, B yields
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This expression can be strongly simplified, in relation to our geometrical and epitaxial
conditions, by noting that:
a. Since ls Ê@Ê1.5µm, and LsÊ<ÊLtÊ» a few 100 nm for GaAs and lower for AlGaAs (see section
3.2.1), we can estimate Q ÊtÊ2, therefore we can approximate, with an error at the most of
about 5%, tanhQ @ cothQ @ 1;
b. K L D a k T aL lbs ts s s B s b t, ,/ / /= ( )( )2 2g , where a is the GaAs lattice constant.  By estimating
a2gÊ/ÊkBTÊ@Ê10 [145] and LsÊ»Êlb,t, and since aÊ`Êlb,t, we get Kbs,tsÊLsÊ/ÊDsÊ`Ê1.
With these approximations, nbs,ts become
n
R Rr
bs ts
s s s s
, @ =
t t
W W0 0
 .
This approximation is equivalent to disregarding lateral gradients of ns(x) in (5.26).  The set of
eqs. (5.22) becomes therefore:
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and rt = rb, since they have the same crystallographic orientation.  With the approximation (b)
above, and with the condition ls p lb,t, like in section 5.2.2, we can neglect the capillarity effects
on the sidewalls, and assume dz dt Rrs s/ @ .  Equations (5.27) correctly predict that capillarity
tends to attract adatoms towards the concave bottom region, and to drive them away from the
convex top region.
The condition for obtaining a self-limiting profile, with vertical propagation of the
boundaries between facets, is the vanishing of dlb,t/dt in (5.23).  With the relations above, this
implies:
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with Dr = rs - rb.  These relations show formally what was anticipated in section 5.2.1.1: a self
limiting evolution of a concave (convex) profile is possible only if the growth rate on the
surrounding facets, in the absence of the positive (negative) capillarity, is larger (smaller) than
that on the curved region in question.  Relation (5.28)a justifies also the existence of a
metastable self-limiting state at the top of the mesas, observable sometimes in our growth (see
Figure 4.10d): an exactly oriented {111}A facet is usually present in the upper part of the V
groove, exhibiting a very small growth rate (see Figure 2.8).  Since this {111}A surface grows
more slowly than the vicinal surface developing in the remaining part of the groove, it will be
gradually consumed.  However, if the top of the mesa has been etched sharply enough (i.e., with
a width not much larger than lt
sl ), the self-limiting condition (5.28)a can be fulfilled before the
disappearance of the {111}A planes.  When eventually the fast-growing, high index facets reach
the top of the mesa, then rs > rb, and the top facets begin to expand indefinitely, leading to a
gradual planarization of the groove.  Relations (5.28) can also explain the fundamental
difference in the self-ordering properties of nonplanar OMCVD and MBE.  Differing from
OMCVD, MBE usually maintains the {111} orientation of the sidewalls, defined by
lithography, both for grooves aligned in the [ ]011  and in the [011] direction.  The low growth
rate and large diffusion length on these {111}A or B facets favors therefore self-limiting growth
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on the ridges (vertical arrays of GaAs/AlGaAs ridge QWRs have been formed with this
technique [16]).  On the contrary, the bottom region can not resharpen, unless AlAs is used as
the barrier material, since its growth selectivity is reversed (Dr > 0), with respect to AlGaAs and
GaAs [154].
5.1.4 Self-ordering of alloys: entropic contributions
The simplest way to model self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs growth is to use a mean-field theory,
i.e., to approximate this ternary alloy with a binary material whose properties are intermediate
between those of its constituents.  We can therefore characterize surface diffusion with an
average energy barrier that varies linearly between the GaAs one EB
G  and the AlAs one EB
A  (the
superscripts A, G refer to AlAs and GaAs, respectively);
E x x E xEB B
G
B
A( ) ( )= - +1  .
The self-limiting alloy profile can therefore be inferred from (5.28)b, by noticing that the adatom
diffusion coefficient Ds has an Arrhenius dependence on the growth temperature (see eq.
(5.13)): DsÊ=ÊDs0Êexp(-EBÊ/ÊkBT).  Since, according to (5.28)b, lb
sl ÊµÊDs
1/3, in the mean-field
approximation lb
sl  would depend exponentially on the nominal composition:
l x l x E E k Tb
sl
sl
G
b
G
b
A
B( ) exp /= -( )[ ]3  . (5.29)
This model, however, even though it has the advantage of simplicity, can not account for
the Ga segregation that takes place at the bottom of the groove.  To explain this phenomenon, we
must make the more realistic assumption of an alloy composed by two different species that can
diffuse independently, with two different diffusion lengths.  In this picture, the more mobile Ga
adatoms will diffuse more efficiently towards the bottom than the Al ones, in response to the
same gradient of chemical potential (see (5.20)).  As a consequence, a Ga-rich alloy will form in
this region, giving rise to a VQW.
However, to fully interpret the experimental results, we must take into account an
additional phenomenon.  We have seen in Section 2.3.5 that the self-limiting AlGaAs bottom
profiles are narrower than those of SLs with the same equivalent composition.  A GaAs/AlAs SL
shape can be explained by a simple empirical model taking into account the self-ordering
behaviors observed in the two binary components, but this model overestimates the self-limiting
profile widths of AlGaAs alloys.  Therefore, the profile at the bottom of the groove is narrower
than what this model predicted.  As anticipated, the reason can be found in the entropic and
enthalpic interactions between the binary components during alloy growth [60].  If we consider
an AlxGa1-xAs as a so-called ÒregularÓ solution (in which only the energetic interactions
between nearest neighbor atoms are taken into account), the molar Gibbs free energy
gAG(p,T,x)Ê=ÊG(p,T,NA,NG)Ê/Ê(NA+NG) can be written as
g x g xg k T x x x x x xAG G A B= - + + -( ) -( ) +[ ]+ -( ) ln ln ( )1 1 1 1W  ,
where the first two terms are the molar Gibbs free energies the two binaries, the third is due to
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the entropy of mixing, and the fourth comes from energetic interactions [60].  Using (5.2) for
each component, the chemical potentials for AlAs and GaAs are written, respectively:
m m
m m
A
AG A
B
G
AG G
B
x T T k T x x
x T T k T x x
, ( ) ln
, ( ) ln( )
( ) = + + -( )
( ) = + - +
W
W
1
1
2
2
(5.30)
where µA(T) and µG(T) are the chemical potentials of the two binaries if grown separately, given,
for our systems, by the sets of equations (5.15) or (5.17).  Due to the similarity of Ga and Al
atoms, the last term can be neglected in the equations above (Ref. [23], page 66) (i.e., AlGaAs
forms a so-called ÒidealÓ solution).  Note that the two additional terms due to the entropy of
mixing are negative, and decrease as the mole fraction of the corresponding binary component
approaches zero.  This means that, wherever a local compositional change takes place, a gradient
of chemical potential will tend to contrast this unbalance, through eq. (5.7) 6.  In our V-groove
system, such an effect will tend to decrease the Ga segregation in the VQWs and consequently
to sharpen up the profiles.
x
µGa µcapill. +µmixing
µcapillarity
µAl
µcapill. +µmixing
µcapillarity
xs
xb
Ga diffusion
Al diffusion
Figure 5.10: Schematics of the surface profile, of the composition and of the Ga and Al
chemical potentials at the bottom of the groove for AlxGa1-xAs growth.  Corrections to the chemical
potentials due to the entropy of mixing are indicated by the vertical arrows, as well as the
resulting surface fluxes for Ga (above the profile) and Al (below the profile).
                                                
6  It can be easily shown (see Appendix B) that the entropy of mixing exhibits a maximum when the
composition is uniform.
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To formalize this principle, we will re-write eq. (5.20) for the bottom profile, with the
correction terms (5.30):
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(5.31)
where xb is the composition at the bottom, that can be expressed as a function of the nominal
composition x by using eq. (4.3).  Since xb < x, these equations predict correctly that diffusion of
Ga (Al) is decreased (increased) by the mixing entropy terms.  Figure 5.10 shows schematically
how the Ga and Al surface chemical potentials and the consequent diffusion fluxes are modified
by the nonuniform entropy of mixing.  By using (5.22), and with the definition of the binary
self-limiting profiles of 5.2.3, the AlAs and GaAs growth rates at the bottom become,
respectively:
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with RA = x R, RG = (1-x) R.  By assuming that the composition on the sidewalls is equal to the
nominal one, the equalization of the growth rates on the different facets, leading to a self-limiting
bottom profile, yields
dz
dt
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R xr x rb
A
b
G
s
A
s
G+ = + -( )[ ]1 .
By using the growth rates at the bottom as just defined, this gives a cubic equation in 1/lb:
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The self-limiting profile of an alloy is therefore given by the solution of (5.33), which
expresses the equilibrium among capillarity (a), entropy of mixing (b) and growth rate
anisotropy (Dr(x)).
5.1.5 Evolution towards self-limiting profiles
From the last of relations (5.27) and from (5.28)b, the GaAs growth rate at the bottom of
the groove, relative to the nominal one, can be written as
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where dznÊ=ÊRÊdt.  Similarly, for AlxGa1-xAs, relations (5.32) and (5.33) imply that
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where rs(x)Ê=ÊxDr
AÊ+Ê(1-x)DrG.   With the condition DrÊ>Ê0 (or Dr(x)Ê>Ê0, respectively), verified in
the case of OMCVD, these relations state that the bottom growth rate
a. diverges for lbÊ`Ê lb
sl , since in this limit the (negative) bottom chemical potential and the
related surface diffusion fluxes diverge 7 (see (5.17), (5.20) and (5.31));
b. approaches rs for lbÊ®Ê lb
sl , determining an uniform growth rate across the bottom faceted
profile;
c. approaches rb for lbÊpÊ lb
sl , since in this limit the capillarity (and entropy of mixing) effects
become negligible (see again (5.17), (5.20) and (5.31)).
From (5.34)a, the evolution of the bottom profile (5.23) can be written for GaAs, as a
function of the nominal growth thickness:
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This equation can be integrated analytically, giving
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For AlxGa1-xAs, the evolution of the bottom profile can be obtained with eq. (5.34)b:
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Consistently with the analysis of the bottom growth rates, relations (5.35) and (5.37) show
that lb tends to expand (contract) when its size is smaller (larger) than its self-limiting one.  The
recovery rate increases as this deviation becomes bigger.  Therefore, lb will always tend towards
its self-limiting value, defined only by the material and the growth conditions. In particular, if the
initial profile is much smaller than lb
sl , at the first stages of deposition this will determine a very
                                                
7  Note that bÊ<Ê0 (see the comment on pag. 143), therefore  in this limit the entropy term has the same
(positive) sign as the capillarity one.
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large expansion rate, since capillarity increases with decreasing bottom size.  Conversely, if the
initial profile is much wider than lb
sl , then the profile will contract initially at a rate µ Dr (i.e., the
intrinsic growth rate anisotropy), since in this limit capillarity and mixing effects are negligible.
Note that the equivalents of eqs. (5.35)-(5.37) for the exponential law (2.2), used to model
empirically the profile evolution in Section 2.3.2, would be
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In particular, the first of these two relations can be considered as the first-order series expansion
of (5.35) and (5.37) around lb = lb
sl , provided that the typical length for profile recovery is
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(note again - see footnote 21 - that bÊ<Ê0, therefore tÊ>Ê0 always, both for GaAs and for
AlxGa1-xAs).   This definition of t is consistent with the experimental observation that the
recovery thickness does not depend on the initial profile, but only on the properties of the
material being deposited (see Section 2.3.5).  Note that the driving force towards the
establishment of a self-limiting profile is stronger as the growth rate anisotropy Dr increases.
It is worth to note that this empirical exponential law would predict, by using (5.23), a
linear dependence of the bottom growth rate, as a function of lb:
dz
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r
l l
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b
n
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b
sl
b= +
-
t
,
that can not reproduce correctly the experimental results, and in particular the limits for lbÊ`Ê lb
sl
and lbÊpÊ lb
sl  described in the points a. - c. on page 139.  The exponential relation (2.2) is
therefore a good parameterization to describe empirically the self-ordering behavior not too far
from self-limiting conditions, but is missing important physical aspects of the mechanism.
5.3 Application of the diffusion model to nonplanar OMCVD
5.3.1 Flattening of the profile in the absence of growth
To check the thermal relaxation of the nonplanar surface profiles, we have compared the
predictions of the model developed in Section 5.2.2 for the bottom of the groove with a series of
AlGaAs profiles, for which growth was interrupted for increasing time intervals after deposition
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of 100nm-thick AlGaAs layers.  The structure and experimental data relative to this set of
structures were presented and discussed in Section 2.3.3.3.
We will compare here the results of Figure 2.19 with the prediction of the model.  To
follow the evolution of the profile it is convenient to plot the inverse of the length lb, from that
figure.  This quantity can be regarded as the curvature k of the bottom of the groove, which
should tend to zero following the law
k
k
t
a=
+( )
0
1 t b/
 ,
(5.38)
where aÊ=Ê0.25, according to eq. (5.25).  This equation can be easily compared to the
experimental values of the inverse of the radius of curvature, measured on the TEM cross
sections.
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Figure 5.11: Self-limiting curvature k at the bottom of a V groove in Al0.45Ga0.55As alloys, as a
function of the growth interruption time, for T = 700¡C (circles) and 750¡C (squares).  Solid and
dashed lines are fits of the experimental data with the function (5.38).  The exponent appearing in
(5.38) is a parameter of the fit.
Figure 5.11 shows the values of k measured on the samples described above, grown at
700¡C (circles) and 750¡C (squares), as a function of the time t of the growth interruption, in the
range 0 to 1800s.  The plot is in a log-log scale, to evidence the t-a dependence of the curvature,
for t / tb p 1.  The solid and dashed lines are a fit of the data for 700¡C and 750¡C, respectively,
with the function (5.38), in which the fit parameters are tb and a, while k0 (self-limiting
curvature for the given x and T) is fixed to the measured value of k for t = 0.  The fit to the two
series of data yields values of 0.28±0.02 and 0.27±0.02 for a, and 39±10s and 33±5s for tb, at
T = 700 and 750¡C, respectively.  The good match of the value of a with the theoretical value
0.25 shows the validity of the model and of the simplifications assumed. The possible slight
decrease of the recovery time tb with T can be associated with the Arrhenius dependence on T of
n and Ds, to which tb is related through relations (5.24) and (5.25).
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5.1.2 Self-limiting GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs profiles
5.1.2.1 Dependence on the composition
To model the dependence of self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs profiles on the composition, we will
first of all apply the mean-field approximation, defined in section 5.2.4, to the measured
AlxGa1-xAs profiles.  In Figure 5.12 we fit with eq. (5.29) the experimental data relative to the
self-limiting bottom profile width lb
sl  of AlxGa1-xAs alloys, as a function of x, for TÊ=Ê700¡C.
The figure shows that the data can be well fitted with an exponential.  The result of the fit yields
a difference in the energy barriers EB
A Ê-ÊEB
G Ê=Ê0.81±0.03eV.
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Figure 5.12: Width of the self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs profile, for TÊ=Ê700¡C, fitted with the
exponential function defined in (5.29).
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Figure 5.13: Variations, as a function of x, of the AlAs- (solid line) and GaAs- (dashed line)
related logarithmic terms in the mixing entropy contribution (b) to the alloy self-limiting profile
(eq. (5.33)) for kÊ=Ê1.81.
As discussed in Section 5.2.4, this simple picture, though reproducing quite well the
dependence of the self-limiting profiles on the AlxGa1-xAs composition, can not account for the
Ga segregation at the bottom of the grooves.  We will apply therefore the full model (defined by
eq. (5.33)) to the experimental data, taking into account independent Ga and Al diffusion, and
the effects of the entropy of mixing.  For typical values of the parameter k (kÊ=Ê1.81±0.05 for T
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= 700¡C, see Section 4.2.4), the logarithmic term associated to AlAs, appearing in the parameter
b of (5.33), is positive, and the one associated to GaAs is negative.  These logarithms are in
absolute value smaller than 0.2 and 0.15, respectively, and both vanish for xÊ=Ê0 and xÊ=Ê1 (see
Figure 5.13).  Since ( Ls
G )2ÊpÊ( Ls
A)2, the AlAs term of b is negligible for the whole composition
range, with respect to the GaAs one.  We will therefore neglect this AlAs term, thus ascribing
any entropy-related compositional variations in the VQW to Ga diffusion away from the bottom.
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Figure 5.14: a) Measured self-limiting width of the bottom profile lb
sl , as a function of x for
TÊ=Ê700¡C.  The solid line is a fit of the data, with the function defined in (5.33).  Long-dashed
and short-dashed lines, delimiting the shaded region, represent the hypothetical dependence of lb
sl
on x by neglecting the entropy of mixing effects (eq. (5.39)), and setting DrGÊ=Ê0.22 and DrAÊ=Ê1
or DrAÊ®Ê0, respectively (see text for details).  b) Squares and solid line: the same data and fit as
in a), for 0Ê<ÊxÊ<Ê0.45.  Circles: measured self-limiting width of the bottom profile lb
sl  in
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As V-groove SLs, grown at 700¡C, as a function of the equivalent x.  The dashed
line is a fit of the data with eq. (5.39), where Ò1Ó (AlAs) is replaced by Ò0.45Ó (Al0.45Ga0.55As).
In Figure 5.14a we fit the experimental data of Figure 5.12 (squares), with the solution of
(5.33)  (solid line).  Since the nominal growth rates R are different for different Al compositions,
and our model implies a dependence of the profile width on R-1/3 (see Section 5.3.2.3 below), we
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have normalized the values of lb
sl  in Figure 5.14 to the cubic root of the alloy growth rates,
relative to the GaAs one.  Besides, in the fit we left Ls
G  as the only free parameter, as we inferred
the other quantities from the experiments: lsl
G Ê=Ê129±3nm, lsl
A Ê=Ê9.1±0.1nm and
DrGÊ=Ê0.22±0.05 (see Section 2.2.2).  We have no reliable estimate for DrA, however the fit is
very insensitive to this parameter: by changing DrA from 0 to 1, the corresponding best fit of Ls
G
varied only by 7nm, without affecting the quality of the fit.  The main source of uncertainty in
the fit is the error in DrG, that causes a ~10% error in the determination of Ls
G : Ls
G Ê=Ê175±20nm.
This estimate confirms the assumptions that led to the simplifications at page 135.  The Ga
diffusion length on the sidewalls is therefore smaller than on the (100) ridges (estimated to be
~400nm at 700¡C by AFM measurements  - see 3.2.1).  This conclusion is consistent with the
fact that the sidewalls are high-index planes, with a higher density of steps and kinks, and hence
a better incorporation efficiency than the monolayer-smooth (100) facets.
Without the entropy of mixing effects, the solution of (5.33) would reduce to
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We indicated with a shaded region in Figure 5.14a how lb
sl  would depend on x, according
to the equation above, and setting DrG = 0.22 and DrA = 1 (long-dashed line) or DrA ® 0 (short-
dashed line).  It is clear that the experimental results could not be reproduced with this
simplification (unless one takes unphysically high values of the ratio DrA / DrG, of the order of
60).  In Section 2.3.5, we have shown that self-limiting growth of GaAs/AlGaAs SLs results in a
bottom profile that is much wider than that of an AlGaAs alloy, with the same Al mole fraction.
In the framework of the model presented here, this can be accounted for by the absence of the
entropy of mixing in the SLs, where GaAs and AlAs are deposited alternatively.  The circles in
Figure 5.14b (squares and solid line are the same as in part a) represent lb
sl  for four
GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As V-groove SLs, grown at 700¡C.  The GaAs nominal thickness was 1.8nm
in all samples, while the AlGaAs nominal thickness varied from 2.2 to 11.6nm from left to right.
The abscissa of the data points corresponds to the equivalent Al mole fraction over a SL period.
Since one of the layers composing the SL is an AlGaAs alloy, the entropy of mixing is only
partially reduced, with respect to the one of an alloy with the same equivalent composition.  The
profile width is therefore intermediate between that of the corresponding alloy (squares, solid
line) and the one expected in the total absence of entropy of mixing (dashed lines).  We can
model tentatively this SL growth by applying an equation equivalent to (5.39), in which we
replaced Ò1Ó (AlAs) with Ò0.45Ó (Al0.45Ga0.55As), and by fixing lsl
G  and lsl
A  to the values
measured at x = 0 and x = 0.45 (129±3nm and 28±2nm).  The result is shown by the dashed
line in Figure 5.14b, and exhibits a good match to the experimental data.
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5.1.1.2 Dependence on the growth temperature
Eq. (5.28)b, with the constant C defined in (5.27), shows that lb
sl  in a binary compound is
proportional to the diffusion length on the sidewalls to the power 2/3.  This equation formalizes
therefore the qualitative conclusions of section 2.3.3.1, based on the experimental behavior of lb
sl
on the growth temperature and the Al mole fraction.  Eq. (5.28)b can be written as
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If we approximate ts as the average time between the arrival of two adatoms on the same
site (this can be effectively considered as the upper limit for the migrating adatom lifetime), the
temperature dependence of lb
sl  (or of the related self-limiting radius of curvature rsl 
8) is of the
form exp(-EBÊ/Ê3 kBT) 
9.
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Figure 5.15: Arrhenius plot of rsl, for AlGaAs alloys with composition ranging from xÊ=Ê0 to
xÊ=Ê0.45.  Solid lines are fits of the experimental data with eq. (5.40) (GaAs) and (5.33)
(AlxGa1-xAs).
For AlxGa1-xAs, the temperature dependence of lb
sl , given by eq. (5.33), is more
complicated, and comes essentially from the Arrhenius form of lsl
A G,  and Ls
A G, . We have
examined the temperature dependence of the self-limiting profiles for AlxGa1-xAs alloys for
0Ê<ÊxÊ<Ê0.45.  Figure 5.15 shows Arrhenius plots of rsl for xÊ=Ê0, 0.19, 0.29 and 0.45, for growth
                                                
8 We will show in Appendix A that, by approximating the bottom profile with a hyperbola, the radius of
curvature at the bottom r follows the same self-limiting behavior as lb.
9 We will neglect a weak dependence on T coming from the factor (kBT)
-1/3 and from the pre-exponential
factor of the diffusion coefficient Ds0.  This latter, in particular, is considered to be virtually temperature-
independent, as compared with the exponential term [59].
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temperatures ranging from 600¡C to 750¡C.  The Arrhenius fit for GaAs gives EB
G Ê=Ê1.9±0.3eV.
The GaAs behavior can be plugged into eq. (5.33) to fit the AlxGa1-xAs profiles, as a function of
Ls
G  only.  As before, we have assumed ( Ls
G )2ÊpÊ( Ls
A)2, fixed DrGÊ=Ê0.22±0.05 (this value does
not change appreciably with T, in the range considered, as we have seen in Section 2.2.2), and
verified the insensitivity of the fit to DrA.  Least squares fits of the AlxGa1-xAs profiles, shown in,
Figure 5.15, are practically indistinguishable from Arrhenius laws and yield, consistently for the
three compositions, EB
A Ê=Ê2.3±0.2eV.  This higher energy is consistent with stronger Al-As
bonds, with respect to Ga-As ones [87].  Note that the difference EB
A Ê-ÊEB
G  is about a half of the
one estimated with the mean-field approximation (Figure 5.12).  A more quantitative discussion
of these values, in comparison to what has been found on (100) surfaces, is however not reliable,
due to the wide range of results obtained on this orientation [87].
Finally, we can estimate the order of magnitude of Ls
G  and Ls
A.  By using eq. (5.40) and,
for example, the measured values of lb
sl  in GaAs and AlAs layers at 700¡C (~100nm and ~10nm,
respectively), we obtain Ls
G Ê»Ê150-200nm and Ls
AÊ»Ê5nm.  The GaAs value agrees well with the
estimation given in the previous section.
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Figure 5.16: Log-log plot of rsl in GaAs layers, as a function of the inverse of the growth rate,
for T = 650¡C (circles) and 700¡C (squares).  Solid lines are power fits of the data.
5.1.1.3 Effects of the growth rate
By decreasing the growth rate R, the self-limiting profile should expand (until it becomes
planar in the absence of growth Ð see Section 5.2.2), since effects of diffusion towards the
bottom of the groove become increasingly dominant, with respect to the effects of growth rate
anisotropy (that, as we have seen, tend to sharpen the groove).  We have verified this hypothesis
on self-limiting GaAs profiles, grown at 650 and 700¡C, with growth rates ranging between
0.036 and 0.370nm/s (see Figure 2.18a for a description of the structures).  Figure 5.16 replots
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the data relative to rsl, from Figure 2.18b, in a log-log scale, as a function of 1/R.  A marked
decrease of the profile width is observed as R increases.  With the approximation above for ts,
taken as the average time between the arrival of two atoms on the same site [73], we can write
tsÊ=Ê1/R, if R is expressed in ML/s.  From eq. (5.40) therefore we would expect lb
sl  (or rsl)Ê~Ê(R)
-
1/3.  A power fit of the data of Figure 5.16 gives an exponent of -0.36±0.05 for T=650¡C and
-0.32±0.06 for TÊ=Ê700¡C (see solid lines in the figure), showing that this simplifying
interpretation of ts is able to explain quantitatively the observed dependence of rsl on the growth
rate.  We remark that ts is in general lower than 1/R, since an adatom could re-evaporate before
the arrival of another adatom on the same site [155], however, no appreciable group-III adatom
re-evaporation is observed for our growth conditions.
5.1.1.4 Effects of the reactor pressure
In Section 2.3.3.4 we showed that increasing the reactor pressure to 1atm yields self-
limiting bottom profiles that are more rounded and wider than at 20mbar, for otherwise similar
growth conditions.  As discussed in the same section, a quantitative comparison of the
experimental results in the two cases is not completely justified, due to the influence on the
profiles of other, not completely controlled, growth parameters.  Therefore, we will limit
ourselves to a qualitative discussion of the pressure effects, based on the model developed here.
Since changing the reactor pressure does not affect the surface kinetics and thermodynamics,
capillarity and entropy of mixing effects should be the same, at LP and AP.  The main effect of
increasing the reactor pressure is to reduce mass transport of the gas species to the surface
through the boundary layer. Therefore, at AP growth is more mass-transport limited than at LP
(see Figure 1.10, right).  Since mass transport does not depend on the surface orientation, the
value of Dr (that results from an interplay between mass transport and surface kinetics) should
decrease, as the reactor pressure increases.  As a result, the self-limiting bottom profile width
(which, according to eq. (5.40), is proportional to (Dr)-1/3) should be higher at AP than at LP, as
the experimental results indeed show.
lb
sl  (nm) Dr
x
TÊ=Ê650¡C TÊ=Ê700¡C TÊ=Ê650¡C TÊ=Ê700¡C
0 67±2 129±3 0.21±0.05 0.22±0.05
0.3 18.1±0.4 31.5±0.7 0.23±0.05 0.19±0.05
0.45 13.6±0.3 17.7±0.4 0.23±0.05 0.21±0.05
Table 5.2: Measured self-limiting extensions of the bottom profiles lb
sl  and growth rate
anisotropies Dr in GaAs, Al0.3Ga0.7As and Al0.45Ga0.55As at 650 and 700¡C.
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Figure 5.17: a): Measured evolution of the GaAs profile widths lb towards their self-limiting
value lb
sl , as a function of the nominal thickness, for TÊ=Ê650¡C, grown on Al0.45Ga0.55As (circles),
and TÊ=Ê700¡C, grown on Al0.3Ga0.7As (squares).  Solid lines are theoretical predictions of the
profile evolutions (eq. (5.35)), with the parameters lb
sl  and Dr fixed as the values determined
experimentally (see text).  b) Measured evolution of the Al0.3Ga0.7As profile widths lb towards their
self-limiting value lb
sl  as a function of the nominal thickness, for TÊ=Ê650¡C (circles), and
TÊ=Ê700¡C (squares), both grown on self-limiting GaAs.  Solid lines are fits of the data, with the
parameters lb
sl  and Dr(x) fixed as the values determined experimentally, and the Ga diffusion
length on the sidewalls as a fitting parameter (see text).
5.1.3 Self-limiting evolution of GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs
We have compared with the experimental results the time evolution of lb towards its self-
limiting value for GaAs, Al0.3Ga0.7As and Al0.45Ga0.55As at 650 and 700¡C.  The samples
consisted of a sequence of layers of increasing thickness, until a self-limiting profile is
established, after about 100nm.  GaAs layers were grown on self-limiting AlxGa1-xAs, and
AlxGa1-xAs layers were grown on self-limiting GaAs.
Figure 5.17a shows lb, as a function of zn for GaAs grown at 650¡C on self-limiting
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Al0.3Ga0.7As (circles) and at 700¡C on self-limiting Al0.45Ga0.55As (squares).  Both profiles
evolve towards their self-limiting sizes, as the thickness increases (see Table 5.2).  The time
evolution of the GaAs profile has been modeled by integrating numerically eq. (5.35).  The solid
line represents the simulated profile evolution according to this equation, where we have selected
the values of lb
sl  and Dr measured experimentally (see Table 5.2 and Section 2.2.2).  The
evolutions of both GaAs profiles are well reproduced by the theoretical curves with our choice of
parameters.  The self-limiting evolution of Al0.3Ga0.7As and Al0.45Ga0.55As is modeled by
integrating numerically eq. (5.37).  We have again plugged into the equation the measured
values of the self-limiting profile widths and growth rate anisotropies (see Table 5.2 and Section
2.2.2).  We have left therefore Ls
G , contained in b, as a fitting parameter. Figure 5.17b shows the
experimental points and the results of the fit for Al0.3Ga0.7As at 650¡C (circles) and 700¡C
(squares).  Similar behaviors are obtained for Al0.45Ga0.55As (not shown).  Least-squares fits of
the experimental values at 700¡C yielded Ls
G Ê=Ê145±20nm from the Al0.3Ga0.7As data and
Ls
G Ê=Ê130±20nm from the Al0.45Ga0.55As data.  These values are consistent between them, and of
the same order of the one determined in Figure 5.14a, though about 20-25% lower.  At 650¡C,
we obtained, consistently, Ls
G Ê=Ê90±10nm from the Al0.3Ga0.7As data and Ls
G Ê=Ê70±10nm from
the  Al0.45Ga0.55As data.  The ratio between the average Ga diffusion lengths at 650 and 700¡C,
yields Ls
G (650¡C)Ê/Ê Ls
G (700¡C)Ê=Ê0.58±0.11.  Since LsÊ=Ê(Dsts)
1/2 and tsÊ»Ê1/R, according to
(5.40) we have
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With EB
G Ê=Ê1.9±0.3eV (see Section 5.3.2.2), this relation gives a diffusion length ratio
Ls
G (650¡C)Ê/Ê Ls
G (700¡C)Ê=Ê0.55±0.11, in excellent agreement with the value found from the fits
above.
Figure 5.17 shows that the transient size variations to attain the self-limiting profile are
qualitatively different, depending whether lb
0  < lb
sl  (a) or lb
0  > lb
sl  (b):
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs case (a):  In the initial stages of profile evolution we have lbÊ`Ê lb
sl , therefore
the term Ò-1Ó can be neglected in (5.35) and the profile will evolve approximately
according to the law (5.25).  This is due to the fact that, when the profile is very sharp,
with respect to the surface diffusion length, lateral capillarity fluxes are dominant over
vertical growth fluxes.
AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs case (b):  In the initial stages of profile evolution, we have lbÊpÊ lb
sl , therefore
the capillarity and entropy of mixing terms can be neglected in (5.37).  This is equivalent
to saying that for very shallow profiles (much wider than the surface diffusion length),
lateral fluxes are negligible, and each facet grows with its ÒintrinsicÓ growth rate ri.  As a
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consequence (see (5.37)), the profile contraction is initially constant, at a rate given by
Dr(x).  This linear profile evolution is well reproduced in Figure 5.17b for lbÊ£Ê20nm.
5.1.4 Formation of quantum-confined nanostructures
The model developed above is useful not only for evaluating the self-limiting
characteristics of the growth, but also can be employed to elucidate the self-ordering of several
types of quantum nanostructures relying on such self-limiting surface evolution.
lb
lb0
z
x0
zb
Figure 5.18: Schematics of a QWR, composed of a single bottom facet, and corresponding
thickness profile.
¥ AlxGa1-xAs VQWs.  As seen above, the Ga segregation in the VQWs during AlGaAs
growth derives directly from the higher mobility of Ga adatoms, with respect to the Al ones,
and from the corrections due to entropy of mixing effects.  The self-limiting facet widths
for AlGaAs alloys give the confinement dimension of VQW structures.
¥ GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs.  The fact that the self-limiting width increases with increasing
diffusion length of the group-III adatoms on the sidewalls explains directly the self-
ordering of crescent-shaped QWRs. Thus, growing a low bandgap semiconductor layer
(e.g., GaAs), characterized by a longer diffusion length, on a self-limiting, higher bandgap
surface (e.g., AlGaAs) leads to the expansion of the bottom facet and the experimentally
observed formation of a QWR.  The QWR shape can be predicted, as a function of the
nominal GaAs thickness and growth conditions, by using eq. (5.35).  For the typical QWR
thicknesses, we have lbÊ`Ê lb
sl ; therefore, as discussed on page 150, we can approximate lb
with the analytic formula (5.25), with tÊ=Ê(lb
0)4Ê/Ê[4pÊDrÊ(lb
sl)3].  The QWR thicknesses zb at
the center can be evaluated using (5.23).  The thickness profile, as a function of the lateral
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coordinate x, can be easily found in the approximation of a single bottom facet (see Figure
5.18):
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The equations above define completely the QWR shape (in the single bottom facet
approximation), and can be used to calculate the wire quantum confinement potential.
¥ GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWR SLs.  We have seen in Section 2.3.5 that these structures can be
grown with AlxGa1-xAs barriers much thinner than the ones needed to recover the self-
limiting AlxGa1-xAs profile.  A peculiar SL self-limiting state is established, and has been
modeled analytically in Section 2.3.5.2 by using empirical evolution laws for the GaAs and
AlxGa1-xAs profiles.  In Figure 5.19 we show the results of the modeling of the SL of
Figure 2.25, where we have simulated numerically the SL profile using eqs. (5.34)a and b.
The parameters of the simulation were fixed by fitting the self-limiting evolution of GaAs
and Al0.45Ga0.55As at 650¡C, determined in Section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.19: Open symbols: measured QWR SL radius of curvature, as a function of the SL
thickness, from Figure 2.25a.  Full symbols: simulated radius of curvature, using eqs. (5.34)a and
b.  Circles: upper Al0.45Ga0.55As profile; squares: upper GaAs profile.
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The plot shows that the SL self-limiting growth can be well reproduced with our model.
The simulation gave self-limiting SL radii of curvature of 17.9nm, 15.9nm, 13.4nm and
12.0nm for the samples of Table 2.3.  The agreement with the experimental values is
comparable to that of the empirical model introduced in Section 2.3.5.2, based on the
exponential evolution of GaAs and AlGaAs profiles.
¥ InxGa1-xAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs.  Compositional self-ordering takes place also in InxGa1-xAs
alloys, in analogy to AlxGa1-xAs.  This results in the formation of an In-rich VQW at the
bottom of the groove (see Section 2.3.4.2).  InGaAs self-ordering could be explained by
our model, as the diffusion length of In is larger than that of Ga.  In this case, however, one
should also take into account the effects of strain, when InGaAs is grown on GaAs or
AlGaAs buffer layers.  This can be done formally by solving the Nernst-Einstein and
continuity equations outlined above, with a surface chemical potential that takes into account
nonplanarity, entropy of mixing and strain, this latter effect being included through eq.
(5.6).  We will not try to develop analytically the model in this general case.  We note
however that, since the bottom region is concave, this profile geometry should be
unfavorable for a lateral release of the strain, and therefore should reduce In migration to the
bottom.  The formation of In-rich VQWs indicates therefore that the effects of capillarity
(that should widen the bottom of the groove and enhance the In composition in this region)
are more important than those of strain.
¥ AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs quantum dots on inverted pyramids [156].  By etching tetrahedral
recesses on (111)B-oriented GaAs substrates, self-ordering of AlxGa1-xAs is observed at the
bottom of these pyramids by OMCVD.  Growth on the side facets of the pyramids is
analogous to the one taking place in V grooves: sidewalls with similar quasi-{111}A planes
develop, and at their intersection self-ordered GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QWRs and AlxGa1-xAs
VQWs are formed.  At the bottom of the pyramids, at the intersection of the three QWRs
and VQWs, a GaAs quantum dot and a vertical AlGaAs QWR form, respectively.  Our
model can be extended to treat two-dimensional lateral diffusion in such a 60¡ geometry.
5.4 Monte Carlo simulations of nonplanar epitaxy
According to the analytic model presented here, self limiting growth results from the
competition between the growth rate anisotropy on the different facets of the groove and the
surface diffusion of adatoms.  In order to support this assumption and gain understanding of the
growth process on the atomic level, we developed a two-dimensional Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation based on the solid-on-solid model (see Section 1.3.4).  In this kinetic model, the
growth is separated into two events: the random arrival of adatoms and their diffusion on the
surface.  To take into account the growth rate anisotropy Dr, we have assumed that the arrival
rate depends not only on the nominal growth rate but also on the local slope of the surface.  This
assumption should account for the effects of the surface geometry on gas-phase diffusion,
precursor decomposition and lateral diffusion of intermediate reaction species [64, 69, 70],
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without explicitly simulating them.
Concerning adatom diffusion, only two parameters are introduced: the binding energy to
the substrate for the group-III element (EsÊ~Ê1.3-1.7eV) and the binding energy to the in-plane
nearest neighbours (EvÊ=0.2eV) [74].  The cation diffusion is then treated as a sequence of hops
between neighboring lattice sites and the presence of anions is included in the effective binding
energy parameters.  The growth of AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures is simulated by alternate
deposition of layers composed exclusively of only one cation type, i.e. with only one binding
energy parameter.  For AlGaAs growth, we have adopted a mean-field theory to treat the average
cation diffusion as a function of the alloy composition.  Thus, the average diffusion barrier
energy for adatoms is given by Es(x)Ê=Ê(1-x)ÊEs
G
Ê+ÊxÊEs
A.  By approximating the ternary alloy
with a binary material with an equivalent average diffusion, we neglect segregation effects at the
bottom, deriving from the difference between Ga and Al mobility.
The typical calculations are done on a 600´30 simple-cubic array of ÒGaAs sitesÓ
(240´12nm) with periodic boundary conditions.  The sidewalls of the groove are approximated
as {211} surfaces, instead of the ~10¡ off-{111} and {311} facets geometry observed
experimentally.  This simplification is justified because the density of steps is very high on these
facets so that the {211} surface used in the simulation reproduces quite well the low effective
diffusion length of adatoms on the high-index sidewalls.
We studied in detail how the radius of curvature r of the simulated profiles is influenced
by the two critical parameters of the growth, namely the surface diffusion barrier and the growth
rate anisotropy.  We show in Figure 5.20a the variation of the simulated r as a function of the
layer thickness, for DrÊ=Ê0.35, 0.15 and 0, at a given growth temperature and nominal growth rate
(TÊ=Ê650¡C, RÊ=Ê1ML/s).  Starting from a perfectly sharp profile (rÊ=Ê0), we ideally ÒgrowÓ
first 50ML of a material with a low diffusion barrier energy (Es=1.5eV), followed by 50ML of a
material with a 0.2eV higher one (Es=1.7eV).  As discussed below, the energy barriers used here
correspond to those of Al0.5Ga0.5As and pure AlAs, respectively.  The values of rsl agree with
those observed experimentally for equivalent growth conditions.  If DrÊ>Ê0, the simulated r
stabilizes to a self-limiting value during the deposition of the first layer, and converges to a lower
value during the deposition of the second layer, where diffusion is reduced.  As Dr decreases, the
recovery is slower and the profiles become wider.  At the limit DrÊ=Ê0, the profile width still
seems to saturate slowly during deposition of the first material, but no resharpening is possible
when diffusion is reduced.  These simulated behaviors are in agreement with experiments and
with the predictions of the analytic model.  In particular, as eq. (5.28)b implies, the simulations
show that DrÊ>Ê0 is needed in order to have self-limiting growth at the bottom, and that the
profile becomes sharper as Dr increases.
Figure 5.20b shows the simulated dependence of rsl on Es, for TÊ=Ê650¡C, RÊ=Ê1ML/s, and
DrÊ=Ê0.85 (the dimensionless parameter EsÊ/ÊkBT is shown in the figure).  The figure shows that
rsl decreases exponentially as the diffusion barrier increases.  This behavior agrees with the
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analytic model (see eq. (5.40)).  We note that no entropy of mixing effects can be deduced from
this simulation, since only one diffusing species is considered.  Quantitative agreement with
experimental results is obtained by putting EsÊ=Ê1.3eV in GaAs and EsÊ=Ê1.7eV in AlAs.  These
values are lower than those of EB estimated with the analytic model, since they refer only to the
binding energy to the substrate.  On the contrary, the analytic model provides overall diffusion
energies (substrate + lateral binding energies), averaged on a densely stepped sidewall facet.
These values are therefore expected to be higher than those of Es inferred from the simulation.
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Figure 5.20: a) Simulated evolution of the bottom radius of curvature r, for different growth
rates anisotropy and diffusion barriers (see text).  b) Simulated dependence of rsl on the substrate
diffusion barrier ES, normalized to the growth temperature.
Figure 5.21 (bottom) shows a simulation of the growth of a 10ML-thick
GaAs/Al0.5Ga0.5As QWR structure, similar to the one shown in the TEM cross section at the top
of the same figure.  We fixed the parameters TÊ=Ê680¡C, RÊ=Ê1ML/s, and DrÊ=Ê0.1.  In the mean-
field theory approximation, the diffusion barrier energies are Es(0)Ê=Ê1.3eV for GaAs and
Es(0.5)Ê=Ê1.5eV for Al0.5Ga0.5As.  The simulation gives us a complete overview of the growth
front and can reproduce the main features of the actual structure shown above.  At the bottom,
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self-limiting growth is reached in the lower Al0.5Ga0.5As layer.  Deposition of the QWR results
in a thickening and expansion of the profile.  Subsequent growth of the second barrier layer
recovers the Al0.5Ga0.5As self-limiting profile.  The roughness of the simulated interfaces on the
sidewalls is due to the very low surface diffusion of adatoms on these facets, where the kink
density is overestimated as compared to the experimental 10¡ off-{111} sidewalls.  As expected,
at the top of the mesa the (100) facet grows slower than the sidewall, leading to a gradual
planarization of the groove.
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AlGaAs
GaAs
QWR
0 120nm-120nm
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GaAs
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AlGaAs
end of the
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Figure 5.21: Top: Dark-field TEM cross section of a 0.5µm-pitch GaAs V groove, on which an
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs heterostructure was grown by LP-OMCVD at 680¡C.  Bottom: Cross-sectional
simulated profile of a V-groove GaAs/AlGaAs QWR.
5.5 Summary
We have developed an analytic model that explains self-ordered epitaxy on nonplanar
substrates.  Self-limiting profiles result from the interplay among three processes:
¥ The growth rate anisotropy on the different facets composing the groove.  According to the
sign of this anisotropy, self-limiting growth can be attained at the top of the ridges (like in
MBE) or at the bottom of the grooves (like in OMCVD).
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¥ The lateral capillarity fluxes towards the bottom of the grooves, due to curvature-related
chemical potential gradients.  These fluxes can self-adjust, in order to yield uniform growth
rates and therefore self-limiting growth.
¥ The entropy of mixing-related lateral diffusion, that arises in alloy growth.  Gradients of the
entropy of mixing are due to the larger concentration of the high-mobility components of
the alloy at the bottom of the groove, and tend to contrast this segregation, thus affecting
shape and composition of the self-limiting profiles.
A kinetic Monte Carlo simulation supports the main features of the model, and is able to
reproduce qualitatively the observed growth features.  In this approach, growth rate
enhancements at the bottom of the grooves derive from the difficulty for adatoms to diffuse from
this region towards the sidewall through the boundary between them, thus creating a net
diffusion flux towards the bottom.  The effects of this phenomenon are therefore equivalent to
those of capillarity, taken into account in the analytic model.
The predictions of the model have been applied to LP-OMCVD growth of
GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs nanostructures on V-grooved substrates, and are able to describe with great
accuracy the self-ordering phenomena taking place at the bottom of the grooves.  This formalism
can be extended to describe and design self-limiting growth of novel low-dimensionality
confined structures, such as VQWs, QWRs, QWR superlattices and vertical arrays of QDs in
inverted pyramids [156].
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and future directions
This thesis project was aimed at the understanding of the physics of epitaxial growth of
semiconducting materials on corrugated surfaces, and particularly of the low-dimensional
quantum nanostructures thus formed.  Most of the experimental and theoretical work has been
devoted to organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) growth of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs
heterostructures on V-shaped substrates.  This technique has been long proven to be a suitable
method to form uniform arrays of quantum wires (QWRs) [46].  It has soon been recognized
that this possibility stems from a self-ordering mechanism at the bottom of the V grooves.  This
mechanism ensures the formation of steady-state profiles, which depend only on the material
and growth conditions, and form again after deposition of each QWR.  No clear physical reason,
however, was identified for such an evolution of the profile at the bottom of the groove, leading
to a metastable equilibrium, and for the drastic dependence of this evolution on the growth
technique (e.g., MBE versus OMCVD).
An essential phase in our project was a broad and systematic experimental study of self-
limiting growth during OMCVD for different materials and growth conditions.  This study
contributed to improve our understanding of the physics of low-dimensional structures grown
on corrugated surfaces in different ways.
¥ First, it allowed us to gain an empirical understanding of the self-ordering mechanisms.
We observed that the bottom of the grooves, grown by LP-OMCVD, is composed of a set
of nm-sized facets.  The dependence of the facet widths on the growth conditions suggests
that the self-limiting profile is at least partly determined by surface diffusion.  Another
evidence for the influence of surface diffusion on self-limiting growth is the observation of
vertical quantum wells (VQWs) at the bottom of the grooves.  The longer diffusion length
of Ga, compared to Al, brings to the formation of three Ga-rich VQW branches,
corresponding to the facets at the bottom of the groove.  Top surface AFM studies of the
profiles showed that the morphology of the planes composing the groove is directly related
to the one characteristic of planar substrates with the same orientations.  However, the step
structure of these planes was modified, with respect to the infinite surfaces, by the presence
of boundaries that confine these facets to sizes comparable with, or smaller than the surface
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diffusion length.
¥ On the other hand, our study helped to better understand the electronic and optical
properties of the low-dimensional structures forming at the bottom of the grooves, and to
relate them to their structural features.  The very good uniformity and interface definition of
VQW structures allowed us to evidence lateral quantum confinement effects, and the
determination of the composition profiles by EELS and cross-sectional AFM helped to
model the observed intersubband transitions [88].  The establishment of a peculiar self-
limiting profile in QWR-SL growth allowed us to recognize a transition from multi-QWR
regime to a strongly coupled one, as the barrier thickness decreases and the so-forming SL
miniband width becomes larger than the 1D subband splitting [89].  Variations of the
profile morphology along the groove axis, evidenced by AFM studies, were identified as the
cause for the appearance of sharp (<200µeV) excitonic lines in QWR luminescence spectra
[112].  This roughness creates local potential minima for excitonic recombination, and can
even quantum confine the excitons into naturally formed QD-like structures.
¥ Finally, with the knowledge we have acquired, it has been possible to identify the critical
factors affecting the quality of our nanostructures, in terms of density, uniformity and
lateral confinement.  Besides, this can be used in the future to predict and optimize
quantum-confined nanostructures.  For example, lateral confinement in VQWs can be
improved by a suitable choice of growth conditions, in order to reduce the lateral branch
size and maximize the Ga segregation.  Similarly, the QWR cross-sectional shape, that can
be approximately related to the 2D confinement properties by an adiabatic model [48], can
be optimized by suitable choices of growth temperature, growth rates and Al composition in
the AlGaAs barriers.  In the same way, one can design the profile of QWR SL structures,
once the self-ordering properties of the constituent materials have been determined, as a
function of the growth conditions.  Finally, improving the QWR uniformity along the
groove should reduce the inhomogeneous broadening of the wire luminescence.  This
should be aimed at in the future mainly by reducing the substrate roughness, with a suitable
choice of the etching process and with a study of the effects of the pre-growth heat-up on
the nonplanar profiles.
The main goal of this project was however the understanding of the physical processes at
the base of self-limiting growth on corrugated substrates. We have developed a model in which
self-ordering results from an interplay between three different phenomena:
¥ The growth rate anisotropy among the different facets composing the grooved profile.
This anisotropy depends on the growth technique, and leads to a resharpening of the
nonplanar profile either at the bottom of the grooves (typically in OMCVD) or at the top of
the ridge (typically in MBE).
¥ The capillarity fluxes of adatoms towards the bottom of the groove.  These fluxes can self-
adjust in order to yield a steady-state propagation of the faceted profile either at the bottom
or at the top region, depending on the growth rate anisotropy.  The dependence of these
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fluxes on the adatom diffusion length determines the self-limiting profile width, as a
function of the material and growth conditions.
¥ The nonuniformity of the entropy of mixing in the profile of alloys.  The different diffusion
length of the alloy components gives rise to segregation of the more mobile species at the
bottom of the groove, and of the less mobile at the top of the mesa. However, these
variations of the alloy composition give rise to gradients of the entropy of mixing, which
tend to re-establish a uniform composition.
With suitable approximations, we were able to apply quantitatively our model to the
experimental self-limiting behavior of GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs structures analyzed in this project, and
with the results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.  Besides giving an accurate physical
interpretation of self-ordering phenomena in nonplanar epitaxy, this analytic model provided an
estimate of some quantities relevant to the epitaxial process, such adatom diffusion lengths and
activation energies on the groove sidewalls.
Our model could be further developed in the future to describe self-limiting growth of
more complex systems.  By including the effects of strain on the surface chemical potential, the
model could be extended to lattice-mismatched InGaAs/AlGaAs heteroepitaxy on V grooves
[157].  Finally, by writing appropriate two-dimensional diffusion equations, it could be possible
to describe self-limiting growth of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dots grown on (111)B patterned
substrates, where the dots form at the intersection of three QWRs at the bottom of an inverted
pyramid [156].
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Appendix 
A Self-ordering model in the hyperbolic approximation
We will show in this Appendix that, by applying the Nernst-Einstein and continuity
equations to a continuous, hyperbolic surface profile, the equation defining the self-ordering
properties of the radius of curvature at the bottom of the hyperbola are identical (except for a
geometrical proportionality factor) to those found in Chapter 5 for a faceted profile.
z
x
q
r
z
0
z b
Figure A.1: Schematic plot of a hyperbola.
The hyperbolic profile is defined by the function
z x t z t t t t x( , ) ( ) tan ( ) ( ) tan ( )= + ( ) +0
2 2q r q  ,
where z0(t) is the vertical coordinate of the focus, q(t) is the angle that the asymptotes form with
the horizontal and r(t) is the radius of curvature at the bottom (see Figure A.1).  The equations
defining the bottom (xÊ=Ê0) and the sidewalls (xÊpÊr) are, respectively:
z t z t t t
z x t z t x t
b
s
( , ) ( ) ( ) tan ( )
( , ) ( ) tan ( )
0 0
2
0
= +
= +
r q
q
(A.1)
If we assume that the surface free energy g =`g is isotropic on the curved surface profile,
then the solution of the continuous Nernst-Einstein and diffusion equations lead to the relation
¶
¶
g ¶
¶
z x t
t
R r x
n D
k T
z
s
s
B
( , )
( )= × -
W0
2 4
4  ,
(A.2)
where ds is the infinitesimal arc length, r(x) is the incorporation rate with respect to the planar
reference substrate (as defined in Section 5.2.1.1), and n = R r(x) t / W0 in the case of growth, or
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n = constant in the case of no growth (the other symbols are defined as in Section 5.2.1).  Since
¶
¶
¶
¶ r q
¶
¶
r
4
4
4
4 3 2
4
4
3
0
0
z
s
z
x
x
z
s
= = - =
=
tan
 (bottom)
x >>  (asymptotes -  sidewalls),
at these two points eq. (A.2) becomes, with rs and rb having the same meaning as in Section
5.2.3,
¶
¶
g
q r
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¶
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t
R r
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R r
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s
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s
= × +
= ×
3 10
2
2 3
W
tan
 at the bottom;
                           on the sidewalls.
By neglecting temporal variations of the sidewall orientation q, as was done by treating the case
of a faceted profile (Section 5.2.1.2), we can write (see eq. (A.1))
¶
¶
¶
¶
q r q q
¶r
¶
¶r
¶ q
g
q r
t
z z
t
x t
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t
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s b
s
B
( ) ( tan ( ) tan ) tan
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,
- = - @ -
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×
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2 2
2
0
2
4 3
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with Dr = rs - rb.
This general equation allows to predict the self-limiting properties of the bottom of the
groove in terms of r.  As in Section 5.3, we can identify three particular situations:
a. In the case of no growth (R = 0), by integrating the last equation we obtain
r r t t
r q
g
( ) / ;
tan
,/t t
k T
n D
B
s
= +( ) =0
1 4 0
4 4
0
21 12 W
that corresponds to the second of eq. (5.25), upon the substitution
l
p
0
4
0
4 4
2 3g
r q
g
®
tan
.
b. During growth, the self-limiting condition (¶r / ¶t  = 0) implies that
r
g
qsl
s s
B
r
r
L
k T
=
æ
è
ç
ö
ø
÷D
W3 0
2
2
1 3
tan
/
,
that corresponds to lb
sl (eq. (5.28)b), provided that 2g « 3`g / tan2q.
c. Finally, the evolution towards the self-limiting profile, as a function of the nominal
thickness dzn = R dt, is given by
¶r
¶ q
r
rz
r
n
sl=
æ
è
ç
ö
ø
÷ -
é
ë
ê
ê
ù
û
ú
ú
D
tan2
3
1  ,
that is the same as eq. (5.35), upon exchanging p « 1 / tan2 q.
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Point b. provides a relation between the ÒaverageÓ surface free energy considered in the
hyperbolic approximation, and the facet-dependent one defined in eq. (5.18).  By putting
2gÊ=Ê3`gÊ/Êtan2q, the relation in a. becomes l p0
4
0
4 2/ tan= r q , that expresses now only a
geometric proportionality between the facets and hyperbola formalisms, and is consistent with
the geometric relation found in c.  We can conclude therefore that the equations defined for the
evolution of a faceted profile hold also in the case of a continuous one, parameterized with a
hyperbola.  This will allow us to compare the predictions of the model with experimental data
relative either to bottom facet lengths and to the radius of curvature.  Finally, the equations above
show that our diffusion model can be applied also to cases in which no evident faceting of the
profile is observable, as in AP OMCVD.
B Self-ordering model for a three-facets bottom profile
In Chapter 5, we have developed a diffusion model to explain self-limiting growth at the
bottom of the grooves, by assuming that this region is composed only of a single facet.  This
simplification has proven to be very useful for interpreting self-ordering phenomena as a
function of a few physical parameters, which can be easily inferred by comparison with
experimental results.  This picture, however, lacks of a description of the full fine structure of the
bottom region.  In this appendix we will write the equations of motion for all three facets (central
(100) and two lateral {311}A) that are composing the bottom of the groove (see Figure 5.8).
For such a structure, the chemical potential at each facet is given by the set of equations
(5.15).  According to eq. (5.19), therefore, the atom transfer rates between the sidewalls and the
bottom {311}A, and between the bottom {311}A and the bottom (100) are, respectively:
K
D
k Tl
K
D
k Tl l l
s
B
B
3
0 3
3
2
1
3 0
1
1
1
3
3
=
= -
æ
è
ç
ö
ø
÷
W
W
g
g g
where the subscripts s, 3 and 1 refer to the sidewall, the {311}A and the (100) facets,
respectively.  The surface free energy differences `g1 and `g3 are defined in eq. (5.16).  We will
assume that the boundaries between the {311}A and the sidewalls evolve also in this case
according to eq. (5.35), with lbÊ=Ê2l3cosÊaÊ+Êl1.  This assumption is justified by the good
agreement of the observed behavior of lb with the simplified model developed in Chapter 5.
According to eq. (5.21), the equation of motion of the central (100) facet can be written as
dz
dt
R
l
n K1 1
0
1
1 1
2
= +
W
 .
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Figure B.1: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) evolution of the (100) (circles) and
{311}A (squares) boundaries, in GaAs heteroepitaxy on self-limiting Al0.45Ga0.55As at 650¡C
(a), and on self-limiting Al0.3Ga0.7As at 700¡C (b).
The adatom concentrations at the boundaries between the {311}A and the (100) n1 can be found
by applying the same procedure as in Section 5.2.3 to the {311}A facets.  The expression for n1
is complicated in this case by the asymmetry of the {311}A boundaries.  After some algebra,
and assuming that tanhÊl3/2L3Ê`Ê1, we obtain
n
R l
K K1
3
0
3
1 3
=
+W
 .
By noticing that dl1Ê=Ê(2/tanÊa)Ê(dz1ÊÐÊdz3), we obtain
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where AÊ=Ê(DsÊ/ÊD3)Ê(`g3 /`g1) and ri is the relative growth rate of facet i.  The equation above
and eq. (5.35) define the evolution of the {311}A and (100) boundaries, in the absence of
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entropy of mixing effects.  We have fitted the evolution of l1 and lb for GaAs profiles, at
TÊ=Ê650¡C and 700¡C (see Figure 5.17a) with the system of equations just described.  In Figure
B.1 we show the results of such fits, where we have fixed the riÕs to their measured values
(Section 2.2.2), and varied the parameter A.  A good match to the experimental data is obtained
for AÊ»Ê5-10 for the two cases here described.  Since A is the ratio of quantities that should not
differ significantly from facet to facet, it is reasonable to obtain values for A not too far from 1.
Thus, the results support the validity of the procedure and of the approximations made above.
However, we will not discuss further the numerical value of A found here, since it is not possible
to estimate independently the diffusion coefficient and surface energy ratios that appear in this
parameter.
C Entropy of mixing for a two-phases, two-components system
We will calculate the entropy of mixing of a system, with total volume V composed by a
two-components alloy, with average composition `x and two regions of volumes V1 and V2, with
different compositions x1 and x2.  The system is represented schematically in Figure C.1.
V1 V2
V
x1
x2
x
Figure C.1: Schematic representation of a system of volume V, containing a binary alloy of
average composition `x, and divided in two parts with volumes V1, 2 and compositions x1, 2.
The local molar entropy in each region is given by [60]
s k x x x x1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 21 1, , , , ,ln ln ,= -( ) -( ) +[ ]
with V1 + V2 = V, x1 V1 + x2 V2 = x V.  By defining v = V1 / V, the overall molar entropy,
expressed as a function of the variables in the first region, will be
s s V s V V
k v x x x x v
x x v
v
x x v
v
x x v
v
x x v
v
= +( )
= - -( ) -( ) +[ ]+ -( ) - -
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As expected, this function has a maximum for x1 =`x, corresponding to the state of maximum
disorder:
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s k x x x x= - -( ) -( ) +[ ]1 1ln ln  .
The dependence of the normalized molar entropy s/k, as a function of x1 is shown in
Figure C.2, for different values of `x and v.
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Figure C.2: Normalized variations of the overall molar entropy s/k, as a function of x1, for
different values of `x and v.
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